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EQUATION

SAFES TRUST

inherently difficult to define the peace and security equation
dynamic, but also characterised by all the
contradictions attendant to class society. Therefore, even the
attempt to prescribe a peace and security equation in any part of the
world becomes at best an exercise in the management or control
of (inherent) conflict; at worst, an exercise in futility, with the real
possibility that the peace today could be an investment for war
tomorrow. So fragile and ephemeral is peace and security in
contemporary .society that even the reference to such concepts
amounts to mere platitudes, an expression of the human incapacity
to contain and control humanity’s own capacity for conflict and
strife. War and insecurity are integral to contemporary class
society; peace and security should be sought in the identification
a

7

THE PEACE AND SECURITY

It is

in

Vol. 8, No.

world that is not only

of the fundamental

cau.ses

economic, political and
those

of conflict, and the establishment of the

social processes through which to address

causes.

É

humanidade de

us

in his book. The Essence of

Security (1968):
Security means development. Security is not militaiy hardw are.
though it may include it: security is not militaiy force though
it may involve it: .security is not traditional military activity,
though it may encompass it. Security is development and
without development there can he no security.3
Sapem Aprii.. 199.3

equa^ao pa: e seguran<;a num

se

dar ao conflito e ä guerra.

Guerra e inseguranya

säo parte
e

integrante da sociedade contemporanea do classes; paz
seguran^a devem ser procuradas através da identificayao das

causas

fundamentals de conflito, eoestabelecimentodos prrxie.s.sos

economicos, politicos e socials atravésdosquais se devem eliminar
tais

the talk about peace and security today
serves largely an ideological function seeking to conceal
contemporary global reality. Therefore, even such international
organisations as the United Nations itself are built on these
ideological foundations, an attempt at reconstructing a social
reality in which to conceal not only the hierarchy of powers and
nations, but also a globe characterised by such gross economic
inequalities as is implicit in such dichotomous tenns as "First World"
and "Third World”, “developed" and “developing", “northern" and
“southern”. For almost half a century, dominant world opinion would
have had us believe that all global woes were due to a Cold War. the
origins of which were assigned some mystique, as if unrelated to the
very contradictions that give rise to war and strife. Now. in a post-Cold
War era so characterised by growing economic woes and internecine
conflict in many pails of the globe, dominant world opinion is
throwing up visions of a "global village": hardly a new ideology,
serving the same function as before.
The hope, however, is that the post-Cold War era itself will
become increasingly instructive about the nature of our world,
dissipating myths and ideologies about our social reality, and
begin to identify the fundamental causes of conflict and strife. No
doubt, even peace-keeping and conflict management exerci.ses, at
both the sub-regional and global levels, will have to contend with
this growing reality; compelling the world to realise more than
ever before that real peace and security is tied with development.

a

s6 é dinamico mas tambéin é caracterizado por
todas as contradiyöes que säo proprias de uma sociedade de
classes. Portanto. mesmo a tentativa de detenninar uma equagäo
de paz e seguran^a em qualquer parte do mundo torna-se na
melhor da.s hipdteses um exerci'cio de gestdo ou de conteyäo do
conflto. Na pior das iiipoteses, é um exerci'cio futil, com um
grande potencial do tornar a pa: de hoje num investiinento para
a guerra ainanha. Täo fragil e efémero é o conceito de pa: e
seguranqa na sociedade contemporSnea qiie mesmo a sua menqao
reduz-se a apenas um chavao, uma expressao da incapacidade do
ser humano de contcr c de controlar a capacidade da propria

So, in many respects,

As Robert McNamara reminded

inerentemente difi'cil definir

inundo que nfio

causas.

Portanto,

em

muitos casos,

a

discussao sobre

a

paz e seguran^a

hoje serve em grande medida apenas uma fun^ao ideologica que
pretende ocultar a realidade contemporanea global. Me.smo tais
organizagoes intcmacionais como as proprias Naqoes Unidas
baseiam-se nestas fundafoes ideolögicas, uma tentativa de
rcconstituir uma realidade social para na qual ocultar nao so a
hierarquia das potSncias e das nagoes, mas tainbem um mundo
caracterizadoportais grosseirasdesigualdadesecondmicas como
säo imph'citas em tais termos dicotdmicos como “Primeiro” e
“Terceiro” mundos. “desenvolvido”

e

“em desenvolvimento’’,

“sul”. Durante quase meio século a opiniao mundial
dominante ter-nos-ia levado a acreditar que todos os males do

“none"

e

mundo

se

deviam

envolvidadas

a uma

num manto

Guerra Fria

mistico,

cujas origens estavam
relacionado com as

como se

contradi^oes que däo lugar ä guerra e ä instabilidade.
Agora, na era pos-Guerra Fria, täo caracterizada por dificuldades
economicas e conflitos devastadores em varias partes do giobo, a
opiniäo mundial dominante dä-nos uma visäo de uma "aldeia
mesmas

uma nova ideologiacom a mesma funyäoque a anterior.
A esperaiKj'a, contudo, é de que a pröpria era do pös-Guerra Fria

global":

irä toniar-se cada

mundo.

vez

mais instrutiva acerca da natureza do nosso

e ideologias sobre a nossa realidade
social, e comeyando a identificar as causas fundamentals do
conflito e da guerra. Sem diivida, mesmo a manuten^äo da paz e

dissipando mitos

gestäo de conflito, tanto ao m'vel sub-regional como ao nfvel
global, terä de se contentarcom esta crescente realidade; obrigando
o mundo a apercerber-se agora mais do que nunca de que a
verdadeira paz esta ligada ao desenvolvimento. Como Robert
McNamara nos faz lembrarno seu livro, The Essence of Security
(A Essencia da Seguranga) [ 1968]:

a

desenvolvimento. A scguran^a ndo é
equipamento militar, emhora opossa incluir: a .segurant;a

A segurani'a .signifiea
o

ndo é aforism

ndo é

a

militar embora a passa envalver; a seguranfa
actividade militar tradkional. emhora a po.ssa

incluir. A seguranga é o desenvolvimento e sem
desenvolvimento ndo pode haver seguranga.3
3

rape men
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in many ways. The provocative

dressing that

some women induige in is
the most serious sexuai assault on men.

Another form of rope performed by

|

When we in South Africa (without Jaffe)

women is that which involves small boys,

decided in 1983-84 to re-constitute the

which in most

Unity Movement as the New Unity
Movement (NUM), we did so on the
understanding that we would not raise
the controversial issues that brought

eider

cases go unreported. The
teiis the young boy that," i

teaching

you ali about sex”. Unless
boy develops an STD, no one
will tell whether he was raped. The only
case that has been reported to the
am

the small

about the division of the NEUM in 1957-

60.

!

Ali of us in the NUM here have honoured

.

this undertaking, but Jaffe from the safe
havens of London and Milan has on
than

woman

policeconcerningtherapeofsmallboys
was one

which involved

a

domestic-

{ worker and the

son of her employer in
Avondale, Harare, in 1987.

occasion

(his published
Another rape case involving a female
lecture(s) atthe University of Capetown ■ domestic-workerandheremployer'sson
and his book(s)) breached this
happened in Chitungwiza, also in Harare,
agreement, and brazenly used the NUM i lastyear. The domestic worker wasjailed
for marketing this divisive material!
for three months for child abuse.
more

one

I have, however,

TRIBUTE TO SLOVO
Your

cover

and Gift Siso

stories by Blade Nzimande
on Joe Slovo (SAPEM, Vol.8,

No.5, February 1995) left me with no
doubt that South Africa had been
robbed of one of its able freedom

fighters. Cde Slovo was indeed a tireless
crusader for the freedom of black South

Africans. He could have bowed out of
the

fight against apartheid when his

first wife, Ruth First, was killed

by the
apartheid regime agents. But instead
he was baptised by Ruth's blood and
gathered more courage to fight on.
Although he could live long enough to
see the crumbling of apartheid, his
dream of equality for all in the new

perforce to defend
myself and the leaders of the All African
Convention against Jaffe's calumnies:
crystal-gazing distortions, misinterpretations bordering on plain untruths.

It is very

Another form of rape by women is
:

member
precluded from
engaging him in his effete hobby, the
NUM

am

they seduce men to indulge in
man reject the woman's
advances he may be labelled impotent.
And no man, whether impotent or not,
Where

wants to hear this. There is also the bare

hallmark of the Eurocentric Left-overs.
He is obsessed to damn the AAC

where
sex.

in 1958, which I, as a disciplined

the

only the

forceful penetration of a woman by a
man, and not the other way round.

Now he has opened a can of worms
and wants to continue where he left off
of

unfortunate that in both cases

the law took RAPE to mean

^

truth that "there is no fury

i

of

worse than

rejected woman". After
leadership, but is unconcerned with the rejecting her advances she
may find
fact that the NUM paid tribute when Leo j
other means of fixing you (man). Many
Sihlali, IB Tabata and Tshutsha Honono '
garden boys have had to do what the
were buried without any reference to .
madam wanted them to do or risk
Jaffeite

"Africanist"

advocates of

labelling and
"buying and selling of

land".

a

being

i

|

dismissed.
Another issue of concern is what is
called marital rape.

for the South African
People to honour their gallant hero will
be to pick up the struggle from where

Alle Fataar

With the advent of
marriages, where husbands are
encouraged to stick to one wife, where
do we expect the husband to sexually
satisfy himself when nature requires him

Cde Slovo left it.

Claremont

to do so? I think where the wife feels that

South Africa

she

South Africa still has to be realised. So,
the best way

Lloyd Chipfumbu

Let him leave his beloved Europe and
come

he

into the

fears

fray here in Africa, unless
contamination

"Africanism".

Gweru

cannot

accommodate

her

husband's sexual demands she should

Zinibiibwc

WOMEN CAN ALSO RAPE
JAFFE’S CAN OF WORMS
I do have much to say

with

modern

about Hosea

Jaffe's

largely irrelevant rejoinder in
SAPEM Vol.8, No.5, February 1995.

allow him to marry another wife so that
he can go to his mistress when the lady

Rape case involving man, as the is fasting. Traditionally, this was the
perpetrator and the woman as the practice, and families remained stable.
Zomlayi Chibandu
victim, is the only rape crime accepted
Harare
and tried by our courts. Women do also ! Zimbabwe

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR should be addressed to: THE EDITOR, P.O. Box MP 111, Mount Pleasant, HARARE, Zimbabwe
name and address and may be edited for purposes of
clarity or space.
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SOUTHERN AFRICA: IN SEARCH
OF A COMMON SECURITY?
Fernando

Coininiinity (SADC) meet for

coordinator.

implementing the plan.

Throughout the world these days,
politicians, diplomats, academics and
intellectuals ponder at conferences,
seminars and symposia over the issue of
diplomacy coordination in conflict
resolution, common defence and security,
particularly for countries sharing the same
geographical space. But just how such
mechanisms are to be implemented,
continues to be subject of heated debates.
At their last year's annual summit in
Tunis, heads of state of the Organisation of
African Unity (OAU) endorsed a decision
to set up a continental conflict resolution
mechanism. But apart from rellecting a
political desire to deal with conflict, very
little seems to be happening on the ground,
partially because of a financial paralysis at
the OAU headquarters in Addis Ababa, but

In November last year, at a Francophone
summit in Biarritz, France, African leaders

their annual summit in South Africa,
later this year, they will
of

ratifying

a

face the challenge
decision by their foreign

ministers to transform the Frontline

(Iroiip ofStates (EES) intoan Association
of Southern African States (ASAS) as a

security, conflict resolution and defence
arm

of SADC.

The decision to disband the FLS

is

expected to be taken at a group’s summit to
take place at a date yet to be announced. The
summit was initially scheduled for the later
part of March, but was re-scheduled due to
some

seriously due to differences amongst

specified) seem to have raised
objections that Zimbabwe becomes the sector

more

Southern Africa Development

HEN leaders of the 11-nation

w

Gon(;alves

unfinished business.

Some of the

reasons

for the postponement

meeting have had to do with lack of
agreement as to which of the 11 member
countries would be responsible for
ccxirdinating this new sector. Apparently some
of the

countries (not

the OAU members,

could

not

to set

up a

on

the mechanics of

readily endorse a French proposal
continental peacekeeping force,
even though there was widespread agreement
among them that such a mechanism would
help prevent situations such as those that
had occurred in Rwanda

seven

months

earlier.

Although most of the Francophone African
had given their nod to the plan, mostly
because of a ‘religious’ allegiance to France
states

rather than out of conviction, non-French

speaking leaders

were
Paris' real motives.

highly suspicious of

Outside Africa, the

subject of collective
security has not always brought consensus
either. Last year, at a summit in Budapest,
Russian President Boris Yeltsin and his

P(C:F. NOMAO AIM

Countries will still choose to take
Sapem Aprii

.

1995

care

of their

own

defence and security matters
3
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American counterpart. Bill Clinton, could
not hide theirdisagreements over America’s
desire

to

incorporate the former Warsaw

Pact members into the North Atlantic Treaty

Organisation (NATO).
These

failed

attempts at creating
security throughout the
globe, prove the point that the subject of
collective security at regional, continental
or international level is more
complex than
it may seem at face value.
This has become even more pronounced
following the end of the Cold War. which
once motivated capitalist states to
group
together against what they perceived as
mechanisms of

communist threats

or

vice-versa.

At the heart of the

problem there are
sovereignty and pride, as
well as the desire by nation states to take
care of their own
security affairs rather than
place them in the hands of a supranational
structure, which most fear they can have no
issues of national

control

over.

Joint military exercises could he the starting point for regional security

soliciting their militarily intervention

to

former Soviet Union in order

protect his government from one faction of

satellite nations could

the

attacks

military that had sided

w

ith the king.

not

to ensure

be used

Students of international relations have also

recognition of the need to coordinate
of regional security, it is quite
apparent that SADC will not, at least in the
foreseeable future, move beyond the level

challenged the concept of regional security in
view of the unequal economic development

in temis of infrastructural

both

economic coordination, as well

of rhetoric, which becomes

social

a

matters

a

convenient

way of masking disagreements that could
otherwise be interpreted as an indication of

disunity.
Regional security further becomes

a

controversial issue because it has been

conventionally .seen by many in military
and police terms rather than in the wider
perspective of encompassing aspects of
economic and social development.
The collective

of

use

of force for the purpose

preserving international

peace

and

.security is permissible under the United
Nations (UN) Charter, which also allows
for the

of force

regional level, after
by the Security Council. But
there might be legitimate concerns by
smaller and weaker countries,
that by
establishing regional systems of collective
security, they may become victims of
bullyingtacticsoftheir stronger neighbours.
A good example is the political crisis that
affected Lesotho last year, which according
to sources in the kingdom, was partially
caused by a confidential letter sent by Primeuse

at

authorisation

Minister Ntsu Mokhehle

to

the leaders of

Botswana, South Africa and Zimbabwe,
6

w

ithin and between countries.

In their view, unbalanced economic and

development within a country can
inevitably lead to a conflict where
intervention by outside forces will no doubt
be regarded as interference in internal affairs
of a sovereign state.
Equally, unequal development between
nations
even if bound
together by
geographical proximity — can result in
them having different perceptions insofar
as their foreign
policy goals are concerned.
And because the goals differ, so do the

that

stage

against it.
Regional crxiperation and integration in

although there has

In Southern Africa,

been

to

Southern .M'rica has been conceived

more

development and
as acommon

platform for soliciting aid from the north,
one of the most
important
integrationist elements — the human being.
SADC's nearly UK) million people still
but has excluded

remain

alienated

from

the

entire

country, but difficult to do the same w hen

“integration” process, as was evidenced
recently, when the organisation made a
decision to give its bureaucrats visa facilities
to travel throughout the region, while
leaving
out the business
community, which is
supposed to constitute the engine of growth
in any process of economic integration.
Common regional security policies have
been attempted in Southern Africa, even
before the wave of independence in the mid1970s to the early 1990s. The fonner colonial
powers regularly consulted each other on

the conflict erupts

howbe.st tocombat the liberation movements.

—

means to

achieve them.

The other aspect has to do with the fact
that it may be easier to intervene in the
internal conflict of a smaller and weaker

in the larger and stronger

nations.

The role

Groups of nations seek collective security
because

they have

interests that need

common

values and

be

played by the Frontline States in
Mozambique,

the decolonisation of Angola.

Namibia, South Africa and Zimbabwe
in

continuation, and

w as

preserved. It could
be an ideology,
or their wealth. Thus.
NATO was set up to protect Western
democracies against what they perceived as

implicit
recognition of the integrative nature of the
political and security situation in the region.

the communist threat, while in the

1986 and 1992. Tanzania and Zimbabwe

to

vein, the Warsaw Pact
in order

to create a

came

same

into existence

security belt around the

It

essence a

was

an

also within this context that between

committed troops to
government

help the Mozambican
fight against Renamo, then
Sai’km April, IW.s
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into the

regarded as an instrument of South African
destabilisation against Mozambique.
It

along the same line of thinking
floating
with the concept of Constellation of

was

also

that in the I98()s, South Africa was

around

Southern

new

South Africa National

Defence Forces (SANDF)

African States (CONSAS),

although it is quite clear that such a system

envisageddominanceby South Africa, rather
than cooperation with its neighbours.
With the advent of independence in South
Africa, peace in Mozambique and prospects

would have

signal that Pretoria is
willing to cooperate in regional peacekeeping efforts. The mechanism by which
the United Nations sends peace-keepers
sent a very

strong

involves that the contributing nations be
paid for the equipment and the men they
commit. South Africa could have contributed

Africans) were faced with a common enemy

than it was being
perhaps share the costs.
The point
here, is that South Africa
cannot play that leading role because it does
not have the capacity to. It is at the moment
under increasing internal pressure to
distribute
not to produce — w'ealth, and

with the military and the economic capability

the ANC government

end to the conflict in

Angola, the
regional security needs some redefinition. In the past, almost 100 million
people (including 30 million black South
of

an

notion of

destabilise the entire

region. But even as
today South Africa joins the regional
fraternity, its role in the region will still
have to be defined by its own national
intere.sts as a regional superpower. So. with
the disappearance of the common enemy,
to

smaller and weaker countries will

adopt

a

policy that, in their view, will not
give South Africa the right — even under
the disguise of regional security — to

cautious

undermine their national

sovereignty.

South African President Nelson Mandela

with

smaller contingent

a

asked to, and

—

cannot turn a

blind

that pressure if it wants to remain
as the main political force in South
Africa in the long term.

eye to
viable

“In such conditions. South Africa not

only cannot be the locomotive of growth in
the region, as it can also transform itself into
a wagon full-loaded with debris and the
wheels covered with rust," said one political
analyst well-versed in regional issues.
Joao Honwana, of the Cape Town-based

that in the short term, any attempt to set up
a

would be a cooperation between
institutionally fragile states both in terms of

human and financial resources,” he said,

Hon wana, who is co-author of a

study on
feasibility of establishing a S ADC Sector
for Political and Security Cooperation,
believes that a first step would be to reinforce
diplomatic cooperation in the region, while
military commanders could start by training
small specialised units with the participation
the

of all countries,

"Security cooperation could also be in
of information as well
as
participation in joint military
the form of exchange

manoeuvres," said Honwana,
Becau.se of all the

pitfalls entailed in the
of bringing about a formal common
security arrangement, it is hard to see how
the system can work. But there must be a
point of departure since it is possible to

process

create

resources

upon to assist in
such as rescue
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as a

deterrent and

can

as an

that

one

can

be called

non-military activities
cases of

operations in

A

regional .security mechanism that
entirely rely on a fighting
component is something that can also be
used forre.search in the military field with
the long term objective of reducing the
region's dependence on the northern
hemisphere for the supply of defence
equipment.
Some in the region are not only calling
for non-military means of conflict
resolution, but are even contemplating

does not

on

the need to abolish national armies.

At a recent meeting on

in Malawi,

one

regional security

church leader called for

governments to cut down on

military

expenditure by abolishing their armies,
and re-direct the

resources

thus saved to

uplift the economic and social conditions
of their respective peoples.
"Real security comes in the form
of economic and social development of

it
a

political nature. Even sending a small
contingent of former Mks, the ANC’s
guerrilla wing, who are already integrated

on

natural disasters,

regime.

make

from member states, not

Mozambique air force commander, says

neighbours’ concerns. South
Africa has been discreet and responsible
when it came to play the role of a regional
policeman. During the Lesotho crisis, it
joined Botswana and Zimbabwe in the
mediation effort, but opted for
a total
blockade to asphyxiate the insular nation,
instead of the military intervention
contemplated by its partners.
And when Renamo pulled out of the
Mozambique October 1994 elections. South
Africa promptly intervened at the highest
level possible to avert a crisis. But when
requested to send I 000 peace-keepers to
Angola, it refused on the basis that it was
still refomiing its defence forces, which are
still dominated by elements of the past
explanations

defence force based

interventionist force, but

Aware of its

Technical

a common

contributions of human and material

function

much aware of this, and in nearly one
year of his presidency, he has acted very
cautiously to allay such fears of dominance.

security mechanism in

“It

Centre for Conllict Resolution and a former

is very

convenient to conceal considerations of

formal collective

Southern Africa could be counterprixluctive.
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Real

security

comes

in the form of

economic and social development

the masses," said

Malawi

one

church leader at the

meeting.

Indeed, national

security and stability
1
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key element to regional security — also
largely rests on the ability of individual
states to meet their peoples’ economic and
social needs, observe human rights and
afford all their citizens the opportunity to
participate in their nations’ political
decision-making process.
—

a

may

—

scrapped, argue
that their role is to safeguard the inviolability
of a country’s national sovereignty against
external aggression, and therefore, in the
absence of such threats in present day
Southern Africa, the role of maintaining
law and order within a country should be
vested in the police force, not the military.

over

the Sidudu

over

the Kariba dam and the

small island

ownership of a
along the Zambezi river.

But it is feared that the maintenance of

large military contingents in a situation of
relative peace could turn the military into a
source of instability, as soldiers will
increasingly seek ways of interferring with
the political process.
It is

true

that

most

African countries have

the years

escalated their military
expenditure at the expense of the socioover

economic

sectors

either

as

a

result of

legitimate concerns over defence and internal
security, or out of sheer desire for prestige.
According to the United States Arms
Control and Disarmament Agency (ACDA),
between 1985 and 1989, Sub-Saharan Africa

imported nearly US$ 15 billion worth of arms,
that is equivalent to the combined
GDPs of Chad, Ethiopia, Madagascar,
Malawi, Mozambique, Somalia, and
Tanzania. Indeed, the real figure could even
be much higher, considering the level of
subsidies accorded to African military
establishments and the
military-related
expenditure that is not classified as such.
The Washington-based Global Coalition
a sum

for Africa

(GCA) estimates that “if African

these soldiers

to

allow them

a

gradual

productive civilian life is much
the long term than having to keep

them idle in the barracks.

There have also been calls for the
formation of a

regional military contingent
regional military command. While
such a contingent would he desirable only
as a deterrent factor and be used to
respond
to emergency situations, including in cases
of natural calamities, its practical operational
aspects would need some further careful
thought that would include mechanisms
through which to strengthen its control by
under
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People’s equalparticipation in the political
is the key to long-term security and
stability

process

improving health and education, and
supporting productive investments.”
Given this scenario, it is necessary to also
conceptualise regional security in terms of
diplomacy coordination, joint mechanisms
for crime prevention and combat, exchange
of information on drug trafficking,
immigration matters, exchange of
intelligence information, and most
importantly, in terms of eliminating such
root

causes

that

can

lead to conOict.

Improved social and economic conditions,
promotion of human rights and the equal
participation of all ethnic groups in the
process of political and economic decisionmaking can greatly reduce the potential for
conflict in any society.
Greater cooperation amongst the
countries of the region in these areas is
essential

as

a

measure

of confidence

building in the context of promoting
regional cooperation and developing
collective security mechanisms.
In the same vein, governments in Southern
Africa may need to set up a durable
mechanism todeal with small border disputes
that might arise in future, as well as establ ish
a credible system that can allow them to

governments were to reduce their military

mediate in conflicts within and between the

budgets by 50 per cent between 1993 and
2000, they would have an additional US$7
billion to devote to poverty alleviation.

countries of the

8

to

less in

would, however, be hard to convince

island, and between Zambia and Zimbabwe,

of thousands of soldiers

return to

the

Namibia and Botswana

the prospects of having to

tens

find themselves the next day
deprived of any means of subsistence. But
by all accounts, the price of offering
attractive demobilisation packages over a
certain period of time — say live to 10 years

Those who believe that armed forces in

military that their role is over. Military
experts who spoke to SAPEM argue that
the potential for conflict is still there, as
exemplified by border disputes between

wary at

who may

Southern Africa should be

It

be

demobilise

region.
Alongside calls for massive disarmament

and de-militarisation, most governments

a

civilian institutions.

Security, be it regional or national, cannot
merely in terms of the political
and military dimensions or even confined to
be viewed

issues of crime and other civil violence, but
it should be viewed in
as to

a

broader context

so

inelude

and social

important aspects of economic
development of the people.

At another level, and

as

in economic

cooperation, SADC member states need to
clearly identify and articulate their interests
insofar as regional security cooperation is
concerned, and
to

strike

a

on

the basis of that, be able

balance between the costs and the

benefits of such

cooperation. From the

outset, one immediate task will be that of

setting targets and timetables before
embarking on the path of formal collective
security mechanisms.
In that regard, it is essential that all
countries hold
committed

to

a common

belief in, and

are

systems that allow for popular

participation in major political decisionmaking, transparency and public
accountability.
There can be no collective security if
those who are supposed to participate and
benefit from it pursue different systems
and values. Otherwise, regional security
can easily turn into regional insecurity,
with each individual member seeking
regional endorsement of its own policies,
which may include repression against
internal dissent.□
Sap[;m April. 1995
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SECURITY AND CONFLICT RESOLUTION
IN EAST AFRICA
Nathan Byamukama
N 1963, the late Tom

I

Kenya's

veteran

region might demand that they adopt “a
security” and learn how to resolve
their contradictions harmoniously, the East
African countries might still have a long
way if they do not resolve the contradictions

one of
nationalists,

Mboya,

common

remarked that East Africans needed

not to be

what

taught by Europeans about

a common

from the

market is.

However,

In the field

in 1967, fell in 1977 and rose

again in 1991. Many in the region would

in the economic and
political fields and enjoy maximum
collective security. However, the reality
}
has been that in spite of the rhetoric used S
by politicians, regional cooperation and
Mwinyi: attempting to re-build the East
security in East Africa still remains a
African Community

wish to cooperate

distant dream.

The re-definition of

a

regional collective

security system which transcends the need
to react to military threats and includes
environmental, economic, natural hazards
and all other factors that pose a

threat to
humanity, has brought to the fore the
realisation that there need to be
the

causes

of insecurity

a

solution to

and conflict, rather

addressing the symptoms of the
underlying problem.
Technological advancement has turned
the world into a “global village”. Real
security in East Africa can only be attained
by reducing spending on arms and
systematically re-directing those resources
than

to meet

critical human and environmental

increased

a
the stage
chari.smatic leader calls the shots

on

single
quickly

and governments are staggering away
confused from the conflicts within them.
At times the governments are
know who the leaders

are.

unable to

Yet those who

don't get consumed by this confusion and
conflict still move for changing the status
quo.

This scenario of the dynamics is as true

in the world
The

as

it is in East Africa.

people of East Africa, know what

security, conflict and conflict resolution is,
out

of their historical

emergence

experiences since the
of the state (colonial or

otherwise). The fonns of these experiences

shaped by external factors have, however,
altered the character of conflicts and their

needs.

realise that they are no

resolution. East Africa, that colonial

the only important actors in the
Rather, individuals,
non-governmental organisations, religious
groups, drug cartels, global corporations
are all playing an important role on the
world stage. Governments, however, have
found it increasingly difficult to work with
these new actors. They are too bureaucratic,
and their foreign relationships require

expression of Uganda, Kenya and Tanzania,
has had a history of conflict and cooperation.
Issues and measures of security (or
in.security) and conflict resolution(hence
cooperation) have unfortunately been raised
as a result of the factors obtaining outside
the region, but directly affecting it.

Nation-states

now

longer

international system.

consultation with their allies, hence their
failure to cope up with the demands of
domestic political interest groups. Global

gladiators, guerrillas in particular, have
Sapem Apru., 199.‘i

countries

simultaneously.

process of integration in East Africa has
suffered a number of setbacks. The
process rose

individual

their

within

early days of independence, the

Contradictions within individual countries
have

always been a
attainment of total

stumbling block to the
security and conflict

of economics, they had
market by the 192()s. But

reached

a common

this

possible because of external factors.
market was first given the

was

The

common

of life at the Berlin

lease

and Brussels

conferences which settled issues

relating to
Through the Congo
Treaties the trading policies of East

the scramble for Africa.
Basin

Africa were standardised. This

was

followed

by the fonnation of a customs union between
Kenya and Uganda in 1917, joined by
Tanzania in 1927. Although the headquarters
of the union were in Mombasa, Kenya, the
intentionsofsuchacooperation were clearly
meant to benefit the settler economy of
Kenya, at the expense of Uganda and
Tanzania.
Even if the formation of the East African

Community in 1967
to

was partly an attempt
address the imbalances
created by

colonialism in the

region, the legacies of
(supported

colonial economic distortions

political ly) were not easy to circumvent and
it was not surprising that ten years later, the
community collapsed largely because of the
same reasons

it wanted to eradicate!

When economic issues

are

mishandled,

political problems ensue. Although the East
African leaders were originally Pan
Africanists,

economic

realities

at

independence comupted their prior political
“commitments”. The desire for unity in East
Africa was summed up in a joint declaration
after

a

summit of the heads of state of

Kenya, Tanzania, and Uganda, in 1963, in
pledged themselves “to
the political federation of East Africa”.
which the leaders
As

it

later

became

clear,

such

resolution.

“commitment” to cooperation and federation

Although the factors (economic, political,
ecological, etc.) happening outside the

was mere
was

to

political rhetoric, who.se usefulness
the contradiction between the

expo.se

9
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political realisation of cooperation in East
Africa and the economic
power of
international capital.
Rather than creating systems which

realise in their attempt to integrate their
economies of 60 million people, that some

reflected the real material

this

concerns

on

leaders

of their

then 30 million

people, the leaders in this
region sought to achieve regional integration
by using the same systems that had been set
up by the colonial powers in order to achieve
maximum exploitation of the masses. And
as if to reinforce this fact, they concluded in
one of their meetings that:
“In many practical ways we already are
co-operating in scientific research, in
communications and in po.stal services. An
important factor in view of ourdetemiination
shared currency: a
economic working

leading aspect of
together is the

functioning of the East African

common

The

interesting aspect about the conflicts

of economic

nature

Amin

of Tanzania but

out

also

out

of

Ugandacould be criticised as having plunged
problems, but it

Tanzania into economic

nevertheless resolved the conflict and ridded
the

region of a dictatorship neither friendly
Kenyan or to Tanzania. The most

successful

measures

of conflict resolution in

East Africa, however costly, have been those
where the

aggrieved party has taken a
resorting to

unilateral action without

negotiation.
Characteristic of colonial

regimes, each
region had one dominant economic
power. While Southern Africa had
Zimbabwe(prior to 1994), and West Africa
had Nigeria, East Africa had Kenya. It almost
went without saying that whoever had
economic power could also carry political
influence. So it was always President Moi ’s
initiative to mediate in the political conflicts
African

10

region

internal and external problems.
Internally there are, in each country, pressure
groups raising a number of demands —
mostly in the name of “democracy” thus
creating a situation of in.security from within.
However, external insecurity, real or
imagined by the state, to a larger extent
own

!
i

i

Moi:

might have felt insulted by Museveni

in

Uganda after the overthrow of Idi Amin
subsequent resumption of other

and the

dictators like Milton Obote and Tito Okello.

to

in East Africa is that

they have never led to armed conflict. They
were always solved
by the dissatisfied party
opting out. When Tanzania was dissatisfied
with the arrangements under the East Africa
Currency Board, it broke away. It only took
a political turn when Idi Amin invaded the
Kagera salient and captured part of the
Tanzanian territory that Nyerere reacted in
total disregard of the OAU prior
arrangements to “solve the conflicf’.
This action by Tanzania to not only chase

to

resolution in the

to

mediate between

Yoweri Museveni and General Tito Okello

Conflict Resolution in East Africa

so

The Ea.st African countries have their

Moi tried several times

market.”

might lose their political jwwer,
keeps the conflict unresolved.

Guerrillas, insecurity and conflict

achieve federation is the existence of

to

of South Africa. But they also

stage

find a peaceful settlement to the conflict.
However, Moi might have felt insulted

when he realised that the

year-long peaceby Museveni to buy
time to launch his final assault on Kampala.
This problem was further aggravated when
talks had been used

Nairobi realised that Museveni
to

Gadaffi’s missiles
at

was a

friend

Muammar Gadaffi, and

suspected that
in Kampala were aimed

Nairobi.
It later took President Mwinyi of Tanzania

to use

the opportunity of the Commonwealth

Summit in Harare in 1991

to

broker

a

meeting between Museveni and Moi — a
meeting that resurrected the idea of
resuscitating the East African Community.
Later in 1993, the presidential visits
intensified, and on Kenya’s 30th
independence anniversary the three heads
of state met and officially committed
themselves to the East African Community.
Currently, officials from the three nations
are working round the clock to
open a
secretariat in Arusha by the end of this
month. It should, however, be noted that
the conflict between Museveni and Moi
solved only partially because it was
predicated on addressing economic issues,
typical of the earlier initiatives.
More importantly, however, the East
was

African nations realise that their economies

might not compete in more integrated
economies and particularly with the coming

tended

to

silence internal demands.

As

a

silencing mechanism Kenya has in February
this year, accused Uganda of harbouring a
guerrilla leader, one Brig. John Odongo,
who was “planning to overthrow the Moi
government” and demanded his hand-over
to Kenya.
Uganda opted to send the man to a “third
country", Ghana. Kenya’s reaction was
that Uganda’s move was against the spirit
of the East African
Community. The
government of Kenya went further to
organise protests against Museveni.
According to newspaper reports in Uganda,
the Kenya Broadcasting Corporation
reported that the Muslim community in
Nyeri was planning to hold the “antiOdongo/Museveni demonstration” on
March 5, 1995, as a sign of loyalty to
President Moi’s government. On February
28, the district leaders in Nandi, the home
of President Moi, organised about

area

5 000

people to demonstrate, accusing

Museveni and his government of harbouring

criminals who wanted

topple the Kenyan
measures that
Kenya took were to arrest all Ugandans in
Kenya, and when Museveni was asked about
the issue he, humorously, advised the
Ugandans to “stay away from the damn
place”. This statement was not taken lightly
by the Kanu secretary-general who was
quick to comment that Museveni’s statement
was “against the spirit of the East African
Community”.
The concept of guerrillas in East Africa is
very popular. To the state, they are a serious
threat to its power. To political activists
they are an inspiration to challenging the
status quo. Having tried the conventional
government. The

to

retaliatory
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through elections and failed,
guerrillaism appears now to be the only
viable option to change the system or at
least keeping it paranoid to hasten the
change. The guerrilla war which brought
methods

Museveni

to

power

in Uganda verified its

viability in fighting dictatorships in Africa,
its cost notwithstanding.

Rwande.se Patriotic
Front to fight in Rwanda and the fears of
Kenya, Sudan and Zaire of guerrillas
operating in or assisted by Uganda are
offshoots of the Ugandan experiment. All
Uganda’s neighbours, with the exception
The emergence of the

be

impressed

security

The
Rwanda tragedy has not only
highlighted the limits of dictatorship in
Africa,
but also the bankruptcy of
negotiation as a measure of conflict

Uganda on
the other hand employed both military and
diplomatic means to resolve the tensions
and the end product indicates she is slowly
winning. The RPF is now in power; the
NALU rebels which it said were allegedly
supported by Zaire have since disintegrated,
with the death of their leader, Amon

Bazira.

The remaining problem is Sudan, still accusing

Uganda of assisting the rebel SPLA/M.
President Al- Bashir

sees

Museveni

as

partisan in the Sudanese conflict. Uganda
also has continued to accuse Sudan

of

bombing her territory and supporting the
Lord Resistance Army (LRA) in Northern
Uganda. The solution to this ,on the part of
Uganda, has been to ensure total military
victory over the rebels rather than
negotiation. Since its coming to power the
NRM government has defeated all the
rebels that were operating in the East. We.st

and the North of the country. Those in the
East had their base in Kenya but the Uganda

government never made a fuss out of it. To
date the former leader of one rebel group.
Alls Lakwena, is in Kenya.

suprise attack, the Ugandan
amiy killed more than 100 rebels suspected
of operating from Zaire, but with assistance
In

a

recent

from Sudan. It

was not

clear whether the

spread of Islamic
of the political
campaign to punish Uganda for its alleged
support for SPLA. All these problems
notwithstanding, it seems diplomacy is
gaining much success in Uganda in the
economic front, while force is still the option
on the political side. Foreign donors seem to
Sudan factor is part of the
fundamentalism or part
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refugees
security threat to the region

which makes these countries realise that

need to be collective. In
meeting of January 8,1995, the
leaders “ agreed on measures/plans to enable
refugees to return home. . . and suspected
measures

perpetrators of the genocide
innocent

refugees.” There

separated from
are also many

resolution in Africa. The conflict in Rwanda

Sudanese, Somali and Zairean

has also indicated that if Africans

the East African countries. These

accept the
as

must

colonial boundaries, they must
also accept and treat al 1 those

of necessity

who live within them. The East African
Rwanda

retaliation they also assist

are now a

the Nairobi

The Rwanda Factor

Uganda. They accuse Uganda of
harbouring rebels to overthrow their
rebels to overthrow Museveni.

The Rwanda conflict created

economic

multi-partyism.

countries

governments. In

the

who

of Tanzania and now Rwanda, are suspicious
of

with

developments in Uganda and they seem to
be putting aside their political demands for

now

realise that the

tragedy in

spills over to their countries. If
Uganda was being accused of assisting the
RPF during the war. Kenya is being accused
of harbouring at least 150 individuals
accused of having commited the genocide.
Kenya has also been accused of having
delayed its recognition of the RPF

competitors to the nationals and they
might demand them out of their countries.
Yet
some of the refugees’ countries of
origin are not showing any gestures of
welcoming their people back.
On the ecological side, nature also .seems
seen as

,

to

demand that these countries must solve

political problems and people want to
freely move in that region. While politicians
still recognise borders fortheir political ends,
natural calamities do not. Uganda, Kenya and

their

1994. From
July-December 1994 the Rwandese
Embassy in Kenya was still being run by the
officials of the defeated government, with
the knowledge of the Kenya government,
while senior foreign ministry officials in

Tanzania share

Nairobi maintained that the

taken this

government until December

Kenyan

interfere because the
“entirely in the hands of the

government could not
matter was

Rwandese themselves”.
If Tanzania thought
not to
as

to

that it was doing well

take sides in the Rwanda conflict so

be a credible “facilitator” in the Arusha

talks, the former president, Julius

peace

Nyerere, saw it as a way of “confusing the
world”. According to Nyerere, the conflict
would have easily been solved if the
Tanzanian government had taken sides in

of the RPF. It was construed by the
Nyerere himself that Tanzania
supported the Habyarimana government.

support

RPF and

The

RPF, however, later made

a

diplomatic breakthrough in the Nairobi
meeting of January 8, 1995 in Nairobi; it
drew support from six African countries
(Burundi, Tanzania, Uganda. Kenya, Zaire
and

Zambia) in what amounted to

recognition of the RPF government. Prior
to this only Uganda showed gesture of
recognising the RPF government when a
Uganda government delegation attended the
swearing in of the RPF president and vicepresident in July 1994.

refugees in all
people are

one

Lake Victoria. And

electricity generated on that lake on the
Ugandan side is exported to Kenya and
Tanzania. Recently, however, a waterhyacinth
invaded the source of the Nile, threatening to
choke the dam. If collective

measures are not

might seriously affect the three
countries more than refugees or guerrillas
would do.
It would mean that fishing,
electricity and water transport would be
affected in the region. This is also insecurity.
By and large, the East African countries
might continue to address issues of conflict
and conflict resolution. They might also go
in the direction of cooperation as a way
towards common .security and conflict
resolution. But they also might need to
leave this responsibility in the hands of
those who need it rather than pretending to
do it for them. Flistory has shown that to a
larger extent, insecurity in the region has
been state-sponsored and can therefore be
granted or removed by the states in the
region. They have to look at security in
totality rather than in parts. They have to
start considering
that insecurity in one
country is insecurity in another. Struggling
to instill economic discipline
to please
international capital might go hand in hand
with instilling political discipline in those
they rule. People might continue some
guerrilla experiments if the states refuse or
fail

to

resolve conflicts and guarantee

security to their people.^
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Claudius

Makoya said recently that

a

total

of 2 792 officers and non-commissioned

parliament, the ruling Zimbabwe African

SOUTH AFRICA

National Union-Patriotic Front (Zanu-PF)
has been assured of a comfortable
majority,

MANDELA FIRES WIFE
CAPE TOWN

—

As it had

as

long been

expected. President Nelson Mandela has
dismissed his estranged wife, Winnie, from
the post of deputy minister of arts, culture.
science and technology, following a series
of verbal utterances and her defiance of

presidential order

a

not to travel to West

Winnie Mandela, known as South Africa’s

Queen of Controversy, had been fora long
in

at

the

centre

South

of numerous controversies

Africa,

including public

condemnation of government

policies, her
alleged links with corruption scandals and a
raid by the police on her house in Soweto,
while she was attending the Pan-African
Film Festival in Burkina Faso.
In January this year, 1 1 prominent
members of the executive committee of the

ANC’s Women’s

League (ANCWL),
organisation, citing abuse
of power by Winnie Mandela as their reason.
Efforts at mediation by the president and his
deputy, Thabo Mbeki, have not been
successful in bringing the 11 women back
into the organisation.
Winnie was overwhelmingly elected
chairperson of the ANCWL in 1993. making
a dramatic comeback from a
previous nearpolitical wilderness.
At a news conference in Cape Town, on
walked out of the

March 27. President Mandela said he had
made his decision after

having considered
important role in the struggle
against apartheid.
Just days before her dismis.sal. Winnie
Mandela had publicly critised the
government for spending US$5()() 000 to
entertain the visiting British queen. This
Winnie’s

seems to

have been the last straw in Winnie’s

misfortunes.

in

per

parliament.

Although the Parliament of Zimbabwe
consists of 150 members. President Robert

Mugttbe has the right to appoint 30 of these,

The decision to reduce the size of the

ZNA

taken

16-year-old

on

Other

prominent political parties, the
Unity Movement (Zum) of
former Zanu-PF secretary-general Edgar
Tekere, and the United Parties (UP), led by
formerZimbabwe-Rhodesia prime-minister
Abel Muzorewa, have boycotted the
elections, while insisting on fundamental
constitutional changes.
Some of the constitutional changes
demanded by the opposition include die
revocation of President Mugabe's right to
appoint 30 MPs, the need for presidential
elections to run concurrently with those for
parliament, and the establishment of an
independent Electoral Supervisory
Zimbabwe

—

As Zimbabweans go to

April 8-9 to elect their

the

new

DAR-ES-SALAAM
for refugees

—

The Zimbabwe National

Army (ZNA) plans to reduce the size of its
force from 51 000 to 40 000 over a period of
two years, in an effort to cut the
country’s
defence expenditure,
ZN.A public relations director. Lt.-Col.

Tanzania,

a

haven

close its border with Burundi, to prevent
of Rwandan refugees from entering its

scores

territory.
The Rwandiin refugees had tied

theircountiy
April last year, when fighting broke out
between supporters ofthe deposed government
of President Juvenal Habyarimana. and the
guerrillasofthe Rwanda Patriotic Front (RPF).
The refugees have now decided to stream
since

down intoTanzaniadue tothe deterioration of
the

security situation in Burundi, where
minority Tutsi group are
oppo.sed to the Hutu president.
Burundi and Rwanda, two neighbours and
elements of the

home to the Hutu and Tutsi ethnic groups,
have been at war since the late 195()s, as both

groups

fight for supremacy over each other.

Earlier, Tanzania had threatened

to

use

militaiy force to quell violence unleashed on
nationals by Rwandan and Burundian
relugeesclu.steredonitswestem boalerregions.
The Tanzanian government had complained

But

analysts argue that no meaningful
changes in the country’s constitution will
ever take
place unless the opposition gains
access into
parliament, something that is
impossible with electoral boycotts.

—

running away from its troubled

neighbours, Bumndi and Rwanda, has decided
to

that the

Commission.

in Mozambique.

REFUGEES

no

FPZ have fielded 62 candidates.

war

TANZANIA

and 10 traditional chiefs.

opposition party is
contesting the 52 constituencies which then
automatically become attributable to the
only contesting candidates.
The elections will mainly be fought
between Zanu-PF and two opposition
parties, Zanu-Ndonga, of veteran politician
Ndabaningi Sithole, and the Forum Party
(FPZ). of former chief justice Enoch
Dumbutshena. Together, Zanu-Ndonga and

as a

democratic rule in South Africa, and the end
of the

appointed MPs are the eight
provincial governors, 12 cabinet members,

from the fact that

result of the

improved
security situation in Southern Africa,
following the successful transition to
was

The 30

HAR.ARE

ELECTION
HARARE

12

seats

than 46

DEFENCE FORCES

CORONATION, NOT AN

polls

of the 120 elected

more

PLANS TO CUT SIZE OF

ZIMBABWE
A

cent

already scooped

by

1994.

Zanu-PF’s pre-electoral advantage results

Africa.

time

it has

officers would have been demobilised

June, under a programme started in January

refugees

were

involved in robberies

killing of kx'al people.
Tlie situation in the

Kagera region had

deteriorated considerably by early March, to
the extent that five Tanzanians had been

murdered

by Rwandan refugees.

Some 5(X) (KM) Rwandans tied

to

last year as RPFguerrillas marched

in

Kigali

Tanzania

into power

from Uganda, where they

were

based.

A further 60 (MK) Burundians have been in

Tanzania since violence erupted in October
1993, when renegade Tutsi soldiers murdered
popularly elected President MelchiorNdadaye.
an explosion of ethnic killings. J

sparking

S.APKM April. PW.s

SOUTH AFRICA IN TRANSITION

INDIANS: PAST IMPERFECT,
FUTURE

UNCERTAIN

Bongi Khumalo

U

NCERTAINTY faces the Indian

community in South Africa today.
As one sociologist puts it: “Once

they were non-whites, now they are nonblacks. In the past, they were oppressed,
now they fear for their future.”
Since Nelson Mandela became
of the

president
the

South Africa, last year,

new

ethnicity that accompanied the vibrant and
spiritual Indian culture and lifestyle is being
viewed as a "bad thing”, not only by a small
group of “liberated Indians” but by
decision-makers of the land as well.

they have been “given a raw deal”.
First, came the language debate. Indian
religious bodies wanted all Indian languages
to be recognised. But there were none among
the 11 official languages recognised by the
government.
followed by the

public holidays

disappointment, when one educational
institution did not want to make Eid
Diwidi

a

or

public holiday and also decided to

close its Indian Documentation

Centre.

Says Desai; “As a minority which has
held political power, Indians are now
sandwiched between the whites and the
never

African

majority.”

Alexander Johnston, of the

University of
insularity of the Indians
for this. “This is because they were divided
from the white power structure through
apartheid, and .separated from blacks through
mutual suspicion.”
He says that Indians have often played a
prominent role in various liberation
movements, including the African National
Congress (ANC), but that does not reflect
the commitment of the community.
Sociologists feel all this has created social
hurdles for Indian professionals. Just when
they thought they had got rid of the whites,
they are suddenly confronted with a
Natal, blames the
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build themselves. But at the same

they know that President Nelson
Mandela is disappointed with them, for in
the general elections, most of them voted
for F. W. de Klerk’s National Party (NP).
Expressing his disappointment with the
Indians, Mandela said that he could not
believe that they had thrown in their lot with
the Nationalists. Thus, the local government
elections to be held this year are

important.

They will determine whether Indians want
throw in their lot with the African majority

sociologist Ashwin De.sai.
Indians feel that

to

family

time,

or

about theirtraditions, some

was

ties

to

Sensitive about their faith and emotional

This

Indians want to harness ethnic and

being

“Indians believe their culture is

eroded,” says

the

(IFP)

different kind of barrier.

with the NP.

Post-election surveys have shown
Indians, irrespective of whatever

that
they
believe they have

suffered in the past, now
more to lose under an ANC government
w

hich will promote the

interests of the have-

nots.

Some 84 percent are unsure

whether they

will benefit from Affirmative Action or
believe

they will not. Most feel that only

blacks benefit from Positive Action. The

biggest fear is about losing jobs, homes and
possessions, as well as becoming victims of
racial violence.
The ANC is well

tried to
an

reassure

of this and has

says something
Indians safe? Yes

Indian

“Are

aware

them. One ANC poster

area

in
like this:
Cyril

Ramaphosa”. Another coloured one reads:
“Your house is your home”.
According to analysts, Indians .see de
Klerk as the man to trust. Amongst them, he
gets more support than Mandela. The NP’s
Piet Mathee says most Indians are now
strong supporters of de Klerk and the NP,
and claims they see de Klerk as the man who
set them free from the shackles of apartheid
and the only one capable of keeping them
and other South

Africans free from

communism.

“The Indians

are a

peaceful community

and abhor criminal and

political violence.
Party

The ANC and the Inkatha Freedom

are

both involved in violenee. The NP

is not,” he says.

"They feel that only if there is a strong NP
presence in the cabinet
in check.”

will the ANC be kept

The Indian community has the dual
experience of being both privileged
(compared to blacks) and oppressed
(compared to whites). Yunus Carrim of the
University of Natal, and a member of the
ANC. points out that .‘‘whatever the present
position of Indians, their past has been one
of
deprivation, humiliation and
subjugation.”
Professor Jerry Coovadia, a stalwart of

the United Democratic Front

identified

(UDF) says

group because
they retain their roots and share cultural and
religious traits. Now, Indians are fearful
and dismayed over criminal and political
violence and a significant percentage will
support the NP in the local government
elections. This is becau.se they link the
Indians

were

as a

violence to the removal of the ban

on

the

ANC and the release of its

political leaders.
Rajbansi, who heads the
Minority Front, says all the major parties
claim Indian support, but none of them
promotes the community’s interests. All the
same, he says, 25 per cent of Indians are
strong and unshakable supporters of the
ANC. But the NP machine, sensing the fear
among the Indian community, is getting
through to Indians and scoring many public
relations points.
Amichand

Michael Sutcliffe, an ANC member

of

parliament, sees the Indian community's
support for de Klerk as not for the man but
a reflection of fear, symbolising what Indians
see as their only hope against African
dominance.
But squeezed between a still powerful
minority and an increasingly powerful black
majority. South African Indians today know
one thing for certain — if push comes to
shove, they will be the ones caught in the

crossfire.Q
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ANGOLA: AFRICA’S BIGGEST ARMS
PURCHASER
Alex Vines*
CEASEFIRE

A

signed

in

November 1994 (the Lusaka

Protocol) marked

a

fighting in Angola and the

decline in

will

deploy its promised 7 000 troops who
responsible for keeping the peace.

will be

The human cost of the recent conflict in

fragile peace. However, w eapons continue

Angola has been high. The UN estimates
that more than 100 000 people have died

to be

since the 1992 elections. In addition

purchased

on

start of

a

the international

market, in contravention of the

terms of

the agreement.

Continued weapons purchases reflect the
lack of confidence by both signatories to the

agreement, namely the Popular Movement
for the Liberation of Angola (MPLA)-led
government, and the Union for the Total

Independence of Angola (Unita) rebels in
the United Nations-mediated peace process.
Both sides appear to be preparing for further

conflict, should the peace process collapse.

They are also waiting to see whether the UN

to

the

appalling levels of death and destruction.
Angola's post-election war is notable for
widespread and systematic human rights
abuses by both the government and the
Unita rebels. In particular, indiscriminate
shelling of starving, besieged cities by Unita

“This type of w arfare bears mainly, cruelly
and disproportionately on the populace,
which is caught between the warring
parties.” If the human cost is staggering, so
is the lack of international attention. Angola
has earned the sobriquet of "the forgotten

war."
Research done by arms movement

monitoring

groups

Angola even after the signing of the Lusaka
Protocol.

resulted in massive destruction of property
and the loss of untold numbers of civilians.

culmination of

Indiscriminate

known

also had

Portugal

bombing by the government
high civilian toll.
James Woods, a senior Africa expert from
the US Department of Defence stated that
a

in Angola and Zaire,

confinns continued weapons flows into

The

September 1992 elections
as

were

the

flawed peace agreement,
the Bicesse Accords, signed in

on

a

May 31, 1991, by the MPLA

government and Unita. The accords
contained a so-called “Triple Zero” clause

ANGOLA: O MAIOR COMPRADOR DE
ARMAS EM AFRICA
ALEX VINES*

O

Protocolo de Lusaka

marcou o

decbneoda guerra em Angola e
0

comedo

Gontudo,

armas

de

uma paz

fragil.

continuam a ser
adquiridas no mercado intemacional, em
viola^äo dos termos do acordo.
A continua aquisi^äo de armas reflecte a
falta de confianga entre os dois signatarios
do acordo, nomeadamente o governo do
Movimento Popular de Liberta9äo de
Angola (MPLA) e os rebeldes da Uniäo
Nacional para a

Independéncia Total de

Angola (Unita) no processo de paz mediado
pelas Na^öes Unidas. Ambas as partes
parecem estar a preparar-se

para a

continua^äo do conflicto, caso o processo
näo seja bem sucedido. Parecem também
estar å espera de vér se as Na^öes Unidas
iräo enviar as 7 000 tropas prometidas para
a manuten^äo da paz.
14

Os prejuizos humanos do recente conflicto
em

Angola säo elevados. Segundo

estimativas da ONU, mais de 100 {X)0

virtude do recome^o
elei^öes de 1992. A
elevados niveis de morte e de

pessoas morreram em
da guerra depois das

juntar-se aos
deslrui^äo, A guerra pös-eleitoral em Angola
é notöria pe los amplos e sistemåticos abusos
dos direitos humanos quer pelo govemo
como pela Unita. Em
particular, o
bombardeamento indiscriminado de cidades
sitiadas pela Unita resultou na destruigäo
massiva de propriedades e na perda de vidas

afecta

principalmente de forma cruel e
desproporcional a populayao civil, que é
colhida no fogo cruzado.” Se a perda de
vidas humanas é deva.stadora, também

Angola
contmuo
me.smo

depwis da assinatura do Protocolo

As

1991,

o

elei^öes de Setembro de 1992 foram

culminar de

paz.

americano

e no Zaire, confirmam o fluxo
de armas para o interior de Angola

de Lusaka.

mortos.

africanos

a

a cabo por grupos
de controle de movimentos de armas em

por parte das formas govemamentais também
resultaram num niimero elevado de civis

perito em assuntos
no departamento de estado
dis.se que “este tipo de guerra

é

“guerra esquecida”.
Investiga^öes levadas

civis. Bombardeamentos indiscriminados

James Woods, um

o

falta de interesse por parte da comunidade
intemacional. Angola ganhou o rötulo de

um

defeituoso processo de

iniciado em Portugal
com a

Bicesse

a

31 de Maio de

assinatura dos acordos de

entre o govemo

do MPLA

Unita. Os acordos continham
conhecida pelo nome

urna

e a
clausula

de “Triplo Zero”, que
Sapem April. 1995
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which

government in 1991 and 1992, notably from

new

Russia and Brazil. When

prohibited either side from acquiring
supplies of weapons. During the
transition period leading up to the elections,
the government and Unita failed to abide by
their obligation to demobilise soldiers.
Instead, both apparently illegally maintained
secret armies, and the government created a
new paramilitary police force, known as the
“Ninjas”. The UN with a limited mandate
and grossly inadequate resources, was
ineffectual during this period, and was
virtually silent on human rights abuses.
When the MPLA

won

the elections, Unita

rejected the results and launched a military
offensive. This quickly escalated into a return
to full-scale civil war. A private South
African security firm. Executive Outcomes,
has apparently provided arnied personnel to
assist both Unita and government forces,
and currently has a multi-million dollar
contract with the Angolan government.
The renewed conflict, and accompanying
human rights abuses and violations of laws
of war, are being fueled by new flows of
arms into the country. There is some
evidence of arms shipments to the
proibiaambas as partesde adquirirem novas
Durante o periodo de transinao que
conduziu ås eleiqöes, o governo e a Unita
nao honraram as suas obrigan'oes quanto å
de.smobiliza9äo dos seus soldados. Em
armas.

vez

di.sso,

ilegaimente

as

duas partes

war

resumed in

October 1992. the government

revoked the
embargo, and went on
an international amis shopping spree, buying

“Triple Zero"
more

amts

than US$3,5 billion worth of weapons

in 1993 and 1994.

Weapons procurement has reached record
levels, surpassing even the extraordinary

before, such

Union

government is buying weapons from

of the mid-1980s when the Soviet
was pumping arms to the MPLA into
Angola and the US and South Africa to
Unita in a superpower proxy war. The
government has unquestionably been the
largest arms purchaser in Sub-Saharan
Africa during the past two years.
It appears to have undermined the
country "s economic future through massive
arms imports. The London-based Heritage
Oil and the US company Coastal Oil have
countertrade deals,

benefitted from

providing funds for arms purchases in
exchange foroil concessions. Angola's state
oil corporation,
recently increased
its allocation of crude to 40 000 barrels a day

Coastal Oil. Some UN

to

analysts believe

das leis de guerra que o
estao

a

acompanham,

refor^ados

ser

novos

por

fornecimentos de

armas ao pat's. Hå
transa^öes de armas em 1991
e 1992, notåvelmente da Russia e do Brasil.
Quando a guerra recomeyou em Outubro

entre

direitos humanos.

Uniao Soviética era o maior fomecedor de

MPLA ganhou as eleiifoes, a
Unita rejeitou os resultados e ianou uma
ofensiva militar que rapidamente
degenerou-se no retorno ä guerra civil.

armas ao

Uma firma

priyada de

sul

governo tornou-se .sent

africana,

Executive Outcomes, tern

comprador de armas

recursos, nao

Quando

o

a

aparentemente

seguranga

forrtecido pes.soal

para

apoiar tanto a Unita como o governo. e
possui actualmente um contrato
envolvendo milhoes de dolares
governo

com

o

de Angola.

0 renovado conflicto, bem como os
abuses

aos

direitos humanos

Sapem April. 1995

e a

violanao

from international
arms

deals

are

anns

dealers. Most of the

cloaked in secrecy

and

subterfuge;

many
involve
false
documentation, and multiple governmental
and

private actors.

Russia appears to have inherited from the
former Soviet Union the distinction of being
the

largest arms supplier to Angola. Other
apparently involved in arming the
government include Brazil, Ukraine,
Bulgaria, Uzbekistan, North Korea,
Portugal, Spain and Zimbabwe. Portugal
nations

aquisinSo de armas em troca de
concessoes petroliferas. A empresa
nac i onal de petroleo, a Sonangol, aumentou

Alguns analistas da ONU acreditam que o
petroleo angolano estara hipotecado para

no

.

escassos

in

de 1992. ogoverno revogou o

foi efectiva na sua
fiscalizanao do processo durante este
periodo, e manteve-se virtualmente
silenciosa em relanäo a violanäo dos

e o

including governments
Europe, Africa. Asia and Latin America,
although much of the weaponry is purchased

numerous sources,

recentemente a

A ON U corn um mandate limitado e com

forgas,

the T-72 tank. The

as

evidéncia de

governo criou uma nova for^a päramilitar. conhecida pelo nome de “Ninjas”.

as suas

Angola has mortgaged the next seven
of oil production to finance arms
buys. The government is more optimistic,
saying the debt will be paid back by 1999.
The list of government military hardware
purchases is staggering. It includes a full
range of weaponry, from small arms and
ammunition to tanks and aircraft, including
some advanced systems not seen in Angola

years

years

embargo de
armas que Ihe tinha sido imposto,
conseguindo adquirir equipamento militar

mantiveram secretamente

that

valör de mais de 3,5 bilioes de dolares

A

1993

e

1994.

aquisi^äo de

armas atingiu
recordes, ultrapassando mesmo os
dos meados dos

a

anos

m'veis
m'veis

Oitenta, quando a

Estados Unidos e
Africa do Sul å Unita, naquilo que
governo, e os

constituia

rivalidade entre

a

as

superpotencias. Nos uitimos dois

duas

anos, o

diivida no maior
na Africa sub-

sahariana.

quota de crude destinada å
Coastal Oil para 40 000 barris por dia,

proximos sete anos cqmo forma de
financiarosgastosmilitares.Masogovemo
é mais optimista, e afirma que adivida sera
liquidadaera 1999.
A lista do equipamento militar adquirido
os

pelo govemoé assustadora. Ela inclui uma
gama completa de armamento, desde

muninoes para tanques e
alguns sistemas
avangados nunca antes vistos em Angola,
tais como o tanque T-72. As fontes de
abastecimento do governo sao inumeras, e
incluem governos na Europa, Africa, Asia
e América Latina, embora o grosso do
armamento
seja
fornecido por
pequenas armas e

avioes,

incluindo

menosprezado o futuro
pais através de massivas
importances de armas. A companhia

contrabandistas interncaionais. A maioria

petrofi'fera Heritage Oil, sedeada

subterefugios;
muitos envolvem
documenta9äo falsa, e sao protagonizados
por varios actores privados e funcionäriös

Parece

ter

economico do

Londres.

e

a

em

americana Coastal Oil,

disponilizaram ao governo dinheiro para

dos acordos de forneciménto de
feitos

num

manto

de

annas sao

secret

ism oe
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and Russia have acted

irresponsibly in
undemiining their role as members of the
"Observing Troika" for the peace process,
while at the same time engaged in selling
weapons to the government.
Unita has purchased large amounts of
weaponry from foreign sources, as well.
Such purchases violated both the 1991
Bicesse Accords and the international

amis

and oil

embargo against Unita imposed by
Security Council in
September 1993. Unita has been effective
in
“sanctions
busting"
through
neighbouring countries, especially South
Africa, Namibia, Congo and Zaire. Unita
appears to obtain much of its weaponry
from private sources, rather than foreign
governments, although there is some
the United Nations

Unita is

financing its military campaign,
including illegal arms imports, with
Angola’s diamond wealth. The De Beers

purchasing. A few military officials, some
oil and diamond companies and a host of

diamond cartel and other international

fortune

dealers are

buying diamonds illegally mined
territory. Most of the
are smuggled across Zaire's

in Unita- held
diamonds

southern border, and to

transit

area

and conduit

US$250 million of diamonds

of the Cafunfo

under Unita control

area,

which

was

until

captured by
government forces assisted by Executive
Outcomes in July 1994. The income
received

from diamond sales

likelihood continues

to

all

formerly provided by

US$250 million from 1986
The

in

exceed the cash

Unita, which totalled an estimated
to 1991.

Shipment of Death

The Nora Heereii.

resources,

Zaire, and receives operational support

weapons procurement,

in

and

docked

on

at

December 13, 1993,

Vysotsk, Russia

December 21. There it took

on a

cargo

on

of

weapons produced in the Russian
Federation and the Czech Republic. It left

Vysotsk on December 29 bound for Angola.
The Nora Hecren would not have attracted
international interest if it had

impounded

not

been

January 11. 1994, in the
for not having the
correct cargo papers. The captain had
declared that the ship was carrying
"agricultural equipment", when in fact it
was carrying weapons for the Angolan
government. Still, once its papers were put
on

British port of Plymouth

reality is that valuable natural

for diamond sales and weapons transfers,
maintains a number of small rear bases in
from Zairean troops.

A

the Netherlands,

some

the US to

as a

a

in 1993,

came out

value of covert aid

Unita uses Zaire

dealers, have made

selling lethal merchandise
responsible for killing thousands of
civilians and turning cities into ruins.
a freighter registered
Oldenburg, Germany, was chartered by
an Antiguan-registered company. The
freighter sailed originally from IJmuiden,

have

provided arms. Zaire has become the
important source of support for Unita.

arms

on

spending
US$500 million to buy legally and illegally
mined diamonds from Angola in 1992, and

a

Zambian border. De Beer.? admits

evidence that Russia, Zaire, and others
most

lesser extent, the

international

which could have been used to

Angola have been diverted into
and if peace holds,
repayment for the last two years of
reconstruct

governamentais.

utiliza

o

A Russia parece ter herdado da antiga
Uniao Sovietica a distin^ao de ser o maior

canal

de

fomecedorde

do exército zairense.

para o pagamento da divida dos liltimos
dois anos. Alguns oficiais, empresas

Zaire

ponto de transito e

como

venda de diamantes

A realidade é que recursos

naturais

de

valiosos, que poderiam ser utilizados para a

transferenciade amtas. possui algumas bases

reconstrugao do pais estao a ser desviados

Angola.
Outros pai'ses incluem o Brasil, a Ukrania, a
Bulgaria, o Uzbequistao. a Coreia do Norte,
Portugal, Espanha e Zimbabwe. Portugal e
a Russia estarao a agir irresponsavelmente
ao minarem o seu
papel como membros da
troika de observadores no processo de paz,

de apoio noZaire, e recebe apoio operacional

para a aquisigäode annas, e se a paz perdurar,

enquanto ao mesmo tempo estao envolvidos

de elevadas

cidades

diamantes

Carregamento de Morte
um navio registado em
Oldenburg, na Alemanha. foi fretado por

na

venda de

armas ao

amta,s ao

govemo de

govemo.

A Unita

adquiriu também elevadas
annas a partir de fontes
externas. Tais aquisigöes violam tanto o
acordo de Bicesse como o embargo
intemacional de annas e de petroleo imposto

quantidades de

A Unita esta

financiar

e

campanha
miiitar, ineluindo importagöes ilegais de
a

armas, com as

a sua

riquezas diamantiferas de

veiidendo mercadoria letal
morte

estao

e outros operadores
envolvidos na compra

quantidades de diamantes
produzidos ilegalmente nos territörios sob
controlo da Unita. A maior parte dos
sao

contrabandeados através da

fronteira sul do Zaire,

Juiho de 1994. As receitas recebidas da

paises tenham fomecido annas aos rebeldes.

maneira

O Zaire

araericana ä Unita avaliada em 250 milhöes

a

principal fonte de apoio ä Unita. A Unita
16

de

tornar

Um

ONora Heereii.

de Dezembrode 1993. e atracou no porto de

e nao de govemos, embora haja
evidencia de que a Russia, o Zaire e outros
anos

e

rufnas.

A De Beers admitiu ter gasto 500 milhöes

privadas,

liltimos

responsavel pela

de milhares de civis
em

punhado

fazer fortuna

uma
companhia registada na Antigua. O
Naviopartiu de IJmuiden, na Holanda, a 13

partir do Cafunfo, area

nos

e um

a

grau

e num menor

através da fronteira Zambiana.

Congo e Zaire. A Unita parece conseguir a
maior parte das suas armas a panir de fontes

tornou-se

diamantiferas

intemacionais

de dolares

em

e

de contrabandistas. estao

Angola. A De Beers

Setenibro
de 1993. A Unita jdprovou .ser eficiente na
evasaode sangoes através de pai'ses vizinhos,
especialmente a Africa do Sul. Namibia,

peio Con.selho de Seguranga

petroliferas

na Rii.ssia a 21 de Dezembro. Ai
bordo um carregamento de armas

aquisigao legal e ilegal de
diamantes em Angola, em 1992, eem 1993,

Vy.sot.sk,

diamantes avaliados

produzidas

na

em

cerca

de 250

milhöes de dolares forain comercializados a
Unita até ä

sua

venda de diatnantes
a

o

controlada pela

captura pelo govemo em

ultrapassam de toda a
ajuda

valor monetario da

de dolares entre 1986

e

1991.

levou

a

na

Pederagao Russa

e na

Republica Checa. Partiu de Vysotsk no dia
29 de Dezembro com destino a Angola. O
nunca teria atraido a atengao
intemacional senaotivesse sido apreendido

Nora Heeren

no

dia 11 de Janeiro de 1994

britanico de

Plymouth

no

porto

possuir o
manifesto de carga correcto. O capitao
havia declarado que o navio continha
por nao
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ship was allowed to sail in
mid-January and its cargo was unloaded in
Luanda, in February 1994.
in order, the

international

An

arms

BOTSWANA: THE
BELEAGUERED

movement

monitoring group has compiled a partial list

ship’s cargo, which one private source
said was worth an estimated US$ 1 (K) mi11 ion.

of the

The

PRESIDENT

shipment included:

Lekopanye Mooketsi

30

T-55 and T-62 main battle tanks

30

BMP-1 armoured

20

M-46 130mm artillery

20

ZSU-23-4 23mm anti-aircraft guns

fighting vehicles
pieces

100mm shells for T-55 main guns

1 000

—

A

years, the ruling
Democratic Party

for 29

Botswana
(BDP) is

heading for rough seas as witnessed by
recent unprecedented events in that
The BDP is not only facing a tough
competition from the opposition, mainly

assault rifles.

the Botswana National Front (BNF), but

Instruction manuals and spare parts
for the arms and equipment being

is also

shipped.

youth wing which has been clamouring for

it

being challenged by its own radical

it was unheard of for BDP
members to hang their dirty linen in public.
However, just before last year’s general
elections, senior party members attacked
In the past

*Alex Vines is

a

researcher at Human Ri^{>hts Watchl

“equipamento agn'cola", quando de facto
estava carregado de annas destinadas ao
govemo angolano. Mesmo assim, quando a
documcntagao foi posta em ordem, o navio
foi autorizado a seguir viagem e a sua carga
foi descarregada em Luanda, em Fevereiro
de 1994.
Um grupo intemacional de controlo de
movimentos de annas compilou uma lista

parcial da carga åo Nora Heeren, que uma
fonte privada disse que estava avaliada em
100 milhoes de dölares. O carregamento
incluta:

Quantidade

Descrl^äo

3Q

Tanques de combate T>65 e T-62

30

Caffos btindados de combate BMP'1

20

Pegas de artliharia M-46 de 130mm

20

AntÉaéreas 2SU-23 de 423mm

1

000

1 000
4

000 000

Obijzes de lOOmm para laoquea T-SS
Obuzes de artilharia de 122mm para armas 0*30

Munigöes de 7,6mm
Manuals
e

*

e

pegas

para

espingardas AK

sobressaientes para as armas

equipamento a bordo.

Alex Vines é um

investi^ador ao

.fcmfo

do Human

Hights WatchlAfrica (antigamenw conhecido por
Africa Watch )Qi
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January, the BDP youth seminar

—

which discussed reforms within the party
and the government

—

called for the

resignation of President Ketumile

was

the

president, while Merafhe was the
commander of the Botswana Defence Force

(BDF).
on to

the BDP’s

woes, some

of its

the opposition demands that
government should come up with electoral
MPs supported

refomis. Such refomis would include the

establishment of

all-party electoral

an

supervisory commission and the reduction
voting age from 21 to 18 years.
Trouble started for tbe BDP in

1991

following the findings of a presidential
commission of inquiry set up to investigate
illicit allocation of land in peri-urban areas.

implicated the BDP
secretary-general who was also the minister
of agriculture, Daniel Kwelagobe and BDP
chairman and former vice-president of
Botswana, the late Peter Mmusi.
The

Masire.

delegates at the seminar explicitly
proclaimed that the president had failed to
hold the party together as has been ev idenced
by the split that threatens to rip the party
Some

apart.

youth also castigated the BDP
leadership for nominating civil servants
into parliament after the elections, at the
expense of veteran activists who have
worked tirelessly for the party.
Four seats in the National Assembly are
reserved for presidentially appointed
MPs. In the past, Masire had nominated
top civil servants despite the fact that the
public service is supposed to be apolitical.
The vice-president and minister of finance
and development, Festus Mogae and
foreign affairs minister, Lt Gen Mompati
Merafhe, were amongst some of the career
The

civil servants who

Mogae

in the office of the

The commission

each other in the press.
In

permanent secretary

of the

changes.

Africa (formerly Africa Watchiifi

Prior to the elections,

To add

country.

122mm

artillery shells for D-30 guns
000 rounds of 7.62mm ammunition tor AK

1 000

4 000

FTER smooth sailing

Description

Quantity

were

nominated into

parliament after the 1989 elections.

commissioners

Kwelagobe acquired

a

reported that
large piece of land

unprocedurally and that his application was
approved by Mmusi who was also the
minister of local government, lands and
housing. The plot in question waseamiarked
for government projects.
Both Mmusi and Kwelagobe resigned
from the cabinet but retained their

parliamentary seats.
The two
court to

men

took the government to
names. Last year, the

clear their

High Court ruled in their favour that the
inquiry conducted its
proceedings in camera when it was not
suppo.sed to do .so. Mmusi and Kwelagobe
were suspended from the BDP central
commission of

committee afte'' their decision to

sue

the

government.
In 1992 the local press came

stories that the BDP

was

out with

divided into two

factions, representing the northern and
17
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Southern regions of the country. Five

ministers who
five”

referred

cabinet

to a as

This resulted with the main

opposition, the
BNF, increasing its parliamentary seats from

schools. Most of these youths are
the streets.

three

Unemployed people are so disillusioned
that they have resorted to rioting and looting.

the

“big
mostly from the northern region —
reported to be spearheading the
were

Temane (health), LtGen. Merafhe (presidential

to 13 as compared to the BDP’s 27.
Kwelagobe faction conceded the most
defeats in its strongholds.
Three former cabinet ministers, Ray
Molomo, Kebatlamang Morake, and
Archibald Mogwe lost their constituencies

affairs and

to

—

were

northern faction. The five ministers
mentioned

Chapson Butale (local
government, lands and housing), Bahiti
were

public administration), Roy
Blackbeard (agriculture) and David Magang
(works and communications).
The northern faction was allegedly led by
Lt Gen Merafhe, whose ministry controlled
the security forces, government press and
public service.
The southern faction was led by
Kwelagobe and Mmusi. Kwelagobe
commands massive support from grassroots
membership of the party. It became clear
that Marafhe was vying for Kwelagobe’s
post as the secretary-general of the party.
Both factions were reportedly fighting to
control the party.

The

the BNF.

Ngami, Jacob Nkate, has

so

since the 1991 congress.

He said the

BDP’s poor
elections.

split was responsible for the
performance at the 1994

in the rival faction.
He says the party leadership
reluctant to stamp its authority

prominent councillors and
Gaborone

(Kwelagobe) was a veteran in the BDP and
nobody could oust him from that party. He
said he had joined the ruling party a long
time ago when some cabinet ministers were
still in the civil service.

Mmusi

was

Still there

also retained

was

as

the chairman.

bad blood between the two

camps despite constant denials.
Just before the general elections

last year,
when the Corruption and Economic Crime
Bill was passed in parliament, Kwelagobe
and other BDP MPs believed

to

be

sympathetic to him — staged a walk-out
protesting against the new law. The Act was
aimed at establishing adirectorate that would
combat corruption and economic crime.
The corruption unit was established in
September. For the first time last year, the
BDP contested general elections divided.
18

a

split in the BDP. In an
expelled one of its

unusual move, the BDP

former

city

mayor, Pelotelele Tlhaodi.
He is believed to have been one of the

“troublemakers”. It

was

opposition BNF in the

last elections.
In

one

for a job interview.
February this year, unemployed youths
joined up University of Botswana students
to .storm parliament.
The students were ostensibly protesting
against the police failure to investigate the
alleged ritual murder of a teenage girl in
up

Mochudi,

some

40 kilometres north of

Gaborone.

scene

who were in the majority voted for an
opposition member to become a deputy

an

ugly

the demonstrators clashed with

President Masire warned
in the

a

young reporter

parliamentary pub to stop writing lies

about him.
“All the

things

you

write about

me are

rubbish; you are making this country
ungovernable. You must stop writing lies
about me,” Masire chided the assistant
utter

editor of the

district council BDP councillors

council chairman. This has been viewed

as

para-military police. Rubber bullets and
tear gas canisters were fired to
disperse the
crowd. Government vehicles and
buildings
in the city centre were vandalised.
One of President Masire’s bodyguards
was assaulted with an iron bar while
trying
to prevent students from
invading
parliament.
After the incident, a visibly furious

alleged that

Tlhaodi, who is said to be in the Merafhe
faction, confessed to a party forum that he

committee elections in 1993,

Kwelagobe
and Mmusi had their suspensions lifted and
they won their seats back. Kwelagobe was
re-elected secretary-general, beating
Merafhe by an overwhelming majority.

are

However, senior party officials still deny
that there is

had voted for the

When the BDP called for central

has been
and instil

discipline where party functionaries
found to be indisciplined.

He told

cabinet minister that he

Chinese contractor was beaten
by a mob in Gaborone after he had failed
toemploy more than 5(X) artisans who turned
up

The demonstration turned into

According to Nkate, BDP activists were
talking ill of party colleagues believed to be

Although the BDP leadership denied there
was a split, it was clear that there was
tension within the party ranks.
This was confirmed by Kwelagobe as he
went to attack his colleagues in parliament.
one

come

in the opien to admit that the party is
divided along factional lines, and that it had
out

been

Last year a

In

Vice-chairman of the BDP Y outh League
and MP for

roaming

independent Gazette, Outsa

Mokone.
In the past few weeks, the Gazette carried
a

series of articles about the BDP

split.

as

As for the riots, Masire said he has

sign of revolting against the ruling party.
Besides its own wrangles, the BDP

government has to deal w ith other problems

personally instructed the police and army
to take drastic action against rioters. “1
have instructed the police and the army to

like the

restore law and order.

a

school

rising unemployment, the issue of
drop-outs and dissent within the

Those who continue

with such behaviour will regret it,”
Masire in his message to the nation.

said

society.
According to the Central Statistics Office,
the unemployment rate in 1991 was 13
percent, out of a total population of 1,3

people were shot by the
police and one of them, a young man, dead.

million. However, this number has increased

had

significantly since several local companies

African hospital.
Government offices in Gaborone

retrenched workers while others were closed
due

to

economic recession. The situation is

aggravated by thousands of school dropwho cannot find vacancies in high

outs

In the riots, two

The other victim, a woman .school teacher,
to be sent for treatment at a South

are

guarded by armed soldiers accompanied by
vicious Alsatian

dogs.
Strange events have been taking place in
Sapem April. 1995
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Botswana which is

minister of local government,

renowned for peace and

lands and

stability. Another of the president’s senior

housing, Patrick Balopi to identify an acting

bodyguards, is fighting for his life in hospital
after he was shot by a colleague at the State
House, the presidential residence in
February. No official explanation was given

chief.

for the

outside Gaborone, riots

They have told him straight in the
they want their paramount chief,
Kgosi Seepapitso IV to be throned back.
In Mochudi village, some 40 kilometres

face that

rights and the Chieftainship

erupted this year
villagers demonstrated against the
al leged ritual murder of a teenage schoolgirl.

mairied to an

The young girl was killed in November
and her body was dumped in a school

shooting.

when

There is still another unfinished business
of women’s
Act.

In 1992,

a

local

woman

yard with her genitals and other parts
missing.
Villagers have destroyed houses and
other property belonging to the suspects
who have been released by the police.
The government has hastily called in

American, took the government to court,

challenging the Citizenship Act. Certain
provisions of this Act prohibit children of
Botswana women married to foreigners to
acquire Botswana citizenship.
The High Court ruled those sections
should be nullified as they contravened the

PtC: J- CHI2IANE AIM

Masire: under

siege

has not amended the
Citizenship Act, despite the court ruling.
The government

Children of Botswana

women

married to

They have ttiken the government to court
challenge the susp)ension of their chief.
During the last elections, they voted for

to

opposition MPs. Their constituency was
previously under BDP control.

two

will address the matter and other issues

travel to

in the course of this year.
region, the 30 000 people
of the Bangwaketse ethnic group are up in
amis after the government suspended their
paramount chief last year for “failing to
cooperate with the authorities”.
However, the Bangwaketse have vowed
that they will not dance to the government

of the

women
In the southern

However, the irate residents of Mochudi

tune.

foreigners are still denied that country’s
citizenship.
President Masire says his government
affecting

Scotland Yard detectives to assist with

investigations.

Constitution.

When cabinet ministers and the

president

Kanye village — the headquarters
Bangwaketse — to address public
meetings, they are usually escorted by an

Ironically, Masire also
originates from the same area. But he has
told the Bangwaketse that he is a national
leader so he was not going to “entertain
armed convoy.

tribal affairs”.
The

Bangwaketse refused to assist the

have reiterated that
to

they will have nothing
since the murder
has been “covered up" by the

do with the British cops

case

government.

Mochudi village is also a BNF

stronghold.
The government

has blamed opposition

instigating civil strife. On the other
hand, the opposition has held the
government responsible for failing to
provide people with employment and good
standards of living. Political observers in
Botswana predict that the recent events
signal the beginning of the end of the BDP
for

government.Q

MALAWI: A DEEPENING CRISIS
angfxs Mtukulo

During his presidential campaign he had
promised to the electorate the resumption of
negotiations that would allow Malawians to

there should be consultations between labour

work in South African mines. He then raised

Africa

government should act quickly to meet

people’s hopes when he met South African

people’s expectations of a better life, little

President Nelson Mandela at

counterpart on the issue,”
return from Tunisia.

did he know that the road ahead was

Summit in Tunisia in

w

HEN Malawian President

Bakili Muluzi said

soon

his election last year

after

that his

bumpy.
Nine months after

August last year, and

when local newspapers

assuming office,

Muluzi and his United Democratic Front

(UDF)-led government seem to be still

carried articles to

the effect that Mandela had

accepted

Muluzi's request.
“I did not say

President Mandela had said
go to South Africa to

gropping in the dark searching for a formula
to economic recovery and effective

Malawians

administration.

Mandela about the issue and

Sapem April. 1995

the OAU

can now

work in the mines. I indeed told President
we

agreed that

ministers of

our

two

countries. So

Minister of Labour will be
to

our

going to South

have discussions with his

said Muluzi

on

Later the President

surprised many
a public rally in
the capital, Lilongwe, that he was
disappointed with some opposition political
leaders who were conspiring against the
government by going to South Africa to tell
authorities there not to accept the Malawi
migrant labour proposal.

Malawians when he said at

19
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People’s patience started running out on
realising that the matter was not as simple as
it had been presented during the campaign
period. More than 1(X) ex-mine workers
who had been

promised terminal benefits
peaceful march to President
Muluzi’s Sanjika Palace in Blantyre to
protest against the delay.
Some politicians have gone to the extent
of taking the matter to the National
Assembly. Two members of parliament
representing the ruling party and the
opposition Malawi Congress Party (MCP),
said during a budget session in March, that
people in their areas were still waiting for

organised

a

A rural store in Malawi

the time to go and

work in South Africa. The
UDF MP told the House that people in his
constituency voted for him, the party and
Muluzi because of the migrant labour
promise.
On return from a one-day visit to South

regime liberalised the country’s
the Kwacha, to enable it compete

currency,

with other

strong currencies on the international market.
This, coupled with the country’s dwindling

US$4,5
in

to

USS12 for a 90-kilogramme bag,

country where the lowest paid civil
servant gets a monthly
salary of US$24.
a

Sugar, which is produced locally, has

foreign

the devaluation of

been

March 8, Muluzi told a news
conference that he had reminded President

the

subsequent high

Mandela about the issue.

According to Malawi’s Reserve bank
Governor Matthews Chikaonda. by mid

Although the
manufacturing company has time again said
it produces enough sugar, the stuff has been
more than gold to most Malawians. A 2kilogramme pack of sugar costs 73US cents

Africa

on

“1 asked him to consider
some

him

of

our

our

plea to send
people to South Africa. I told
our

friends from Zimbabwe, Zambia,

reserves, led to
Kwacha and the

inflation.

March 1995 inflation

was

at

40 per cent.

Consequently, Malawians, regardless of

of the most

one

but

street

status, have had to pay

market sell it at

there. So

dearly for the
structural adjustment programme (SAP)
and the strict fiscal and monetary policies
the government

accounts

have

agreed that there should
be high level discussions between the two
countries”, he said.
Malawians started

trekking to South
employment as far back as the
1940s. By 1989, 120 000 Malawians were
working in South African mines under a
contract with the Temporary Employment
Africa for

Bureau of Africa (TEB A). The contract was
terminated in 1989 because of what former
Health Minister Hetherwick Ntabadescribed

segregative practices by employers in
recruiting Malawians. He said only
Malawians were subjected to AIDS/HI V tests
as a prerequisite to
get jobs.
When migrant labour was at its peak in the
as

has embarked on.
Owing to the new government’s free
market policies, commodity prices have been
destabilised. They have been raised too
oftenly and at very unimaginable
percentages.
Prices for fuels have been adjusted
upwards more than twice within nine months.
Rolf Patel, Energy and Mining Minister
justified the increases saying that they were
intended at closing the gap that had been
created as a result of the previous
government’s heavy subsidies on such
commodities.
Prices of the
risen from five

22 US

high

as

93US

cents.

agriculture

its mainstay. Agriculture

as

for43 percent of the gross domestic

product (GDP) and provides employment
to 85 per cent of the
country’s 10 million
people. Ninety per cent of the country’s
exports are in the form of agricultural
produce.
Unfortunately, the txlds .seem tobeagain.st
Malawi. The agriculture sector has been
adversely affected by drought since 1991.
In the 1993/94 growing season crop
production fell drastically that the
government was forced to import about
300 000 metric

tonnes

than three million

of maize

to

feed

people faced with

starvation.
The distribution of the relief maize

period. Similarly, the price of bread

deepened people’s desperation. The
government has been accused of politicising

same

with valuable household

has soared from 16

20

have

as

within the

to

1970s and 1980s, Malawians returned home

goods and money.
The government also benefitted from the
contract through taxes and commissions on
money brought by the workers. The failure to
resume migrant labour has thus dashed
many
a Malawian’s hopes of a better life.
Malawi’s economy has sunk into the
doldrums. In February last year, the Banda

soaps

expensive

Malawi, impecunious as it is, has

more

country’s basic

and

vendors, who have dominated the

Mozambique go to work there. Why not us?
I asked him. 1 told him we are not demanding
for a very large number of people to work
we

scarce

commodities.

consumer

Bread has become

to

cents

36 US

cents a

loaf.

a

luxury to Malawians,

the majority of whom

live below the poverty

line.
But the most

disturbing price increase has
the country’s staple
food. Recently, government announced an
increase of the selling price of maize from
been that of maize

—

the exercise

by distributing maize to areas
where it received support during the elections
last year.
“We have

from where it
make

sure

goes to

a

problem to ship the maize
bought. Let us therefore

was

that the little maize

the most needy

ones

we

receive

only”, said
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prior to the exercise.
“They say they have brought freedom of
expression. They say we are free to talk. But

Muluzi

I do not agree.

which

they

talk but 1

ANGOLA: REVENGE
KILLING

During the previous regime
cruel, 1 was unable to

say was

was

assured of some food even in

Tazuary Nkeita

the most critical situations. It is better to

full belly than to talk on an
one,” lamented a man on a long
waiting to buy maize from a local

remain quiet on a

empty

queue
market.

JjA SENSE of fear reigns amongst
most
Angolan journalists

^P^^following the mysterious

Prospects do not seem any brighter for
Malawi. Rains, which started late last year,

assassination in .lanuary,

stopped. This means that those
which were planted in late December
or early January this year will not mature, a
clear signal of poor harvests.
On its part, the donor community has
threatened to get even with Malawi.
“The IMF says we are in a national crisis.

Imparcial Fax.

We have to work hard to ensure that our

deceased's valuables, including a

have almost
crops

is on track by June when they will
evaluating our performance," said

economy

be

Chikaonda
consultation

on

return

from

a one

week

trip with donors to Britain.

country

De Melo

was

hours of the

found dead in the early

morning

on

the stairs of his

with

one

bullet wound in

apartment block
the chest.

His widow, Arminda Mateus,

body

found together with all of the
golden
watch, money, and personal

identification documents.

assailants could

The fact that de Melo’s

bother about all these valuables,

immediately rules out the possibility of a

cautioned that her

would not continue assisting
policies

countries with un.sound economic

ANGOLA: A

and management.
“How much

Malawi gets next year

on what goes on in Malawi. I will
invest in a country unless I am satisfied

depends
not

VINGANQA

my investment will not be mi.sappropriated,”
she told Aleke Banda, Malawi’s Minister of

Finance,

Economic

Planning

Tazuary Nkeita

and

Development when she made a £5 million
balance of payments support donation to
Malawi in early February.
All this is taking place against a foggy

background with Malawi struggling to
square a US$1,9 billion debt. When he
addressed the UN General Assembly in
September last year. President Muluzi
pleaded with donors to write off what he
called “a big debt for a small country like
Malawi”. There is no sign yet that the request
will be heeded, judging from the recent
threat by the same donors.
Although Muluzi has said there is no need
to panic, it is clear Malawians will continue
to

EINA

panacea — in the forni of a strong
efficient economy
is sought
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and
and

um

ambiente

de

R

indignagao entre os jornalistas
angolanos, depots do misterioso
assassinate, em Janeiro, de Ricardo de
Melo, de 38 anos de idade, editor do
diario independente Imparcial Fax.
O

jomalista foi encontrado morto nas
primeiras horas da manhä nas escadas do
seu
prédio com um tiro no torax.

crime

de

delito

comum.

Muitos

diplomatas em Angola
tenha havido urn motive
politico por detras do assassinate.
Desde a independéncia em 1975 até ä
assinatura dos primeiros acordos de paz

jornalistas

e
acreditam que

em

1991, Ricardo de Melo viveu no exilio

foi encontrado com todos os

Portugal, donde continuou a sua
campanha contra o sistema de partido
linico entao prevalecente em Angola. No
seu regresso a Angola^ trabalhou

objectos de valör, inclumdo um
relogio dourado, dinheiro e documentos

imprensa de dois Ifderes da oposigSo,

A

sua

viiiva, Arminda Mateus, disse

que o corpo
seus

de

identifica^äo pessoal.

O facto de que os seus

face harsh economic conditions until a

implemented.Q

said the

was

wrist

not

Lynda Chalker, British Minister for
Overseas Development

of Ricardo de
daily,

Melo, 38, editor of the independent

crime. Most journalists and
diplomats in Angola believe there is a
political motive behind the assassination.
From independence in 1975 until the
signing of the first peace accords in 1991,
Ricardo de Melo lived in exile in Portugal,
from where he continued his campaign
against the one-party state system then
prevailing in Angola.
Upon his return to Angola he worked as
press adviser to two opposition leaders,
namely Alberto Neto, of the Democratic
Party (PDA), and Daniel Chipenda, a
dissident of the ruling Popular Movement
for the Liberation of Angola (MPLA), who
in the 1992 elections ran for the presidency
as an independent.
Imparcial Fax's open criticism against

common

assaltantes nao

preocuparam com estes valiosos
objectos, imediatamente poe de lado a
possibilidade de se ter tratado de um
se

em

sucessivamente

como

acessor

de

nomeadamente Alberto Neto, do Partido

Democfätico (PDA), e Daniel Chipenda,
um dissidente do Movimento Popular de

Liberta^ao de Angola (MPLA), que nas

eleifoes

de

1992

foi candidate
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high-level corruption in the government
and Unita’s war effort has raised suspicions
that de Melo’s killers could be well-

connected.
“It

was

normal for Ricardo

to

receive

threatening calls,” said Arminda Mateus.
The accusing finger immediately pointed
to elements in the government security
forces, including home affairs minister and
police commander André Petrof.
Petrof was relieved of his job as police
commander in March, but has remained
minister of home affairs.
De Melo had

article

previously published an
accusing Petrof of failing to account

for US$30 million that had been allocated to
his ministry. And according to some sources
in Angola, de

information

Melo was in possession of vital
implicating Petrof in a plot to

overthrow

President dos Santos and

replace him with

a more radical
militaristic faction of his own party,

and
that
still insists in a military victory overUnita.

independente å presidencia.
As crlticas abertas do Imparcial Fax
contra a corrupyao a alto m'vel do governo
e contra a guerra da Unita, levantaram
suspeitas de que os assassi'nios de Melo
sejam individuos bem colocados.
“Era normal que Ricardo recebesse
chamadas ameagadoras,” disse Arminda
Mateus.
O

dedo

acusador

imediatamente para

aponta

elementos das

formas de

seguran(ja do pais, inclumdo o
ministro do interior e comandante da

pollcia André Petrof.
Petrof foi afastado do
comandante da

seu

cargo

de

em Mar^o, mas
continua ministro do interior.
De

Melo

polfcia

havia

anteriormente

um artigo acusando Petrof
de desvio de 30 milhoes de dolares do

publicado

or^amento do seu ministério. E de
acordo com algumas fontes em Angola,
de Melo estava

de informayao
implicando a participayao de
Petrof numa alegada conspirayäo para
derrubar o presidente dos Santos e a
sua substituiyäo
por uma facyäo mais
radical e militarista do ,seu partido,
que ainda insiste numa vitoria militar
vital

22

na
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Press freedom in Angola is governed
by law. but it has become common
knowledge within media circles in the
country that the growing number of corrupt
government officials, military and police

officers have become intolerable towards

increasingly critical media.
Some government officials have openly
told journalists that the prevailing state of
war in Angola makes it
appropriate that
an

which

journalists in Angola

victims of

are

government harassment, which prompted
the American government to

issue early this

year a highly critical report regarding gross
violation of human rights in Angola.
If the dismissal of Silva had already caused
some

discontent, the brutal assassination of

Ricardo de Melo provoked more

indignation

and abhorrence amongst many journalists.
The assassination was condemned by all

there be limitations as to how much freedom

sectors

journalists should enjoy.
Late last year, an apparently inoffensive
but equally non-apologetic cartoon about
the ruinous economic management of Prime
Minister Marcolino Moco, appeared in the
pro-government daily. Jornal de Angola.
causing the irritation of those in power.
The editor of the paper, Victor Silva, was
immediately dismissed, and re-appointed
editor of a sports supplement published by
Jornal de Angola.
This is just one case amongst many in

the government and Unita.
Infonnation minister Vaal Neto assured

sobre

a

Unita.

of the

journalists that "the freedom of the

press
will continue to be defended," while the

police was instituting a commission of
inquiry into the case.
Just prior to his death, de Melo had
published the full details of a tormented
closed door meeting between

parliamentary

caucus, to
media had access.□

imprensa em Angola
esta regulamentada por lei, mas é do
domfnio publico nos meios da

em

imprensa

este ano, um

pais
de

que o crescente
funcionarios

governamentais,

oficiais da polfcia

no

e

do

e
exerexito

envolvidos

na

cada vez mais
relayao ä imprensa

President José

Eduardo dos Santos and the

Este é apenas um

A liberdade de

numero

Angolan society, including

which

MPLA
no

dos muitos

other

casos

jornalistas em Angola sao
molestados pelo governo, situayäo que
levou o governo americano a emitir,
que

relatorio bastante crftico
grossreira violayao dosdireitos
humanos em Angola.
Se a demissao de Silva causara ja um
sobre

a

descontentamento,

assassinate

corrupyäo

estäo

certo

intolerantes

em

brutal de Ricardo de Melo provocou
uma maior onda de
indignayiio e de

cada

vez

mais critica.

funcionarios
Alguns
governamentais tern abertamente dito
a jornalistas que o estado de
guerra
prevalecente no pais torna apropriado
que haja limitayoes quanto ao
exercicio da liberdade de imprnsa.
Em

finals

do

repudio entre

os

O assassinato
todos

o

jornalistas.
foi condenado por
da sociedade

sectores

os

angolana, inclufndo

o governo e

a

Unita.
O ministro da

informayao Vaal Neto

passado, um
“cartoon” aparentemente inofensivo
mas em nada
apologista da ruinosa
gestao economica e financeira do

assegurou aos jornalistas que a
“liberdade de imprensa continuara a

primeiro-ministro Marcolino Moco.
foi publicado no diario governmanetal,
o Jornal de Angola,
causando a
irritayao dos altos circulos do poder.
O editor do jornal, Victor Silva, foi

sobre

ano

imediatamente demitido.
editor de

e

nomeado

suplemento desportivo
publicado pelo Jornal de Angola.
um

ser

defendida,” enquanto a

institufa

comissao de

uma

poh'cia

inquérito

o caso.

Antes da

sua morte,

De Melo havia

publicado os detalhes de uma
atormentada reuniao ä porta fechada
entre o

presidente José Eduardo dos

Santos

e

o

grupo

parlamentar do

MPLA, ä qual nenhum outro jornalista
teve acesso.

□
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ROADS AND POLITICS IN ZAMBIA
Mary Chihana

O AD contractors in Zambia have

R

gagged up and formed a cartel
that is milking the government

taking advantage
of the extensive road rehabilitation
of millions of kwacha,

The cartel has increased
costs by more than KlOO (USll cents)
and Works and Supply Minister Andrew
Kashita has warned that the country will
contract foreign contractors if pushed
programme.

too far.

Government says
hold secret

contractors

that a group of
meetings at which

they arrange which contractors get the
contract for which stretch ofthe road. Kashita
revealed recently

that contractors somehow

knew in advance the number of contractors

government required for a particular
of

a

road and when it

stretch

tendering time,

was

amazingly only that number of contractors
tendered.
Donor funds

amounting to billions of

kwacha have gone into
rehabilitation programme

Zambia’s road
since 1991.

Zambia’s road network

covers a

total

length of 37 358 kilometres of which 6 520
kilometres fall under Class I bitumen roads
that are tarred. The remainder are gravel

and

earth roads.

Most of these roads are however,

impassable during the rainy season. The
Department has failed to maintain
roads in good condition due to lack of funds.
However, in order to reverse this trend, in
1994 the government policy in the area of

Roads

road construction

was

the maintenance and

re-construction of the road infrastructure

country-wide and the continuation of ongoing projects.
But the slow speed of this exercise has
been widely condemned and the deputy
mini.ster of works and supply, Celestino
Chibamba had at one point to intervene with
a construction company threatening not to
pay the balance and giving the Job to another
firm. Kashita decided to use the Roads

Department, a government machinery, in
re-constructing one of the country’s major
Sapem April. 1993

the Great North Road that leads to

routes,

Tanzania and other East African countries.
The Great North Road is also the main
route to

the Northern

province, home to the

Bembas, who include President Chiluba
and many of his cabinet ministers. But the
road is also a prime export and import route
because of its

accessibility with East and

Central Africa.
For the

construction of this road,

decided to use state
machinery and a lot of local labour to do the
Job. Criticism from the private sector,
particularly the building and construction
government has

sector,

did not daunt the minister. He

maintained that the

private sector was slow

and often held government at ransom

by

demanding too much money before any
work could be done.
As

a

result, the work

on

this road is

the road rehabilitation and maintenance

exercise. Government says it

requires about

US$38 million to meet the annual

expenditure requirement for roads.
This year government has decided to
increase the fuel levy to K30 from KIO
per litre of fuel as a way of mobilising
revenue for road maintenance. Money
raised
from this fuel levy is usually
allocated to the 54 towns and cities in the

for the reconstruction and
only within

country

maintenance of roads has not

the urban communities but also in the

peri-urban

areas.

The National Roads Board received K1,2

billion as fuel
1994

to

levy payment from November
January 1995 and of this K960,80

million went to the Great North Road

rehabilitation and KIO million

on

the

rehabilitation of the State House Access

progressing faster than work on any other
road project, a fact that seems to Justify the

Road.

minister’s stance.

improve operational efficiency on road

The slow pace of rehabilitation is however,
attributed to financial inadequacies. Often,

construction and maintenance. These

people running the project do not get
adequate capital funds. In most cases, the
amount released is not adequate to meet the
demands of the Job.
Another contributing factor is that there is
a lack of reliable plant and essential

labour-based methods and

the

maintenance materials such

as

bitumen

equally big problem is that
of insufficient transport facilities for
ferrying materials especially to remote
while another

areas.

According to the National Commission
for Development Planning (NCDP)
government

pressed

on

with the task of

Furthermore, reforms were initiated to

measures

owned

included the increase in the

use

of

reducing public

equipment by engaging private
and consulting firms.

contractors

The road rehabilitation and construction

programme
measures to

is already under-way and
rehabilitate all inter-territorial,

territorial, district and rural roads have been
put in place.
One of the major road works

is the road
project covering 130
kilometres from the capital city, Lusaka, to
rehabilitation

Kabwe, the town that houses the shut
Zambia Consolidated

Copper Mines

(ZCCM) zinc and lead mine completed

repairing the road infrastructure despite the

last December.

many difficulties experienced.
The result was the improvement

This year the government has allocated
K37,6 billion (approximately US$42
million) for road re-construction and
maintenance, and this is the money that the

of the
particularly along the line of
rail. As a result, the road transport subsector benefitted from the improvement in

road network

alleged cartel wants to grab on minor Jobs.
ministry’s total allocation is K46,3

the road infrastructure as seen in the rise in

The

output by 10,1 percent for the transport
communications sector during 1994.

billion

Lack of funds

was

the major

and

obstacle to

(approximately US$51 million),
the

which shows that road rehabilitation got

lion’s share.□
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ZIMBABWE’S HORTICULTURE INDUSTRY:
AN EMERGING ECONOMIC FORCE
Zerubabel Mudzingwa
N THE midst of a

withering drought
threatening
famine and ruin, everyday Zimbabwe
sends planeloads of flowers and vegetables
to the marketplaces of the world.
Its thriving horticulture industry is
breathing new life into the economy.
Taking advantage of Europe’s insatiable
demand for freshly cut flowers and
vegetables, horticulture has rapidly become
Zimbabwe’s third largest foreign currency
earner after gold and tobacco.
To date, Zimbabwe has captured 6,9 per

I

and

cent

severe

recession

of Holland’s flower auction demand

<

i

for

imported cut flowers and is now the I
biggest supplier after Israel, Kenya i
and Spain. Holland’s auctions are the focal
point of Europe’s burgeoning market for

3

fourth

cut

flowers.

these include the

In nominal value terms, the

industry has

grown from over US$100 000 in 1985 to a
projected US$35 million this year.
The country’s horticulture industry is set
for greater impetus following the just-ended
Hortiflor 1995, which saw the industry sell
itself to the world as an emerging force in
the sale of flowers and fresh produce.
Hortiflor 1995, a five-day international
horticultural exhibition, gave the
international flower designers the
opportunity to see the country’s exports ‘in
the flesh’. The exhibition, organised by the
ZimTrade, the national export promotion
organisation, had 30 international flower
displays, decorated with more than 35 000

choice blooms.
Between

1985 and

1992, Zimbabwe

exported horticultural produce ranging from
less than 2 000 tonnes worth US$ 15 million

annually to 19 000 tonnes worth US$46
million, thus contributing to 16 per cent of
the annual

budget. Projected production for
is 40 605 tonnes of horticulture
produce — cut flowers, fruit, vegetables
and citrus, compared to 30 154 tonnes
worth US$27 million exported last year.
The country produces some 60 different
types of fruit and vegetables for export and
this year

24

Flower producers at

as

the Harare horticultural show

specialised crops regarded

gourmet veggies overseas. Commercial

growers produce 45 different species of
flowers for export and there are currently

700 hectares under cultivation.
While all four sub-sectors, cut flowers,

system
the

—

a

crucial factor in the

success

of

industry.

Affretair,

which

carries

most

of

Zimbabwe’s produce to Holland, presently
has two DC8 55F freighters each with a

capacity for 35 tonnes. The two

are

ageing

fmit, vegetables and citrus, are expected to

and often break down.

show

“Airfreight will always remain the single
important variable cost factor in the
export of cut flowers. While calling for
subsidies is not the solution, perhaps
allowing for more competition which leads
to greater operational efficiency could
provide the answer. Our global competitors
Chile, Israel, Kenya and Columbia —
are becoming increasingly aggressive’’, said

substantial increase in

production
flowers are expected to
supersede fruit and vegetables as the most
lucrative horticultural product, rising in value
a

value this year, cut

from US$11,5 million in 1994 to US$15
million in 1995.

Zimbabwe also maximises

on

its sub-

tropical climate and diversified natural
resources which facilitate the production
of a wide range of temperate and tropical
crops.
Besides that, the

country’s producers,
alongside other exporters from Africa, the
Caribbean and the Pacific, will continue to

enjoy tariff arrangements for products
exported to Europe for the next four years,
despite the implementation of the new World
Trade Organisation (WTO) agreements for
enhancing open trade by doing away with
most

restrictive barriers.

However, in his address to the flower

exhibition, the Horticultural Promotion
Council (HPC) chief executive, Stanley
said the

Heri,
only worry was that of the transport

most

—

Heri.
Heri said air freight costs for Zimbabwean
were about US$2,45 per
kilogramme, while costs in Kenya and South
Africa averaged about US$2 per
kilogramme, and a mere US$1,40 per
kilogramme in Uganda.
Speaking at the same occasion, the

producers

ZimTrade chief executive, Morrison

Sifelani, said while Affretair carries the
bulk of flowers with five

flights to Europe

per week, agreements had
with the South African

Cargolux to provide an
shipments per week.Q

been reached
Airways and
additional three
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SWAZI ECONOMY HEADING FOR THE

DOLDRUMS
Thulani Mthethwa

expected at approximately US$77.6 million.

HE economic stand of Swaziland

T

continues to be
with the

deficit

now

ever

“Should the adverse fiscal and balance of

troubling issue
increasing budget
a

payments trends not be

estimated to be at US$1,3

million, or nearly 10 per cent of the gross
domestic

inevitable

product (GDP),
analysts view the rise in the
result of low domestic

as a

collection and government

revenue

unconcerned.

funding of

In

projects.
They believe that such

unnecessary

could

soon

those

a state of affairs
force donors to impose on the

currently being implemented in

other African countries.

According to the analysts, it will be
impossible for Swaziland to balance its
figures so as to address the deficit, as
millions of dollars have already been lost
this year, following a series of industrial
actions in almost all quarters of the working
sector.

More than 20 strikes have rocked various

of the Swazi economy

only this
year, involving bank workers, teachers, civil
sectors

.servants, health

staff, industrial workers,

and bus operators, among others.
With democracy taking root

all

southern Africa. Swaziland will soon

over

is

Swazi King

Mswati III

the outcome of the April

1994 South African

The report pointed out that the uncertainty

suiTounding the continuation of the revenuesharing formula between Swaziland and
South Africa

disturbing, and that it
appeared from the budget that there were no
proposed alternatives or strategies Swtiziland
was drawing up in case this source of revenue
cea.sed
This

to

was

exist.
in reference to the

was

collected

a politically
country,” said one of the economists.
Already a number of investors have moved
from Swaziland to South Africa, leaving an

stable

adopted

a

In his last year’s budget speech, the minister

underlined that

one

of the weaknesses of the

Swazi economy was its heavy reliance on the
revenue collected through SACU.
Government expenditure

has increased by

figure by 3 percent, totalling US$166,3

increase

years.

1993. From

a

record overall estimated

Fie Justified
are

at

was

the expenditure by saying the
personnel costs which

due to

US$8,26 million above the estimated

surplus of over US$71 million in 1992, the
country’s overall balance swung around a
projected deficit in excess of US$42 million.
The current account swung from an

amount

estimated inflow of more than US$4 million

million for the fiscal year 1992/93.
The Government emphasised

in 1992 to

projected outflow of US$33,3
1993. The capital account also

a

a net

How estimated at

“wait and see” attitude pending

expected to worsen in 1994/95 with the deficit
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clear the deficit, we could

Swaziland’s balance of
overall deficit in

eight

potential investors had

noted that most

a problem if there were no
finance the deficit. If we wanted

simply cancel
projects and balance the figures up,” said
the minister in a very light tone.
In 1993. while serving as Principal
Secretary for Finance, Shabangu vowed to
reduce the deficit and government expenditure
at all costs if appointed finance minister.

to

million.

US$27,3 million to a projected outflow of
US$33,6 million, during the same period.
The position, according to the report is

report early last year,

to

this

turned around from

a

be

can

The Governor noted that for the first time

and

James Nxumalo, in

can

wished.

Botswana, Lesotho and Namibia.

million in

Governor of Central Bank of Swaziland.

one so

10 percent and the actual out-turn is exceeding

undisclosed number of workers stranded

unpaid.

revenues

through the Southern Africa

payments had recorded an

investors want to invest in

‘added’ if

Customs Union (SACU), which also includes

confidence that may

universal fact that

or

the

in

a

“It

elections.

herself without investors due to low investor-

“It has become

parliament, he said

“nothing but mere arithmetic”, which

be 'subtracted’

resources

find

be the cause of these
strikes, and the country’s unwillingess to
liberalise its political system.

address to

a recent

the nation should not panic because the deficit

Swazi government the implementation of
an economic adjustment programme, similar
to

increasing public debt burden,”

said the Central Bank report.
But Finance Minister Isaac Shangu appears

Economic
deficit

contained in the

medium temi. pressure may be put on the
domestic and foreign reserves, leading to an

because of addition of new posts

and

ministries.

However, the deficit for the year 1991/1992
wasestimatedat US$51,5 million and US$84,5

that the
worsening fiscal position, with the average
year to year increased in recurrentexpenditure
since 1992/93,

is not sustainable and if

unchecked

slow down the pace

of
development in future.
“Internal transfers, specially subventions.
can

25
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is anotherpronounced feature of government

%

expenditure, which tended to drain on
government finances,” Nxumalo said.
The country’s indebtedness is expected
to increa.se in the coming years,
given the
expected increase in drawing from reserves
associated with some huge projects. These
included US$34,4 million for
the main road that cuts

from

a

across

SAFES BOOKS
NOW AVAILABLE
STATE AND DEMOCRACY SERIES

section of
Swaziland

SOUTH AFRICA: THE CHALLENGE OF

Mozambique to South Africa, which
by the African Development

is financed

Bank (ADB).

CHANGE

The

But the economic situation of Swaziland
is also worsened

by an unusual pattern of
superfluous government spending, which
analysts say is disproportionate with a small
country virtually without any natural
resources worth mentioning.
Last year, the government spent US$36
million in purchasing a new Fokker-100
passenger jet. “The new jet will not make
profit in the next 20 years”, said former
director of the Public Enterprises Unit
(PEU), Jerry Jackson.
He said the jet was too big and did not
have any routes to ply.

challenge

Edited by Vincent Maphai
South

Africa: The Challenge of Change analyses the
problematic inheritance left by 48 years of unified white
supremacy. The classic results of settler colonialism —
dispossession from the land, malnutrition, racialism,
discriminatory access to schools, health and welfare —
challenge the new government. It is a work of African
Uited bv Vtncmt M«dImI
scholarship, bringing together the writings of the new
South Africa's researchers alongside the diaspora of ouracademics who established
their reputation in exile, such as Sam Nolutshungu and Bernard Magubane.

r

Price;
First

Local: hb

published: 1994

ISBN 1-77905-023-2

(paperback)

ISBN 1-77905-024-0 (hardback)

Z$ 120.00

pb

Z$80.00

Africa: hb

US$20.(K)

pb

US$13,00

300 pp

Prime Minister Prince Mbilini, who was

appointed in late 1993,

was

given

fleet of official vehicles worth

a new

more

EDUCATION SERIES

than

US$275 000. The fleet included a customer-

COLONIALISM AND EDUCATION IN

made Nis.san Maxima worth US$40 000 for
his wife Esther, but excluded the

other vehicles which constitute the

minister’s
While

prime

escort.

viewers

of

the

Swaziland

Television and

Broadcasting Corporation
(STBC) have repeatedly complained about
its poor programmes and screening of old
and out-dated movies, a US$1,4 million
Mobile Television Studio was purchased.
The studio operates independently from
STBC, and is ostensibly used to “propagate
peace”.
In a bid to curtail the long nose of
journalists who probed the issue, Justice
Minister, Chief Maweni Simelane, a fomter
school master, moved

an

amended Sedition

Order whose sole aim is

to protect King
Mswati III, the Queen Mother, and other
members of the royal family from “uncalled

for publicity”. According to the amendment,
pubi ishers and authors ofarticles which “impair
the image of members of the royal fami ly” can
be sentenced to 15 years imprisonment or
fined
26
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ZIMBABWE

numerous

Rungano J. Zvohgo
The

debate

on education in Zimbabwe today
largely around the fundamental question:
KDUCATION \
“Where are we heading to?” Educationists, economists
IN
and even politicians admit that as things stand, the future
ZIMBABWE 4
is difficult to predict. Education reform programmes
implemented since independence have not resolved the
problems of youth unemployment, poor economic
perfomiance and public disillusionment with social and
economic policies. This book argues that perhaps the question people ought to be
debating is: "Where have we come from in our quest to get somewhere?” Dr.
Rungano Zvobgo argues that planning education for tomorrow requires a thorough
understanding of the forces that, in the first instance, established the system under
reform. Only then can the errors of the past be avoided in building the future. It is
within this context that the analysis of the development of education during the
colonial history of Zimbabwe is an integral a.spect of the debate on how to establish
an education
system which can be an instrument for socio-economic engineering.
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ZAMBIA: GOVERNMENT BAILS OUT

BIAO
Square Yalemana

UST AFTER

J

second

conferred

Zambia’s

a run on

What

biggest indigenous bank,

on

annoyed both the general public
the silence by the

and the government was

the Meridien BIAO Bank, in

February, following a rumour of its
imminent closure for liquidity problems,
and the rapid depreciation of the kwacha.

central

President Frederick Chiluba fired Bank

to

of Zambia

looked at the

was a run on

(BOZ) Governor Dominic
move was

minister Ronald Penza revealed that
was

fired becau.se he had failed to

identify and correct the problem at Meridien
BIAO Bank that culminated with the

However, Mulaisho,

a

former editor-in-

was

matter

a

for the

appointing

had colossal effects

Chiluba

He has since been replaced by former
University of Zambia vice-chancellor and

senior economic advisor to the government
on International Monetary Fund (IMF)

Ndola and Lusaka and

they rushed to close
speculation mounted of an
impending closure because of liquidity
problems following the failure to retain the
required US$58() ()()() reserves with the
as

central bank.

He also said Mulaisho had failed to tell

the government to come to
the rescue of the bank by transferring US$7

him about the

problems at Meridien BIAO

million from the central bank to enable the

far back

15 months when the minister

bank to operate nonnally after warning signs

as

hearing

rumours about the bank.
This was after the minister had written to the
central bank for

explanation, to which the
replied that everything was alright,
contrary to what followed a week later.
bank

Six months later, Penza wrote to the
Central Bank to find out what

problems

Meridien BIAO Bank was experiencing and

being taken to redress the situation.
again, the central bank assured the

measures

minister that all

However,

was

well.

February 14, 1995. panic
gripped clients of Meridien BIAO Bank in
on
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move

on

the market, as the

liquidity position at the bank posed a serious
for the state of liquidity of the
economy as a whole.
If closed down, Meridien Bank was going
to be the .second indigenous bank to close
down following the closure of Capital Bank

indicated that the

only

way out was to

close

down.

Penza, in

defending the government’s
imprudent to
let the bank collapse without carrying out an
impact analysis survey on the economy. He
said any action taken to shut the bank would
have upset the confidence government had
managed to instill in the private sector
development in the past three years, but
expres.sed unhappiness at the central bank’s
move

said it would have been

failure

to

in 1990.

Financial

analysts accused the bank’s
expanding too quickly
looking into the effects of such a

management for

This prompted

secondment, Jacob Mwanza.

some

concern

their accounts

authority.

Once

sinking bank.

saying BIAO was the fourth largest bank in
the country, and that its closure could have

African Economist
magazine and an economic advisor to fomier
president Kenneth Kaunda, declined to
explain the reasons why he was fired, saying

started

the bank forcing the government

intervene while the central bank relaxedly

Penza, however, defended the

run on

by depositors.

chief of the Southern

as

BIAO

especially following the
liquidation of the United Bus Company of
Zambia (UBZ), Zambia’s public passenger
transport service, and Zambia Airways, both
of which had similar problems, but the
government refused to bail them out.

meant to

foreign exchange market, but finance

that it

Meridien

criticism,

confidence in the financial and

the bank

and

The bail out of the bank has aroused

Chiluba said that the

Mulaisho

bank

management over the problem until there

Mulaisho.

restore

it such powers.

bail out the bank when the

new

Banking and Financial Services Act

without

The Meridien is

of the

rapidly
expanding banks in Africa with branches
throughout the continent. In 1993, the bank
made a profit of US$300 million from its
Zambia operations alone, compared to
US$200 million from operations in West
move.

and East Africa.
Bank chairman
statement

one

However, Meridien BIAO
John

Kapotwe said in

has more than US$ 1 billion of deposits
African
should

a

released in Lusaka that the bank

countries, for which

reason

in 20

clients

panic. “From January 1994 to
January 1995, the network’s deposit base
has increased by more than 48 per cent. It is
not

from this financial

resources

with confidence that

our

that

we

say

position here in
27
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Zambia is secure”, he said.

He said there

He said the bank had 40 000 accounts in

Zambia, making it the fourth largest bank in
the country, and that the bank’s expansion
into Malawi and Benin was a good indication
of its sound financial

position.
The opening of the two branches came
after the closure of the Hamburg office in
Germany, which Kapotwe said had proved
to be an expensive venture.
Analysts also blamed the Bank of Zambia
for the problems facing the financial market,
especially as indicated by the depreciation
of the kwacha against other currencies.
An economist, Ivan Zyuulu, accused BOZ
of failure to play its regulatory and
supervisory role over operation of
commercial banks in the country and hence
liquidity problems that put customers’
money at risk.

was a

need to establish

a

comprehensive insurance system in banks
that was private-sector driven, because the
government was not the right institution to
bail

out

banks, and

also be allowed

as

such banks should

burst

just as any other
that were dying and nobody was
helping them. The money the bank has
received from the government will be treated
as a loan and interest will be paid normally.
Meanwhile, the exchange rate has rapidly
to

company

risen such that all blames had been put on
the central bank for giving speculators

assumption of work as BOZ governor in
1992, replacing Jacques Bussieres, a
Canadian, the exchange rate averaged
K205 per dollar, but has since plummeted
to an average of K780 with the last three
months recording the greatest and
dramatic drop.
For a long time the business community
has championed the cause for central bank’s
autonomy but to no avail.
At the time of his dismissal,

Mulaisho had

called for the autonomy

Bank,

of the central bank,
arguing that in the absence of autonomy,
the temptations to succumb to pressures to
spend recklessly were great. Recent
developments seem to support his view, as
by the end of January, the government had
already in two months underwritten an
overdraft with the BOZ amounting to

broke Mulaisho’s back. At the time of his

US$29 million.^

chance

Within

to

manipulate the exchange rate.

two

months, the kwacha has

depreciated from K700 to K900

per one

United States dollar.

This, together with the run on Meridien
seem to have been the last straw that

%

OCIO-ECONOMIC ASPECTS OF THE ISLAMI
REPUBLIC OF IRAN IN FIGURES PART
km
ELECTRICITY

GAS

are

Natural gas reserves

of Iran in 1990 were

Nominal
was

Production of natural gas

watt at

in 1989

was

22

electricity generating capacity in 1991

14 848 mega

watt, consisting of 1 953 mega

hydraulic power generators. 86 mega watt

200 million cubic metres, while domestic

of steam generators,3 940 mega watt at

consumption of natural gas in 1988 was 14

generators and 869 mega watt at diesel

986 million cubic metres,

indicating a per

13 835 mega

watt, per capita production

was

There existed 1 189 719 gas

being 1 104 kilo watt hours.

1990. In that year
were

w

asphalted and the rest are earth roads
were

areas.

487 861 motor vehicles for

goods - transport consisting of 344 726 vans,
63 871 lorries, 14 991 tankers, 19 918 trailer

trucks, 34 894 dumper-lorries,

1 733

refrigerator lorries.
In 1987, 4 285 971 tons of

goods were

road-transported.

Railways
Total

200 925 new extensions

provided. 200 841 for domestic use

and 84 for

gas-fed

generators. Actual electricity production in 1991

capita consumption of 280 cubic metres.

extensions in

VIH

-the data excludes roads built in rural
There

estimated to be 17 000 billion cubic metres.

-

railway track in 1991 was 4 847

kilometres and 12 629 freight cars and 896
passenger cars were

ROADS AND TRANSPORTATION

industry.

in use. In the said year

8 138 239 passengers were
Road

well

Transport

There
of which

are

141 000 km of roads in the

100 000 km

are

under

country,

permanent

as

transported, as

16 979 211 million tons of

goods,

giving a total performance of 2 722 962 612
person/km and 7 701 159 153 ton/km.

supervision. Road density (km per 100 sq/km) is
8,55 km. Of the total roads in the country, 65 000
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PERSPECTIVES

PEACE AND SECURITY,
REGIONAL COOPERATION AND

ECONOMIC INTEGRATION
IBBO MANDAZA

A

S THE editorial herein indicates,
the peace and security equation
has to be related to economic

development. In this regard, the SARIPS
Peace and Security Project has always
emphasised a holistic approach to the
subject: Mala Sejanamanc (SAPEM. vol.4.
No.12, September, 1991; Severine

SAPEM,

Rugumamu,

vol.5,

No.2,

November, 1991 and SAPEM, vol.6. No. 7,

April, 1993; and Mandaza SAPEM, vol.8.
No. I, Oct. 1994). All this helps to highlight
the point that the peace onct security equation
is inextricably linked to the question of
development. “... Security is development
and without development there can be no
security” (McNamara, 1968). Therefore,
even

the attempt to

prescribe

a peace

and

security equation in any part of the world
becomes

best

at

an

exercise

in

wanagenient or control of (inherent)
conflict; at worst, an exercise in futility,
with every possibility that even that peace
so achieved today might he an investment
for another

security is
even

war

so

tomorrow.

Peace and

fragile and ephemeral that

the reference to such concepts

amounts

more

often than not to

mere

platitudes, an expression of the human
incapacity to contain humanity’s own
capacity forconHict and strife.

The

of this contribution is to
identify some of these fundamental factors
that stand in the way, of not only peace and
security in Southern Africa in particular and
Africa in general, but also regional
cooperation and integration. Indeed, peace
and security on the one hand and regional
cooperation and integration on the other,
are two sides of the same coin. Clearly,
without peace and security, there can be no
cooperation and economie integration; and
without a satisfactory degree of equitable
economic development and cooperation
among member states, there can be no peace
and security.

In

purpose

Southern Africa in

particular, there

pre vai Is a tendency to oversimpi i fy the peace
and security equation just outlined. More

often than not, both sides of the coin

—

i.e.

peace and security and regional cooperation
and economic integration — are presumed

given, less on the basis of a comprehensive
consideration of all factors attendant

on

the

problematique and the related firm
institutional arrangements, than on the high
level of political cooperation and solidarity
among the current Heads of States and
Governments of the member states of the

sub-region.

T herefore.

insecurity are integral to
contemporary class society, the search for
peace and security should begin with at

it is a fair question to ask
sub-regional arrangements as
the Frontline States or Southern Africa
Development Community (SADC) can be
sustained and developed beyond the tenure

least the identification of the fundamental

or

So. if

whether such
war

and

of conllict. Thereafter, it

life of those Heads of States and

might be
possible to establish also the economic,
political and social framework through

Governments that founded them. That

which toconfront and address thosecauses.

discourse, is of

causes

S.MMM Al’RII, 1995

Southern Africa has in
a

general enjoyed such
healthy state of inter-state interaction and
course, to

be attributed to

those Heads of States and Governments
concerned. The contribution of these

founders of the Frontline States/SADC
will remain invaluable in the

history of the
sub-region. But it is a period in our history
that is fast coming to an end, even if this be
on the basis of nature alone. During our
own study of the sub-region (See Ibbo
Mandaza, Southern Africa in the 1980s,

forthcoming, 1995),somcof these founders
of S ADC and Preferential Trade Area (PTA)

expressed concern that these organisations
would lose the political solidarity that has
so far held them together and Bounder in
the hands of subsequent generations that
will have lost sight of the original
objectives. More important, these economic
and political factors which, though largely
concealed behind the healthy and warm
relationships that have so farexisted between
the Heads of States and Governments of the

sub-region, nevertheless constitute the
major obstacles to lasting peace and
security, regional cooperation and
economic integration in Southern Africa
in particular and Africa in general. A hrief
account of each of these factors might hint
at the potential for conllict in our subregion, in the hope that this might contribute
to the debate on how best to develop the
institutional framework through which to
promote peace, security and development
in

our

continent and

Basically.

these

sub-region.
are

factors that constitute

three inter-related

legacy that needs to
as part of the
process of establishing and developing the
institutional arrangements for peace and
security, regional cooperation and economic
integration in our sub-region.
a

be confronted and addressed
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Firsl,

the problem of vertical economic
integration into the northern hemisphere,
on

the part

of Southern AfViea in partieular,

hut also Al'riea as a whole. This is an obvious
outcome

ol'the

colonised and
well

as

manner

in which Africa

was

subsequently neo-coloniscd.
current position in the

its

as

international division of labour. All these
arc

factors

even

pronounced with

more

respect to the history and development of
Southern Africa

geopolitical formation
legacy of European
expansion and international capitalism.
African economics remain essentially an
related

to

extension

of

so

as a

the

those

of the

northern

hemisphere; Southern Africa is really an
integral part in the economic network of the
northern hemisphere. Accordingly, even
such enterprises as SADC (and even PTA/
COMESA) have, from their inception, never
had

an

they have been on the basis of
indispensable sponsorship of the north.
Also, it is unlikely that such organisations
could in the foreseeable future grow and
develop into autonomous enterprises capable
of interacting, as equal partners, with
counterparts in the north. Of course, there
are obvious implications that derive from
this with respect to the issue of peace and
security, regional cooperation and economic
integration in our sub-region in particular.
as

the

Suffice
vertical

it

to state

that the

problem of

integration into the north
capacity for developing

undermines the

national economies, docs not enhance the

sclf-confidcncc that is

important
prerequisite if a group of countries are to
come together in cooperative and integrative
venture, and might even constitute a potential
for inter-state conllict

as

an

member

states

in

the

sub-region begin to compete for
comparative advantage vis-a-vi.s the north
and its key trade and financial institutions.
With respect to Southern Africa in particular,
this is an area that needs close scrutiny if the
current minor trade wars
e.g. between
Zambia and Zimbabw e
are not to develop
into full-lledged ones in the future. Not to
—

—

mention the tact that the

current

conllict

between PTA/COMES.^ and SADC is

largely over competition for donor resources.
Then there is as yet no indication of the scale
of the problem and how this might sour

I

inter-state relations, in the
north

esscnceof their own, established and

developed

.'D

Security is not traditional military activity

to

deal

Second.

tendency of the
selectively with South Africa.

the

problem of unequal and

n

conclusion, it is

expresses

the failures attendant to the post-colonial state.

state-in-the-niaking.

It

is

closely related to the problem of
integration, but also undermines
the capacity for both resolving the national
cjue.stion at the national level, and developing
viable regional cooperation and economic
integration ventures. The current picture of
a continent marked by uneven and
unequal
development within and between its
individual countries is sufficient proof that
real continental or sub-regional unity is still
but

a

dream. But this also relates

to the

third

factor, namely the problem of the nationstates-in-the-making, the African nationstates-in-the-making which so far
demonstrates such a high level of insecurity
at the national level as would defy
organic
regional cooperation so far attained, lacks
that organic base in that it is confined largely
to

It

is

the

level of Heads of States and

Governments. Even then,

a

Head of State

might use such sub-regional fora as a means
diverting attention away from the
problems of the nation-state-in-the-making.
However, a weak nation-state is also likely
to re.sort to chauvinist and hostile acts
against
its neighbours, whether these be in the form
of either border disputes, trade wars or even
of

Open war.

to

that much of the conllict

true

itself at the level ol'the nation-

cxarcebatcd

vertical

difficult

why Africa is currently more
given toconllict and strife than to peace and
security.

development between and within
member states of the sub-region. This is akso
an outcome of the
legacy of colonialism and
uneven

not

understand

as

the related competition
becomes

more

increasingly

the economic situation and
and

for scarce resources
pronounced. But

more

unless the economic situation

throughout the continent,
an

we

improves

have to expect

increase in the incidence of inter-state

conllict.

Happily, the current generation
of Heads of States and Governments have
so

far done well

trade

wars

been able

and
to

to

contain

most

of the

borderdisputes. They have

do

so

on

the basis of that

ideology — African Nationalism and
African Unity — that was also the vehicle
through which African states-in-themaking were established and sought to
develop fora for peace and security,
regional cooperation and economic
integration. The danger now is that even
that ideology is fast waning in the face of
the overall

failure that

has been

the

continent in the last three dccailes of post-

independence. The question is whether
the few. but notable achievements in the

field of peace and security and regional
cooperation and economic integration can
now

be

concretised

into

definitive

institutional arrangements

that could
guide subsequent generations of leaders
in the 21st

century._1
S.M’IAI AI'RII., 199.S

ENTERTAINMENT, ARTS AND CULTURE

DIALOGUE ON DRESS: MISSING

THREADS, IMPOSED HEMLINES
Tafataona Mahoso

R

ECENTLY the National Arts
Council of Zimbabwe (NAC) tried
to revive the dialogue on a national

dress, by claiming that there is “consensus
on the need for adopting a national dress'’.
One

thing that has gone wrong is the
obsession with “adopting” one national dress
which “Our leadership .should be obliged to
wear... at

all official functions”, instead

of

enabling all people to deepen their creativity
through couture and to appreciate the
potential communicative power of the
original African clothes of many colours
and designs.
This obsession reached an embarrassing
limit when in mid-February, NAC was still
claiming, quite wrongly, that some West
African nations had adopted one national
dress. In a rather unfortunate analogy, NAC
was even saying Zimbabwe must adopt a
national dress “like

we

did with the national

The second major fallacy is the assumption
that it is the dress which will create dignity,

self-respect and unity. NAC cited Nigeria
as one country where the adoption of a
national dress has created unity. Yet we
know, not only that Nigeria is threatened
with disunity, but also that it went through
a very na.sty civil war in the late 1960s.
Dress can be the magnificent reflection,
the enchanting flower, but not the seed, not
the soil, on which national unity and
patriotism grow.
The debate has sounded like arguing over
the choice of wall-paper when the problem
is that there is

no

house

or

that the

there has been foreclosed

mortgage owners.

one

that

by the

Instead of confronting

those who control the mortgage, we argue
over the wall-paper in order to hide our
wounded

pride
identity seems to be based only on
symbols confined to those “national” borders
which the British defined in their

19th

rivalry with the Portuguese. Based
fallacy, Zimbabwe has adopted a
local anthem to replace a sub-continental
one which had been created and spread out
ofliberation necessity and out of Pan-African
solidarity.
century
on

this

With the old

one,

it

was not

hard to hear

and visualize Pan-African militants
move to

on

the

reclaim their land, their culture,

their destiny. The anthem had energy, vision,

simplicity and cadence. But its replacement
sounds like a bad English hymn translated
into Shona and Ndehele

afterthought.
conjures up images of drum
majorettes and Salvation Army bands. And
The

we

as an

new one

know that the “Salvation”

intended to be

our

salvation

as

was never

Africans.

The fourth

anthem”!

was

The third fallacy is that Zimbabwe's

and

pride. Yet,

once we

reclaim the

house,

we

will know that the different

rooms

and

hallways may in fact look better

in different types
paper.
Sapem April. 1995

and colours of wall-

problem with the discussion
side-lining of our youth. If we
assume that we are searching for a dress
revolution which is going to transform the
has been its

aesthetics of couture,

imagination of
revolution has

we must

excite the

youth. No dress
caught on without the

our

ever

youth being involved. And no dress
revolution has ever taken place on the basis
of one adopted super-dress. Such a superdress would suppress creativity by occupying
the most honoured public space without
deserving it. We would simply be replacing
imported hemlines with imposed ones.
The fifth and last problem is the inherent
contradiction arising from the officials’
literal functionalist concept of "national
dress”. It arises naturally from the grandiose
political gains which NAC claims the
country shall obtain by adopting one supercostume. A question of beauty and pride has
been turned into one of political and ethical
salvation.

Why can't Zimbabweans identify
themselves through diverse indigenous

dresses the way they already do through
their quintessentially Zimbabwean music?
If it is

true

that

our

aim is

to

cultivate

pride,

recognise one another and to be
recognised as Zimbabweans, we already do
so through our music, sculpture and dances.
The officials have to deny that they are
callingforthe imposition of one drab costume
upon the nation. They even go so far as to
reverse their initial position, claiming that
this national unity, afterall, could be achieved
by letting each community design and adopt
to

its

own

“national dress”.

But

given the on-going polarisation of
society, caused by the current economic
depression, what will stop these politically
cultivated “national dresses” from being
our

used

as

emblems of ethnic chauvinism?

Now the officials
their initial

forced to go

back to
position, saying, “that is why we

think there is

are

a consensus on

adopt one national dress as
our unity.”

a

the need

to

demonstration

of

These officials have enclosed themselves
in

vicious circle of untenable

political
promises. The debate requires refocusing.
There should be no need to make grand
promises about the political orethical results
of creating a Zimbabwean couture. We
should simply acknowledge our desire to
a

see

clothes

as

visual emblems of the

expressions and feelings we value, as
expressions of our quest to make sense of
public and private appearances and to make
visual what would remain inexpressible
inside us. In this sen.se, we must develop
designers who become seers for the
community and the individual. This is not
about symmetry. This is about creativity,
vitality, elegance, seduction, transgression,
and, of course, transformation.
The idea of

because

we

adopting
have

one

one garment

just

government is

horrifying to many. It is contrary to the
mission of boosting arts and creativity for
which NAC was set up.G
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SOUTHERN AFRICAN REGIONAL INSTITUTE FOR
POLICY STUDIES
SAFES TRUST

23..ACCOUDRSEEMI

(SARIPS)

MASTERS PROGRAMME IN REGIONAL POLICY ANALYSIS

POSTS:

DIRECTOR, COURSE COORDINATOR(S) AND ACADEMIC REGISTRAR

The Southern African

Regional Institute for Policy Studies (SARIPS) is the research and teaching arm of the Southern African Political Economy Series (SAPES) Trust,
regional non-govemmental organisation whose main objectives are to promote and nurture .social science research, debate, teaching and publications in the Southern
African sub-region and beyond. After seven years of existence, the SAPES Tmst has now launched a Masters Programme in Regional Policy Formulation and Analysis.
The need for graduate training in policy formulation and analysis has. for long, been recognised by regional professionals in and outside
governments as an important
aspect of the much needed capacity building and strengthening in the SADC region. The proposed Graduate Programme intends to address this need by drawing upon
existing but dispersed regional and international expertise to develop and implement a genuine Southern African graduate training experience.
a

1.DIRECTOR

Duties

—

—

are

—

to:

—

manage the training programme on a day to day basis;
maintain effective liaison with other institutions, including universities,

—

—

the SAPES Academic Council and the

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

teaching faculty;
work out long-tenn plans for the Programme;
assist the SARIPS Director in mobilising funding for the Programme;
together w ith the academic staff and Library and Documentation Centre
staff, equip the resource centre for the Programme, including selection
of international journals;
recruit participants, faculty and support staff;
promote the public image of the Masters Programme;
make some teaching input into some courses; and
undertake policy relevant research in support of the Programme.

—

—

—

—

—

are

Posts 1 & 2
—

—

—

to:

—

assist the Programme Director on all tasks falling under the responsibilities

—

—

—

recruited;

be overall

coordinate work related to examinations and

Duties

—

are

aminimumofSyears'policyrelatedtrainingand/orteachingexperience
a

recognised university; and
as added advantages.

initiative and drive

Post 3.

supervisor of students’ "Project Work"; and
ensure

that standards

—

are

—

maintained.

—

experience in empirical research related to policy analysis,
management and administrative experience;
experience in development policy and intellectual debates in the region;
in

maintain a dose relation with user institutions from where the candidates
are

—

doctorate
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policy-related background and strong theoretical grounding in the
a

relevant field;
—

of the Director;

—

prepare contracts
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at
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PACKAGE
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referees to:
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The Executive Director, SARIPS of the SAPES Trust
4
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appeared dazed by the dynamics of the political
conflicts released by the advent of competitive
politics. In January 1994. the country’s 2 ()()()
strong army split into two rival factions which
later squared up against each other in a 12-hour
gun battle that left about five soldiers dead.' The
government appealed to South Africa for military
intervention to restore order, bypassing
Parliament and the National Security Council
established under the constitution. South Africa

no intention to send its troops into
warning instead that “any attempt to
replace the government by force would be
unacceptable.”- Mokhehle’s appeal for military
intervention angered politicians who accused
the BCP administration of trading Lesotho’s
sovereignty for narrow and short-term political
objectives.

displayed
Lesotho,

The Prime Minister's controversial decision

invite

foreign troops into Lesotho to disarm
apparently fueled the problem.
Selometsi Baholo. Deputy Prime Minister and
Minister of Finance, was killed by what The
Johannesburg reportertenned “army

to

the national army

rebels"

on

14

April 1994, while his four

colleagues in Mokhehle's cabinet were briefly
held by a group of soldiers at the Makoanyane
army barracks.’ These incidents were followed
in May. 1994 by a strike by the rank-and-file
members of the Royal Lesotho Mounted Police
(RLMP) who struck in support of their demand
for

a 60 per cent pay rise.
intensified its appeals

The BCP government
for foreign military
intervention ostensibly to scare the strikers. Amid
these appeals, rumours of an impending invasion
by Zimbabwean commando units began to
circulate in Lesotho. The Siar newspaper of 19
July. 1994 reported that “Zimbabwe was ready
to

send 800 soldiers of its crack commando unit

into Lesotho.’

In response to this rumour, the
striking police officers issued a press statement
warning Zimbabwe that they regarded its threats
“as a challenge and declaration of war against
the Basotho nation.'"
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In

announcing the dissolution of Mokhehle's

elucidates the issues raised in the

government, the King made no direct reference
the incidents mentioned above.

analysis.

Perspectives on Political Instability

which poverty
the Basotho

has shaped political attitudes of
people. In a sense, his argument

a

He merely
petition by thousands of

Varied explanations have been proffered for
political instability in post-independence

alludes to the weakness of the Basotho nation-

cited what he temied
Basotho

for his decision. However,

Lesotho. Most of these blame Jonathan’s

Devoid of

to

as

the

reason

his letter dated 16

August. 1994 informing the
encapsulates part
of the disturbing catalogue of episodes between
January and August. 1994. The letter states that:
Prime Minister of the decision

You will no doubt have borne witness to the

deteriorating political situation in the conntry and the tension generated nationwide.
For the sake of peace, stability, reconciliation I sic) and unity ofthe Basotho nation,
it has been found prudent to relieve you of
your responsibilities as Prime Minister of
Lesotho with immediate effect ^
The country’s political situation had
undoubtedly deteriorated. However, the King’s
action was arbitrary, notwithstanding the
genuineness of his concerns. Not only had
Mokhehle had a tenouous hold on power, but had
also seemed unable to exercise control

over

his

cabinet ministers. For example, on the eve of his
dismissal, he was still struggling to persuade his
two

self-exiled cabinet ministers, Kelebone

Maope and Mpho Malie, to return to Lesotho
they had been living
since May. 1994. In his letter to the two fugitive

from South Africa where

ministers, the Prime Minister noted that the
Basotho people were

beginning to question their
unexplained absence.^ Yet Mokhehle and his
party remained adamant that the political crisis
besetting the country was Leabua Jonathan’s
legacy. Leabua Jonathan, Lesotho’s Prime
Minister from April. 1965 to January, 1986,
staged a coup in 1970 as it became clear that
Mokhehle’s BCP had won the country’s first
post-independence general elections. However,
attributing the problem solely to Jonathan glosses
over other critical variables, particularly the
tenuous

economic base of the Basotho nation-

The BCP has inherited

an economically
Arguably, therefore, part of its
problem stems from the fact that it cannot deliver
immediately on its electoral promises.
This paper is not anything other than a short
comment on King Letsie Ill’s short-lived August,
1994 coup. It argues, in the main, that political
instability in Lesotho between April, 1993 and
September, 1994 of which Letsie’s coup is the
apogee, reflects not only Jonathan’s legacy and
mutual distrust and suspicion between the BCP
and the Basotho National Party (BNP) but also

state.

unviable state.

the crisis of the Basotho nation-state. Thus, it

rejects the government’s view that the solution
to Lesotho’s political problems lies in disbanding
the Royal Lesotho Defence Force (RLDF).
Hence, it provides no detailed account of the
kingdom’s history safe where such an account
34

suspension of the independence constitution and
general elections.

the annulment of the 1970

Thus,

one

writer has dubbed Jonathan the author

of the

political crisis in Lesotho.* The BCP
government and its supporters share the same
view and have pointed their fingers at what they
term the BNP army, namely the RLDF for the
lack of political stability since April, 1993. They
argue that Jonathan created the RLDF as a special
instmment for suppressing the BCP. Accordingly,
the BCP believes that the solution to Lesotho’s

political problems lies in disbanding the RLDF.
sees the fighting between rival
army factions in January, 1994 as a calculated
move by an
essentially BNP army to destabilize

Thus, the BCP

the BCP-led administration.
The above

explanation not in doubt, however.
the role of Jonathan and his BNP.
portraying them as the sole movers ofand decisive
forces in Lesotho’s political history. As I have
argued elsewhere. Jonathan’s 1970 coup “is a
culmination of bitter and grippling disputes which
began in the 1960s.’’’’ In some cases, these
disputes reflected "the quest for political power
and prestige.’’"’ In fact, the political climate in
Lesotho has always been volatile not barring the
presence of democracy in the period 1966 to
1970. The country witnessed bloody conflicts
between the BCP-led anti-government forces
(LMP) between

1966 and 1967." The character of

political

conflicts and power contestations in Lesotho has
in turn been shaped by the way politics is

perceived by the contestants. Politics in Lesotho
is not just about competition for governmental
power. It involves vanquishing and destroying
one’s political rivals. Politicking in Lesotho is
thus permeated by mudslinging. character
assassination, and vulgar or abusive language.
As a result, it is not surprising that Lesotho’s
political process has often entailed intermittent
bursts of violence.

Weisfelder attributes political power struggles
and social tensions in Lesotho to poverty and
fatalism among the Basotho people. He argues
that:
A

highly politicised population e.xists in an
of abject poverty and negligible potentialfor satisfying popular aspirations.. .fully mobilised with no place to
go. the Basotho employ their energies in
political battles.'Clearly Weisfelder is concerned not so much
about the degree of political mobilisation among
the Ba.sotho people, but rather, the extent to
environment

namely its inability to support its population.
a significant economic base, the

Basotho nation-state offers little

or no

basis for

political stability.
Lesotho hardly has a national economy that
would ensure organic unity between the state
and the population or enable the state to provide
critical social services

—

free education, health

and

unemployment insurance. Indeed, the much
vaunted cooperation supposedly characterising
the Basotho nation is not evident. Opposition
political parties led by the BCP, refused to
acknowledge their defeat in the 1965 general
elections which paved the way for independence,
resorting instead to extra-constitutional means
to prevent the BNP from taking over the country’s
administration. These included

numerous

attempts to scupper Lesotho ’ s efforts at securing

It exaggerates

and the Lesotho Mounted Police

state,

the

membership of the United Nations (UN).

Ntsu Mokhehle, leader of the BCP and the present
Prime Minister of Lesotho, told the British

government

during the 1966 constitutional talks

that if it handed over Lesotho to Jonathan, it must
also

provide him with soldiers for he would
by force of arms. Thus it came as
no surprise when a BCP mob
violently burst
through a police road block at Teyateyaneng on
27 December 1966, killing a police inspector.
The re-emergence ofconstitutional rule in March,
1993 heralded no change to political attitudes in
Lesotho. Until Letsie III intervened on 17 August,
1994 the BCP regime had refused to engage in
any political dialogue with the opposition political
parties to discuss Lesotho’s problems."
overthrow him

A Nation-State Without

a

National

Economy?
As argued above, the anatomy of Lesotho’s
political crisis should also be sought in the
Basotho nation-state’s inability to sustain it.self
and its population. Indeed, Lesotho presents a
curious paradox for it can only survive by
deepening its dependence on foreign aid and
South Africa. On the other hand, its independence
has benefitted only an insignificant number of
people, namely the rulers and elites. There has
been little positive economic transformation in
Lesotho since independence. At the beginning of
1993, the Kingdom’s exports were worth just
Ml 16,3 million while its imports were valued at
M76L3 million. Migrant workers’ remittances
amounted to M.347.4 million and financed

over

59 per cent of the country’s imports.''*
Government revenue, of which M57,7 million
was

foreign aid. amounted to M369 million.
at M 1478,7 million.'" At

External debt stood

M136,9 million customs union receipts accounted
for

over

43 per cent

of government

revenue

in
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1992/93.''’ In 1989, migrant earnings amounted
to

M9753,3 or about 87,4 per cent of the country’s

national product (GNP).’’ Lesotho’s
manufacturing sector employed not more than
13,000 people in 1989, a figure well below the
number of people entering the labour market
annually. According to the Central Bank of
Lesotho (CBL), the Kingdom’s labour force
(estimated at 600 000 in 1989) increases by more
than 20 000 annually.'* The country’s fomial
sector employs not more than 70 0(K) people.

gross

'’Unemployment is estimated to be about 46 per
cent.™ Agriculture not only has bleak prospects,
but is also highly dependent on migrant earnings.
Only 9 per cent of Lesotho’s land is suitable for
crop production.*' Foreign aid and flow of
international private investment capital are
unlikely to increa.se by significant amounts
because of changes in South Africa by the United
Nations (UN). Lesotho

is vulnerable to external

pressure. South Africa alone wielding an almo.st
total political influence over the kingdom. For

example. South Africa’s blocade lasting just
over two weeks precipitated a military coup in
Lesotho in January, 1986. Its threats of sanctions
against Lesotho in August/September, 1994
forced King Letsie Ill to reinstate Mokhehle’s
government.
The Armed Forces

Admittedly, explanations ofpolitical instability
in Lesotho should take account of the historical
role of the anned forces. In fact, one of the most

formidable

political challenges facing
Mokhehle’s administration since April 1993 has
been how to subordinate the country’s politicised
anny to an elected civilian government. Apart
from protecting Jonathan's unconstitutional
government during the period 1970 to 1985,
Lesotho’s army had ruled the country for seven
years between 1986 and 1993. But the problem
does not

seem to

be

as

intractable

as

it has been

presented by the government. In fact, the RLDF’s
role between 1986 and 1993 suggests that the
armed forces cannot be dismissed simply as a
destabilising factor. After taking over the
kingdom’s administration in January, 1986 the
military government declared an unconditional
amnesty for all the BCP exiles and its South
African-backed Lesotho Liberation Anny (LLA)
which had engaged the RLDF in bloody battles
since 1979. The military government’s
conciliatory gesture also entailed the appointment
ofelementsopposed to Jonathan, including BCP
members, to ministerial positions and top
government offices. For example, the present
Minister of Justice, Kelebone Maope, held the
posts of Attorney-General and M in ister of J ustice
respectively under the military rule between
1986 and 1993. Fie was among scores of people
recruited by the ruling Military Council to replace
Sapem April. 1995

and

“Jonathan’s top civil servants”.
Until the country went to the

polls in March,
1993, there were no reported acts of harassment
and intimidation against the BCP and its
supporters by the RLDF or the police force.
Neither did the military regime attempt to disarm
the LLA or require its members to parade for
identification before the public. Although
Mokhehle has claimed that the LLA
disbanded

soon

was

after the overthrow of Jonathan,

his cabinet ministers have made persistent public

integration into the RLDF.” In fact,
public statements by some of Lesotho’s cabinet
ministers suggest that the BCP government sees
the LLA as a countervailing force against or an

calls for its

instrument that
RLDF. In

can

be used to neutralise the

of his comments

on King Letsie
Ntsukunyane Mphanya, Minister of
Agriculture, declared that the LLA “will be
integrated into the country’s armed forces”
regardless of whether or not the opponents of the
regime like it.*’ Thus clearly, the mutual
suspicions characterising the relations between
the RLDF and the Mokhehle regime is also the
consequence ofconflicting signals from the BCP
one

Ill’s coup.

chieftainship. The importance of national
emphasised
as a critical element of any search for political
stability by the presidents of Zimbabwe and
Botswana. Reporting on the January 1994 fighting
between rival amiy factions following their factfinding visit to Lesotho, the two presidents said;
It M'Ui and remains our very clear inipression that, notwithstanding’ a recognised
needfor national reconciliation, little if any
progress has been made towards the implementation of such a policy or towards the
promotion of a truly national dialogue.-^
While recommending the integration of the
LLA elements into the army, the two presidents
do not define the crisis in Lesotho simply as the
struggle between the BCP and the RLDF. They
recognise its broad dimensions, hence the
emphasis on a national dialogue. The LLA’s
integration into the army, however, requires a
meticulous approach lest it triggers mutiny such
reconciliation in Lesotho has been

as

the

in South Africa where the fonner

one

African National

September, 1994.”
Letsie Ill’s

government.

Brandishing the LLA as a bulwark against the
RLDF can only cause anxiety among members
of the Lesotho’s army. The RLDF’s memories
of the LLA ’ s attacks on Lesotho and the suffering
that it inflicted upon the soldiers’ families are
still fresh. Thus the regime’s threats to use the
LLA

alternative force should

undoubtedly
be a source of worry for the RLDF. Between
January and November 1983 alone, the LLA
aided by the South African Defence Force,
as an

launched 43 armed attacks

on

Lesotho. The

majority were directed at the RLDF.” Arguably,
political stability in Lesotho cannot be achieved
by dangling the LLA as an alternative to the
RLDF. The argument is not that the RLDF poses
no problem to the BCP government, but rather
that attempts at using the LLA to neutralise the
army may further alienate the soldiers. In any
case, the RLDF cannot simply be dismissed a
negative factor in Lesotho’s politics. As one
reputable non-governmental newsletter put it.
“it was through (the) military that the national
constituent assembly was fomied. with the aim
of reconciling our politicians and also to amend
the 1966 national constitution.”*’ The RLDF

organised free and fair elections and handed over
the country's administration to legitimate winners
—

the BCP.

On its part, the government seems to have
accorded little priority to national reconciliation.
Since

assuming power in March, 1993 it has
parliament and state media as platfonns for
berating both its political opponents and
legitimate state institutions — the army, police
used

Congress (ANC) and Pan(PAC) guerillas mutinied in

Africanist Congress

Coup

King Letsie Ill’s coup is not simply the result
of a disagreement between the BCP regime and
the monarchy over the interpretation of the
constitution and how the country should be run,
even though these two issues are among the most
critical factors. Rather, it is also

a

consequence

of his unresolved

deep-seated grievances,
particularly the dethronement and humiliation of
King Moshoeshoe 11. by the military rulers.
Indeed, overt political conflict between the
monarchy and the BCP government only began
to surface in July, 1994 following the Prime
Minister’s decision to .set up a commission of
inquiry under the Public Inquiries Act 1994 to
investigate the circumstances that led to the
dethronement of. King Moshoeshoe II in 1990.-'*
The commission’s tenns of reference included
the “examination

and evaluation of the

performance of the fomter King (Moshoeshoe
II)

as

constitutional monarch from his

a

installation to his removal.”” For Letsie III. the
both

provocative and unacceptable.
position clear in his letter to the
Prime Minister dated 4 August, 1994. He wrote:
/ am aware of the powers of the Prime
Minister to appoint a commission of inquiry as conferred by Section 3(1) of the
Public Inquiries Act 1994. However.
/
would like to e.xpress my deepest dismay at
not being consulted on the establishment of
a commission of
inquiry on the matter
concerning His Majesty King Moshoeshoe
II.
The issue of the monarchy and in
particular the re-instatement of His Maj-

move was

He made his

.

.

.

.
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affects and concerns me... The manbeing handled
indicates that the strategy is to conduct a
vendetta against His Majesty King
Moshoeshoe 11. The terms of reference.
form a foundationfrom (sic)whichapolitical vendetta can he conducted against my
father. King Moshoeshoe II. .
The Prime Minister did not change his decision,
prompting an urgent application by King
Moshoeshoe II for a High Court order declaring
the appointment of the commission and its terms
of reference null and void. King Moshoeshoe
won a temporary injunction barring the
commission from continuing with the
investigation until the dispute was settled by the
High Court.” The legal process on this issue
was, however, interrupted by the coup. The
process has been scrapped following the
esty
tier

in which the issue is

..

resolution of the constitutional crisis that was

precipitated by the dismissal of Mokhehle’s
government.
The Prime Minister had earlier set up an

anned forces commission of inquiry to investigate

the

origin and role of the RLDF since its

inception.^-

a move

resentment among

which apparently fuelled

the soldiers as evidenced by

their reaction to Letsie Ill's

unprecedented

decision. When Letsie announced the dismissal
of Mokhehle's government on

Roman Catholic Church weekly
had warned a few days before the
coup that the “Government of Lesotho had created
serious problems for itself by setting up a
commission of inquiry to investigate His Majesty
King Moshoeshoe II.”’’ This turned out to be

Basotho,

a

newspaper,

true

for, indeed, his

son

votes cast

taking advantage of this constitutional deficiency,
the regime has brushed aside demands by the
nation for an explanation regarding the stay in
South Africa by two Cabinet Ministers. Malie

results

Letsie III, dismissed

as

were

fair.'*
The elections’

Maope. from May to September, 1994.
bypassed the King, parliament and
the State Council responsible fornational security
when inviting South Africa to intervene militarily
to stop the factional fighting within the RLDF in
January, 1994.
The attitude of the BCP regime has prompted
a number of derisive remarks by its opponents of

significance is not just that they
they delivered a oneparty government. However, contrary to what
might be expected in similar situations, the de
facto one-party government has not eased political
pressure on the BCP government. Indeed, it has
produced a desperate extra-parliamentary
opposition with little or no stake in the system.

which the most recent read:

As

and

Likewise, it

were

free and fair, but that

have his father reinstated to the throne since

neither control
opposition politicians. In sum.
what can be termed loyal opposition does not
exist in Lesotho. Indeed, a major political
quandary for the BCP government since April
1993 is that it is neither able to manipulate the
BNP nor to cope with its seemingly damaging
propaganda. Having little or nothing to lose, the
BNP has used every available opportunity to
discredit the BCP government. The BNP’s
campaign to discredit the government has
included attacks against salary increases for
parliamentarians and ministers.” Increased
salaries for ministers and parliamentarians would
probably be a “non-issue” for the BNP if it was
represented in parliament. But. the BCP
government cannot be blamed for the absence of
parliamentary opposition in Lesotho. The Lesotho

1990. When it became clear that the

electorate decided that it should not exist. But

It is one

thing to win... general elections in

hut it is quite another to govern
The nature of
winning them
(sic) does not. in itself, guarantee the (sic)
democratic rule of a country...
National constitutions are notorious for
being concerned only with how and when
governments should he elected. Lesotho's
constitution is not an e.xception.
It was not brought in as an instrument for
redressing wrong-doings by the previous
a

country,

the countiy democratically.
the elections or margin of

governments such as the
Moshoeshoe II

dethronement of

despite pleas by his

son,

Letsie

III.

Letsie III had been

17 August, 1994

the armed forces did not oppose him. Moeletsi oa

by the electorate. While the elections
dismissed as a fraud by the BNP, the
BCP, Lesotho military rulers, other political
parties and independent observers described them

unaccountable dictatorship. Forexample, clearly

Government

was

struggling relentlessly to
military

determined to resist his

a

nor

result, the government can

influence

this has not eliminated

political conflict in

demands, he wrote an open letterto the country’s

Lesotho. Thus undoubtedly one of the challenges

heads ofchurches and clergy seeking their advice

facing the regime is how to devise the means of
assuaging its opponents.
Notwithstanding the above observations,

appropriate action that
ought to be taken to solve the problem created by
the military rulers’ decision to depose his father.
what he termed

on

an

majority party democracies have advantages.

Mokhehle’s government a

He went

letter that the

The most obvious is the ease with which the

According to

rightful King and Head of State is. King

relevant regime can pass legislation through
parliament, thus enabling it to deal promptly

few days later.
Section 92 of Lesotho’s

right to he consulted by the Prime

Minister and other Ministers on all matters

relating to the government of Lesotho and
the Prime Minister shall keep him fully
informed concerning the general conduct
of the government of Lesotho and shall
furnish him with such information as he
may request in respect of any particular
matter relating to the government of

Mokhehle. he was not
prepared to address this problem, arguing that
the reinstatement of Moshoeshoe

regime could disregard these
provisions at will because the constitution
provides no remedies against violations. Yet this
is not surprising for the BCP has always been and
remains hostile to the monarchy and chieftainship.
The absence of a mechanism compelling the
rulers to comply with the provisions of the
constitution has tipped the balance of power in

36

it into an

II would

provisions of the constitution.
rejected by these three countries as

conflict with the
This

was

which insisted that the BCP government
take immediate steps to reinstate

should

Moshoeshoe 11,

arguing that:
clearly and
unequivocally empowers Parliament hy a
simple and ordinary Act of Parliament to
change and modify the customary law,
including the customaiy law governing the
matter of royal succession.
The Lesotho Constitution.

The Mokhehle

government, turning

same

and Botswana pressurised

Lesotho.^

favour of the

declare in the

Moshoeshoe 11.'* Until South Africa. Zimbabwe

constitution, the King has:
the

on to

.

.

.

Government and Opposition

Parties

gained an overwhelming victory in
general elections held in March, 1993,
capturing all 65 contested parliamentary seats
plus about 74 per cent of the total number of
The BCP

the

with issues of immediate interest to it. However,

political competence on the
of the regime concerned. Mokhehle’s
handling of the fighting between rival army
faction in January. 1994 can hardly be said to be
competent. His government took sides, openly
dubbing the Makoanyane-based troops rebels,
even though it later abandoned the claim
following protests by opposition groups. The
only criticised “reports by foreign journalists
this presupposes

part

which characterised the battle as between rebels

loyalists”^" after much dithering and
prefabrication. As one newspaper columnist
and

commented

on

the dismissal of the BCP

Letsie Ill, “the incompetence of
government would not be accepted by the

government by
a

community as grounds for its
through anything but a democratic

international
dismissal

election”.'*'
Sapem April. 1995

ESSAY OF THE MONTH
The BCP government had adopted at the outset,
policies that were not only contentious and scary,
but also tended to engender scepticism about
majority democracy among the country's
minority parties and interest groups, particularly
the civil servants, police and soldiers. Soon
after attaining power, the BCP replaced all the
permanent secretaries, district administrative
Secretaries and board members of public
corporations with its own activists and
supporters in spiteof loud protests by opposition

problem as it is an advantage for the ruling
party. Second, political democracy means more
than free and fair elections. Lastly,
governments can and do destabilise themselves
through sheer political arrogance and
incompetence.
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THE FCFA DEVALUATION RE-VISITED
ADEBAYÖ OLUKOSHI

J

11, 1994 marked the first

Pointing to the experiences of other African

anniversary of the devaluation of the

vigorous, repeated, almost reckless
devaluation after devaluation has almost totally
destroyed their currencies without resulting in
any appreciable increase in agricultural and
industrial output or in increased foreign

ANUARY

Francophone African franc, the FCFA.

One year on. debates continue to rage as to the
merit of the devaluation exercise. In pressurising
the

Francophone African states to undertake a 50

per cent downward re-alignment of their currency
vis-a-vis the French franc with which it had, up

January 1994, maintained a fixed, unchanged
parity for about 48 years, officials of the French
and American governments, the International
Monetary Fund (IMF), and the World Bank
argued that it had become necessary' in order to
to

assist the affected countries to restore their

competitiveness in the world economy generally,
and in West and Central Africa particularly. The
position was widely canvassed that the
Francophone states were fast losing out to their
non-FCFA zone neighbours like Nigeria and
Ghana where currency devaluation had been
built into their IMF/World Bank-supported
economic reform and market liberalisation

programmes. Furthermore, on account of their
failure to devalue as part of their quest for

restructuring, the Francophone

economic

countries had omitted to

economic

use to

their national

of the most important
help
them to reduce their payments deficits, meet
their public sector wage bills more easily, increase
domestic economic output (and thus control
inflation), and boost domestic revenues and
export income which, in turn, .should help them
to better tackle their budgetary deficits.
advantage,

one

macro-economic instruments that could

Debate on Devaluation

Critics of the unbridled
a

use

of devaluation

as

universal, constant instrument for the kind of

African, indeed Third World economic reform
articulated

by the Bretton Woods institutions,
by the Group of Seven (G7)

and backed

took the position that there was
tendency to over-exaggerate the
remedial impact which the sharp, downward realignment of the currencies of developing
countries can have in reviving their ailing
economies. As it pertains specifically to the
Francophone countries, it was pointed out that
being mostly agrarian economies which depend
on a broadly similar range of exports to the world
market, it might be more useful to address
attention to their ever-diminishing terms of trade
than to embark on a single-minded programme
governments,

always

a

of devaluation whose domestic

consequences
nominal

38

inflationary

might in fact cancel out any
increases that it might bring.

revenue

states

where

investment flows, the critics of the FCFA’s

devaluation warned about the
almost

a

danger of a spiral,

vicious circle of devaluation in the

Francophone countries in which each round of
the currency’s downward re-alignment sets the
stage for yet another.
Beyond the arguments for and against the
FCFA's devaluation, there

were commentators

who noted that while it is true that the

currency had gradually
become overvalued relative to the currencies of

Francophone African

neighbouring African countries like Nigeria and
Ghana, it

was

inconceivable that all of the

Francophone economies needed to undergo
uniform level of devaluation

or

that

a

a
uniform

level of devaluation would bring the same,
universal benefits. The level of devaluation that

would make sense for Cote d'Ivoire, the strongest

Francophone African economy, could certainly
not be the same for Niger, one of the weakest.
Similarly, the degree of currency re-alignment
which an economy like Senegal ’ s or Cameroon' s
could absorb might turn out to be ruinous for
Burkina Faso or Mali. Finally, the cushioning
effects which steady oil receipts would mean for
a sharp devaluation exercise in a major
Francophone oil exporter like Gabon is a factor
which that country could use to its advantage but
which is not available to a majority of the other
countries. Furthermore, devaluing the FCFA to
restore the competitiveness of the Francophone
economies vis-a-vis those of countries like

Nigeria and Ghana, assumes that the authorities
in Abuja and Accra will not exercise the option
of further devaluing their currencies in order to
cancel out the effects of the FCFA’s devaluation
and thus maintain their

own competitive
advantages. After all, competitive currency
devaluation exercises have been undertaken by
governments seeking to confer economic
advantage on their countries. As it is known,
such competitive devaluations have generally

been ruinous in their effects.

Although when viewed solely and narrowly
Francophone African side, the repeated
devaluation of the Nigerian naira and the
from the

Ghanaian cedi

appeared to confer many
competitive advantages on the economies of
those countries; in reality, the virtual collapse of

the two currencies created

complications
productivity and
management than the proponents of the FCFA’s
devaluation were prepared to acknowledge or
more

for domestic economic

take account of. Let

illustrate this

point with
Nigerian example. At the time the Nigerian
structural adjustment was introduced in 1986,
the naira was in near parity with the American
dollar. In the period up to 1993, the currency fell
us

the

in relation to the dollar first, to 4, and then 7. then
10. later 18, and

finally 22 at the official Central
parallel market, the naira
exchange rate to the dollar was even more
miserable, drooping from 4 to the American
currency in 1986 to 7, then 10, then 18, then 30,
later 35, and finally 45 in the period up to 1993.
The sharp decline of the naira both at the Central
Bank auction and on the parallel market had
severe adverse consequences for Nigerian
agriculture and industry. While for industry, the
currency’s collapse meant a sharp increase in the
cost of importing inputs which, together with the
erosion of consumer purchasing power, resulted
in a big fall in the level ofcapacity utilisation, for
agriculture, the drastic increa.se in the cost of
farm inputs which it triggered in a context in
which the fertiliser subsidy was also withdrawn
had an adverse impact on farm output.
Not surprisingly, in the period from 1986 and
1993. average industrial capacity utilisation
Bank auction. On the

fluctuated between 30 and 35 per cent. Many
factories were forced to close as much for reasons
of foreign exchange shortage as

for its increasing

naira cost in a context in which interest rates rose
to an average of 45 per cent. With the partial
exception of cocoa which was the focus of
speculative buying in the 1980s, agricultural
output, especially the production of traditional
exports, failed to respond positively to the
repeated devaluation of the naira. Given the
currency’s acute instability in tbe foreign
exchange markets, its almost daily decline in
relation to other currencies, its diminishing

attractiveness

as

a

store

of value, and the

continuing scarcity of foreign exchange in the
country relative to demand, various categories of
traders sought to earn hard currency by selling
agricultural goods (mostly grains) and light
consumer goods from Nigeria in the neighbouring
Francophone countries to earn profits in a
currency that was far more stable and. up to
August 1993. was freely convertible. It is this
fact that led to the conclusion that Nigerian
industry and agriculture were profiting from the
FCFA’s increasing over-valuation.
Sapem April, 1995
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In fact,

Nigerian industry and agriculture, far
profiting from the FCFA’s relative
overvaluation, were, as we have suggested, also
reeling from the effects of the naira's collapse at
the foreign exchange markets and were in very
bad health overall. Nor did the export of processed
goods and food grains necessarily benefit the
producing classes. In rural Nigeria, the depletion
of grain output for export to the Francophone
countries created sharp inflationary pressures
that undennined rural household food security
and created potential conflicts between farmers
and grain traders. As to industry, it should be
noted that some of the processed goods that were
exported from Nigeria to the Francophone
countries were in fact re-exports of commodities
initially imported into Nigeria from the Far East.
from

Besides, becau,se of the informal nature of much
of the trade in

processed goods and because even
the exports organised by formal trading groups
did not feed back into the local industrial
production process, Nigerian industry did not
gain much by way of benefits from the process.
Perceptions and Responses

Africa’s experience shows that devaluation is not the magical solution to economic decline

It is

interesting to note that the announcement
1994 came
at the same time as many Nigerians were
clamouring for the implementation of measures
for stemming the continuing decline of the naira

account of the

and for the revival of the real sectors of the

context of EU

before

economy, namely

Zone African countries

currency. The 1994 Nigerian federal budget had
failed signally to stabilise the currency’s exchange

of the FCFA ’s devaluation in January

industry and agriculture. Some
were even pushing for the fixing of Naira
exchange rate vis-a-vis the dollar and other
major international currencies, a view point which
was

reflected in the decision of the government

of General Sani Abacha

to fix the currency’s
exchange rate at 22 to the dollar in the 1994
budget. For many Nigerians, it was seen as
paradoxical that the devaluation of the FCFA
was being touted as the only key to the economic
recovery of the Francophone countries at a time
when it had become clear from the experiences
of other African countries that repeated
devaluation was not the magical solution to
economic decline and may in fact be a
complicating factor. The decision to devalue the
FCFA, wrapped up between Paris and
Washington and then virtually pushed on the
Francophone states, was, therefore, widely, but
in my view erroneously, .seen in Nigeria as
marking the beginning of the end of the “special",
strong neo-colonial ties that link France to its

interest in the

Francophone states partly on
deepening insertion ofParis within
the European Union (EU), the growing strategic

of the factors that

alliance between Paris and Bonn within the

the dollar in 6-“!. then 80, and at

politics, and the fact that the Franc
were becoming a source
of increasing burden on the French Treasury, a
burden which France was finding increasingly
difficult to carry in the face of its own severe
domestic economic problems. The FCFA’s
devaluation, to the extent that it could force the

Francophone states to pay less attention to Paris
more to African sub-regional concerns was.
in this perception, welcome and should be
supported for the potential political — and
economic benefits it would bring. As we shall
argue later, this was a perception which events
that accompanied or followed the FCFA's
devaluation did not in any way vindicate.
At another level, especially in NigerianJrading
circles, the FCFA’s devaluation initially created
some panic as commercial economic agents
attempted to take stock of the erosion of their
liquid assiets held in a currency whose nominal
value had been reduced by up to .“iO per cent on
and

account

of the devaluation exercise. There

was

former colonies in West and Central Africa and

initial ru.sh, which soon petered out, to convert
FCFAs to Naira and, in some cases, to dollars

that,

and other international currencies available

as a consequence, the Francophone states
would be forced to look more closely at the

prospects for greater economic and political co-

operation within Africa,
Underlying this viewpoint is the perception,
which is a bit questionable, that the FCFA’s
devaluation was indicative of France’s waning
Sapem April, 1995

an

on

the

parallel market or at the bureaux de change
in Nigeria. But the continuing slide of the Naira
on the parallel market in spite of the decision
taken as part of the 1994 budget to fix its official
rate at

22

to

the dollar

soon

renewed interest in the FCFA

led to strong,

especially as most

propelled initial interest in the
Francophone currency remained intact even after
its devaluation. After the Naira was fixed
one

at

22 to

time 110

falling back to 85 against the American

prompting a partial deregulation of the
foreign exchange market in the 1995 budget.
In terms of the trade flows between Nigeria
and its Francophone neighbours, there was a
general consensus that the FCFA’s devaluation
will not drastically affect the established pattern
of commercial transactions although the fixing
of the Naira’s exchange rate might adversely
affect fomial sectorexports. Since informal sector
exports are often based on the parallel market
exchange rate, transborder activities at that level
would not be adversely affected. The 50 percent
rate,

devaluation of the FCFA would lead

to

a

generalised increase in the prices of all imports
Francophone countries and because of
this, Nigerian exports would not necessarily
loose competitiveness. In other words, there was
little question, as far as many Nigerian traders

to the

were

concerned, of the FCFA’s devaluation

resulting in the displacement of imports from
Nigeria by imports from France or Germany, for
example, as the prices of all imports would
experience a general increase. As such, exports
from Nigeria would still have their predevaluation relative price advantages and thus
remain cheaper than imports from elsewhere
that were more expensive prior to devaluation. It
was quite possible though that declining real
39
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incomes and rising inflationary pressures in the
Francophone countries could lead to a decline in
overall demand but this was a problem which
would not be unique to Nigerian exporters and
which, given their competitive advantages, they
might even cope better with.

What is

more

contentious is the perception

that FCFA’s
diminishing
commitment, political and economic, by

among some Nigerians
devaluation signalled a

France to its former West African colonies.

Impact of the Devaluation
cross-border trade and its

general
during
1994 appeared to vindicate the position that the
FCFA's devaluation did not really succeed in
altering the content and direction of the flow of
goods in favour of the Francophone states that
are in the same economic region as Nigeria.
One of the key reasons for this had to do with
As far

as

pattern were concerned, developments

the naira's

after the

collapse on the parallel market soon
FCFA’s devaluation and the Nigerian

government’s decision to fix the naira exchange
rate.

As

we

noted earlier, the naira fell on the

parallel market from about 40 to the dollar to
first .“iO and eventually, in November 1994, to
110 to the dollar. Since most of those engaged

FCFA

economies.

Francophone traders
Nigerian prices sufficiently
attractive to justify the purchase of goods forremarketing in their countries.
Regional Co-operation and Integration
From the point of view of economic and
commercial logic, it should not have been too
zone

continued

difficult

to

find

to see

that the FCFA’s devaluation

would do little to alter

radically, the mostly

informal pattern of trade flows between Nigeria
and its Francophone neighbours. What is more
contentious is the

parallel foreign exchange market for their
operations, the effect of the naira’s fall on that
market was to effectively wipe out some of the

perception among some
Nigerians that FCFA’s devaluation signalled a
diminishing commitment, political and
economic, by France to its former West African
colonies. There were compelling reasons, at the
time the devaluation was effected, why this
perception should have been tempered. For

benefits of the FCFA’s devaluation for local

one.

in trans-border commercial transactions u,sed
on

producers in Francophone Africa. Traders from
Francophone West and Central Africa therefore
still came to Nigeria to buy a variety of
commodities and Nigerians took wares through
infomial channels

across

the border to the

Francophone states. Goods from Nigeria
enjoy strong market advantages.
The fact of the naira’s continuing decline and
instability on the parallel market in spite of the
fixing of the official exchange rate was an
added factor propelling many traders from
Nigeria to seek to earn the more stable, if
continued to

devalued FCFA

even

in the face of the limited

convertibility imposed on it in August 1993.
Also, the acute shortage of foreign exchange in
Nigeria, coupled with the rationing of the
available foreign currency in favour of the big,
organised private and public sector, the
prevention of Nigerian hureaiLxde change from
selling convertible currencies, and the
centralisation of all formal sector foreign

exchange receipts in the Central Bank helped to
keep the interest of traders in the FCFA strong.

the decision to devalue the FCFA

was not

simple, unanimous one. It certainly caused
divisions within the policy bureaucracy in Paris.
Although the officials of the French Treasury,
a

the Bank of France, and associated institutions

eventually won the economic argument (with
strong backing from the IMF and the World
Bank) and the FCFA

was

devalued, there

remained forces within the French

policy
sections of the Foreign
and Co-operation ministries, who were still
strongly committed to the Francophone
countries economically and politically.
Furthermore, the strong French commercial
interests, mostly with colonial antecedents, who
apparatus, including

dominate

formal

economic

life in

the

Francophone countries remained important
factors in the articulation of France's African

policy. Many of them took a strong stand against
the FCFA’s devaluation and left

no

their interest, and France’s interest

doubt
as

they

as to

saw

it. in

maintaining strong links with the
Francophone states. It was. therefore, not
inconceivable that as part of the bargaining

It is little wonder then that aside from banned

import items like chicken and rice which flowed
in from the neighbouring Francophone countries

Nigeria, the main other item of import
Nigerian food grains as well
as processed goods, either produced in the
country by an increasingly endangered
manufacturing sector or initially imported for
circulation in Nigeria, continued to flow to the
to

remained FCFAs.

40

process within the French policy bureaucracy
the FCFA's devaluation, the opponents of

over

currency’s devaluation would have yielded
ground on condition that France’s overall official
commitment, especially in the political arena,
to the Francophone states would not be put in
any doubt. Proof of this came in several fonns
during the course of 1994. Let us cite only two
examples. The first was when France signalled
strongly that it would stand behind Cameroon
the

in the event of a break out of full hostilities with

Nigeria

over the disputed
The .second relates to the
France intervened

who dominate formal economic life in the

Francophone countries remained important
factors in the articulation of France’s African

policy.

manner

in which

the side of Henri Konan

Bedie

against Allasane Ouattara in the
was emerging in
Abidjan following the death of Felix Houphouet
Boigny.
What all of the foregoing means is that the
quest for a more firmly rooted process of regional
economic co-operation and integration in West
succession stalemate that

Africa will still have to confront head-on. the

question of France’s continuing interest in many
of the countries of the sub-region and the
potential for this to obstruct constructive subregional policy co-ordination. The deepening
of the economic crises confronting the states in
the sub-region even after the devaluation of all
of their currencies, and the exacerbation of their
economic

problems by widening policy
cross border effects, coupled
with the absence of reform policy co-ordination
shows the futility of efforts at going it alone or
in isolation to one another. The initial hope
which was expressed in some Nigerian quarters
that the FCFA’s devaluation might compel the
Francophone countries to take regional cooperation and integration arrangements like
distortions with

ECOWAS,

which

links them with

the

Anglophone states (Nigeria. Ghana. Sierra
Leone and the Gambia), more seriously may
have been dashed by the decision, actively
backed by France, of the Francophone countries
to create their own exclusive organisation, the
Union Economiqiie et Moneltiire Guest Africaine
(UEMOA), headquarted in Ouagadougou,
Burkina Faso. There is, however, no doubt that
the failure of the devaluation exercise to relaunch

Francophone economies on the path of
and the glaring manner in which isolated
efforts at adjustment, mostly donor-driven, cancel
the

recovery

out

Furthermore, the strong French commercial
interests, mostly with colonial antecedents,

on

Bakasi Peninsula.

each other both in the national and sub-

regional contexts will sooner, rather than later,
compel West African policy-makers and
politicians to re-visit the question of sub-regional
co-operation/integration with more seriousness
in order to eliminate or minimise the distorting
effects of successive, uncoordinated macro-

economic

policies that respond

more to

donor

dictates than to sub-regional realities and needs.Q
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GENDER ISSUES

MARITAL RAPE

—

INVISIBLE

GENDER VIOLENCE
Patricia McFadden
HEN 1

expressed the intention to
this topic a few months ago,
two male colleagues, whom 1
assumed had grown enough by this point in time
not to articulate the kinds of responses 1 got (but
then we women cannot really know how deeply
patriarchal privilege is lodged in those whoenjoy

w

write

on

its benefits) said almost in the same words
two

—

at

experience do you
My initial reaction was to contest
question, which was really a statement of

different times

—

‘what

have of that?’.
that

exclusion

on

the basis of the intimate knowledge

the.se two men know about my pa.st

life-style (i.e.
definitely rejected the autocracy of the
patriarchal male-headed family fonri and left in
great haste so to speak, even before 1 understood
the dangers of being in that in.stitution as well as
1 do now). And I often tell my friends that the one
thing I have promised never to do to myself—as
an expression of self-love, is to marry (again) in
this life, as a heterosexual, that is. Maybe in the
next, if and when it no longer poses the kind of
threat it does presently to the sexual and human
integrity and dignity of womanhood.
However, on second thoughts. 1 reali.sed that
that 1

the reaction of these two men, also reflected the

sealed nature of the subject. I cannot even describe

closed, because there is literally no access to
this issue in any of the literature, especially on
it

as

the African continent. Even

globally, the feminist
only just begun to consider the
possible conceptual and socio-legal mechanisms
with which to begin prying open this tightly
sealed, yet incredibly critical arena of di.scourse

movement

has

and contestation between women and men in our

private and public lives.
The Privatisation of Sex and

Sexuality

in this article that it is because of
the privatisation of sex and .sexuality, and of
women’s bodies, through the ritual of
heterosexual marriage, which consolidates the
1 will argue

it has functioned for two
millennia (and probably longer), that this urgent
problem of marital rape has lain silent and
patriarchal family

‘

as

sacred’, even in the midst of a radical re-thinking

of the most fundamental elements that

shape our

emerging future societies.
However, in tenns of the reaction of my two

colleagues, I also realised that their
from opening up this issue
public consideration and debate as an urgent

erstwhile

attempt to prevent me
to
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political issue also reflected the manner in which
what is knowable in the very restricted and
surveil lanced sense that we encounter knowledge
in our daily lives, is extensively determined by
the limits that patriarchal privilege and power
impose upon

us as

knowers.

How could 1 dare to express

the desire to make
publ ic what is presumably a privately experienced
existential fact (of which men have been the gate

keepers for centuries). What could 1 possibly say
about .something ‘1 do not know’ — because 1
have not put myself in the patriarchal family
form within which marriage, as a ritual, is
sanctified and made untouchable? Yet these are

insist that women’s oppression
rightly so) something which all progressives
must struggle against: that we must fight against
all forms of oppression and defend the rights of

the very men who
is (

workers and peasants to a

life of dignity and
position which I fully endorse.
However, they are not women, nor are they
peasants or workers. Yet. while they did not
question the legitimacy of their writing about
what happens to poor people and the assumption
of a politically correct line on these issues, they
did not give a second thought to my legitimate
right (as a woman and as a feminist) to speak out
on this very important issue.
Marital rape is the formal title given to an
experience of violated intimacy which does not
require that a woman be married for her to
experience it. All adult women who have had
their intimacy violated within a heterosexual
relationship will, given a little social or political
space, say quite easily that this is very real. 1
have contexualised marital rape within the
patriarchal family fomi because the ritual of
marriage provides the context within which it
occurs. More importantly, it is within marriage
security

—

a

that this fomi of sexual violation hides, unseen,

invisible and protected by women, to a very
extent,

from public

large

Just

scrutiny.

tend to be the gate-keepers of
patriarchal cultural practices and

as women

beliefs about them.selves.
women are

the

ones

so

invented the above narrative,
maiTied to know what it

also in this

about the violation of their sexual

rights.
Marriage, the ritualisation of women’s sexuality
and the creation of privilege for men, through
public and private norms and expectations.

need to be
have to lie

knowing all the time that what
you feel is revulsion, hatred in many cases,
disgust, and or the repression of any kinds of
.sexual need
yet you do it because, as the old
aunts would say, ‘it’s part of the deal’.
—

As I said above, what is knowable at

level, but

a

general

specifically in terms of women’s
voices
the ability to identify and express
political issues which are not part of the male
agenda, but arecritical to women’s emancipation
is severely constrained by the dictates of what
men,especially men who are publicly/politically
visible (writers, politicians, intellectuals), think
should be known. The epistemological
assumption that men are the knowers not only
imposes itself upon women when they express
their voice in the public arena where the
contestation over knowledge has become even
more

—

—

more

intense, but also manifests itself in the

about who

can

men assume

they

cait

make

know what, and what women in

particular can write about.
Pronouncing Authenticity in Order to
Silence

case,

who have remained silent

or

means to

there and take it.

distinction which

Gatekeeping the Violation of Intimacy
backward,

imposes a silence upon women when it comes to
experience of intimacy and sexuality. There
simply is no space, within this process of
privatisation (through the ideology of domesticity
and femininity) for women to define what
happens to them sexually outside the terms
Move', ‘wifely duties', "his conjugal rights’ i.e.
compromise.
When you know that what is happening to you
is a violation of your sexual rights and you
pretend, or force yourself to enjoy it, or simply
lie there and let him get on with his business,
then you are making a fundamental compromise.
A compromise of .self upon which is built a
hierarchy of male privilege and power, which he
can access at any time, which defines the term
'conjugal' as male and one-sided, and which
lays women open to a continuous violation of
their dignity and integrity, for the sake of ‘the
family'. Ask any woman if McFadden has

the

The kinds of responses

article

on

1 have received to the

Bhu k Mcii/White Women (SAPEM

Dec/Jan 199.*)) have confirmed this even more.
Most of the Black
views

on

men

who have expressed

their

that issue have either claimed that 1

am
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jealous of white

they argued for
example,
especially in Zimbabwe, not only did some Black
men claim that 1 had no business discussing

peculiar set of circumstances—many of which
facilitate by not questioning the deeply
inequitous constructions of power which
constitute the family — the ritual of marriage

'their business’ since I

has become institutionalised.

women or,

romantic love. In

but

a

very extreme,

am not a

Zimbabwean,

they imposed a colonially constructed, racist
identity upon me. They said ‘ She is not

invented
an

African. With

a name

like McFadden, she

be Coloured, and therefore has

right to
speak about Black men and White women’.
For a people who fought a long and bitter war
against racist settler colonialism; for a people
who gave so many lives to free ourselves from
the backwardness which imperialism imposed
upon us as Africans, fragmenting us into little
camps on the basis of a racially invented notion
of difference; for any Black person to resort to
that kind of perverse logic in order to protect the
possibilities of his accessing white women, then
there must be something that did not get done
along the way to our freedom. Of course, there
are
whole communities which identify
themselves as Coloured in this region, but that is
a political identity, and it is an identity which
they embrace freely, interpreting a historical and
cultural experience which has become an essential
part of who they are in the landscape of Southern
African politics. That is a fact.
But it is another thing to attempt to silence
someone through the imposition of a colonial
invention which many Africans perceived as the
source of privilege for a small African minority,
and which underpins many of the racially inspired
tensions within the African community. To
impose the sanction of presumed African
authenticity upon a discourse about the
privileging of Black men through white women
is to retreat to the garbage dump.
must

I treat with utter

no

contempt any attempts to re-

impose upon me a racist identity against which I
have fought for more than half of my present life.
And I insist that anyone who defines Africaness
on the basis of a backward, repressive ideology,
on the basis of an appearance which is
opportunistically fabricated and pinned on the
whim of some imagined notion of Africanness as
associated with a particular hue of the colour
Black, should join the likes of Ian Smith and
offer his services as

a

slave of racist colonialism.

The relevance of the above
show how

Black

‘digression’ is to
e.specially as
thorough the tactic of divide and

men

women,

can

silence

us,

rule. For all the times that Black

women

in this

region have allowed anyone to re-define critical
issue which affect
lenses of

an

us as

Black

women

invented difference, then

via the

we

have

bought into the silencing and disempowering
mechanisms which underpin and sustain
patriarchal control over us. And in terms of
providing the context for our violation, through
42

a

information, in spite of, or maybe precisely

women

because of the

Making Marriage an Institution
people continuously describe
marriage as an institution — as though this
fallacy is a given fact. When you step back for
a second, you will realise that in actuality,
marriage -heterosexual marriage that is, which is
the only marriage ritual permitted in almost all
human society at this time, is simply a ritual.
However, because it has become totally
hegemonic in terms ofbeing a means/mechanism
facilitate and order human behaviour and

mobility through experiences like

age, status,

birth, death, etc, this ritual has assumed

a

permanency, an ‘etemalness’ which has resulted
in its reification as ‘ sacred’ and not to be touched.

People use it as the basis to judge how ‘moral’
supposedly is; they celebrate its longevity
often without placing side by side with that
celebration, the realities for women, of being
married for X numbers of years. What has it
meant for women to sustain marriage ’ and thereby
one

elevate this ritual
Most

to

the status of an ‘institution’.

people do not even realise how anomalous

it is to describe this ritual
we

as an

institution. In fact,

have internalised this characterisation

so

much. We

jump at the mention that it is only a
ritual, a transitory phenomenon whose usefulness
is very conjunctural. and in this case, is closely
associated with the rise of capitalism and the

exploitation of women’s productive and
reproductive labour, in its present form.
Of course marriage as a ritual existed prior to
capitalism, but its earlier forms reflected the
contours of patriarchal power as it sought to
consolidate itself within the public and private
arenas

with

women’s

reproductive capacities

privatisation of marriage.
rare exceptions of a few

why, with the

modem societies which have had to

recognise
right of people to choose their
partners (as same sex or heterosexual couples) it
and extend the

One hears

to

That is

bodies

and

the sites of
contestation. A limited reading of past
narratives about the evolution of human society
will confirm this without too much inquiry.
However, in the present age. the ritual has
consolidated itself through various legal,
political and religious systems which serve as
the basis for the major sites of patriarchal
ideology and privilege — organised religion
‘blesses’ heterosexual marriage and describes
it as an 'institution'; the law recognises it, and
imbues the male with the powerto ‘rule’ within
the institution of the patriarchal family through
the marriage ritual; the morality of male and
especially of female politicians is measured
by whether he or she is a ‘good family man/
wife’. And we all know w hat happens to women
politicians who divorce their husbands — woe
betide them once the media gets wind of such
as

seems

that

we

will have to wait until the middle

of the next century

before we can begin to even
speak of alternative marriage rituals as part of the
wider ritualised social

norm.

Marriage is a Hazardous Place for Women
So. to return to the initial argument — the
ritual of heterosexual marriage has become
institutionalised because it plays a central role in
the privatisation of women’s bodies and in the
creation of spaces which become inaccessible
in terms of what is publicly discussed, what is
known/or knowable, and what can be contested
in the

struggle to transform our societies from
repressive and dangerous places for women to
places of security and celebration. That is why
I was really pleased when I read a little excerpt
from the local Herald stating that so many
women are violated and killed by men who are
supposed to love them. It further noted that “the
Washington state capital, would have the
Western US state’s marriage licences designed
to include the warning ‘This union may be
hazardous to your health’.
.’’ This motion,
which was sponsored by mainly female
politicians, used statistics on domestic violence
.

to show that the

family is

heterosexual male-headed

dangerous place for women in the
US. Domestic violence is a leading cause of
death and injury for women in that country.
In line with the backlash, men have begun to
challenge the fact that they batter and murder
women within the domestic sphere, even in the
face of police statistics and dead bodies. They
are even claiming that the
battering of men by
women should instead become a priority rights
issue, and several men have recently undertaken
‘scientific’ studies in the UK in order to dispute
all the literature which women have published
on this problem. They claim that women are
inventing the battering, the abuse, the violation
a

and the death which is littered all around

much further

us.

How

anyone get from humanness?
That is what patriarchal privilege can do to men.
can

However, when

one

considers the kinds of

media

hype and so-called scientific evidence
against the struggles by women for security and
the right to a safe life on an issue which we have
managed to make a public and political demand,
how much

more

resistance will

we

face when

we

begin to extend the meaning of rape to the nuptial
bed? The difficulties of making rape within
marriage an open, political issue seem
insurmountable given many of the points I have
raised above.
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Another

visible is
our

act.

so

reason

why making marital

rape

difficult, is the fact that the laws in

countries do not

recognise this as a criminal
When feminist activitists raised this issue in

Kenya last year, the entire male establishment
out howling about how immoral such a
claim was. Some argued that it was impossible
foraman to rape his wife, after all, gave sanctified
authority to access bodies whenever he feels
like. “Others say isn't that why he got married in
church/the mosque in the first place?”, or claimed
that it was un-African to even speak about sex
publicly, let alone about what husbands do to
their wives in the ‘privacy’ of their bedrooms,
and tradition guarantees the immutability of this
privilege.
And anyway, who were these women who
had the gall to question the ultimate male
authority? They must be sex-starved, frustrated,
un-married women who need a good youknow-what. This is a typical and tragic reaction
by African men.
That is why I was so pleased to hear about the
formation of a Gender Group by several
Zimbabwean men recently, and would like to
congratulate them for their courage and vision.
And also to warn that the struggle for gender
equity is a hard, often lonely one. but well worth
came

the rocks and slurs which will be cast your way.
At the end of the day, that is where we all have
go for us to he really
sustainable sense.

to

human in

a

different and

Men Can’t Rape their Wives?

Otlier countries have

begun to acknowledge
gendered violence thrives best in those
social crevices that are so glibly defined as
‘private areas’. Some people may have heard of

that

pretend that they do not know in order to gain
social acceptance as the wife of some man) and
in the process they lose the right to defend and
protect themselves. Of course there are those
exceptional relationships were couples respect
each other and love underpins their sexual and
emotional interactions. And 1 celebrate the Joy of
every woman who is loved with respect for her
dignity. My concern is for those women who are
disrespected through coerced sex. That is what
marital rape is.
Why

are

African Lawyers Silent?

It is

interesting that so many African lawyers
have studied and practiced in the UK, and
therefore would be aware of such legal precedent.
However, none of these people ( male and
female) has put this issue on the agenda. Why
has the rape of women within marriage on this
continent
which I dare to say is very endemic
and deeply entrenched — remained a silent,
invisible aspect of gendered violence? Why is
the Women's Movement so quiet about the
issue? Why are those women who deal with
violence within male headed families not saying
anything about the fact that rape — the
imposition of patriarchal male power through
coerced sex
is prevalent in almost all
marriages. It is not restricted only to those
relationships where other fonns of violence are
—

—

exhibited?
In

spite of the fact that studies are showing
how gender inequalities amongst heterosexual
couples are aggravating the spread of HIV given
the weak position women are within heterosexual
marriages viz the practice of .safer sex, the
extension of the definition and meaning of rape
to what occurs within ‘ sanctity of marriage ’ has
not occurred. We have

legal statute which criminalised marital rape in
the UK in the mid-1980s, and the arguments that
white males made against the acceptance of this
legal precept — claiming that it was violating
their rights to privacy: that the state was going
beyond its mandate as the custodian of the moral
order. What this change demystified the divide
between the private and the public nature of
heterosexual marriage, something which
frightened most men because male sexual
behaviour could also come under legal and social
scrutiny, something that had been reserved only
for ‘Johns'.
The contestation here is based on the ‘rights’
which the marriage ritual extends to men viz
their wives. Being a wife means you cannot be
raped — that is how powerless women become.
Even though millions of women know that what
they are experiencing is rape, they cannot/liave
not named it as such because they are man ied.
And all these women go into the ritual without
realising (maybe some do but they would rather

of sexual violation which does not dare
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remained at the definition

question
by
persistent fondling and or the unceremonious
occupation of his wife's body — even when it is
what it

means

for

a man

to

insist

—

either

obvious that she does not want to have
intercourse with him.
Is this not

they are through the imposition of a
physical act by the man, an act which is supposed
to 'tame women’; to ‘remind them that they are
Just women’, and to re-establish male authority
in a situation where she may have dared to
challenge him. Rape is the use of patriarchal
sexual violence to control and subordinate
women,

and I do not

rape?

The romantic novels feed this behaviour

on

the part

of women in particular. The 'hero'
sweeps the resisting, fragile female off her feet,
pinning her down and raping her — even if that
is not what the novel says — and they both go
down in a blaze of glory. This scenario is repeated
often enough in the television and other forms
of entertainment, that it becomes internalised

by both parties. It is normal to overpower her
(and she likes it, they claim). The woman might
decide/compromise during the violation that it
is better to ‘ grin and bear it' — and she ‘gives in ’
and they ‘make up'.
However, the making up was not through a
process of negotiation and agreement. They got

care

what any man says —

if you

do not both want to make love at that
point in time, and you as a male impose yourself
upon the woman you are raping her.
The Feminist Movement struggled long and
hard to establish the right for women to name
this as rape in emotional and legal terms, when
it occurs outside of marriage. However, we did
not, for the longest time, dare to take this
struggle to where it is urgently needed — in the
heterosexual bedroom where

so

many women

violated. And to anyone

who says 1 am
dreaming this up—Just ask a couple of married
are

women

if what I described above would not be

named rape

if it had occurred outside the
marriage ritual. Just because women do not
name
something does not mean that it does not
happen. Better to speak up and be heard — and
as a good sister/friend always says — then let
the thunder roll

—

rather than to be silent and

rightless anyway. Audre Lorde, that sweet, sweet
Black

woman

from the Caribbean said silence

does not make

the debates that characterised the introduction of
a

to where

women any safer —
feeds the violence and the indignity.

in fact it

That is

why we must, as women, step back
places whose danger has been
shrouded by euphoria and mythology — by
illusions of romantic love and expectations of
protection, and be brave about what we know.
Our courage will be measured by our ability to
step out of the clutches ofpatriarchal entrapment
through the rejection of any form of violence.
Just as we have learnt as Black people to hear
and ‘smell’ even the slightest odour of racism
the same must apply to our sensitivity about
gendered violence.
We must see and feel everything that happens
to us, and identify it for what it is. Jf it brings us
Joy and is enriching and fulfilling, .strengthening
us as women, as people, as partners in the
experience of intimacy—then we must celebrate
and protect it. But if it violates, denigrates and
pulls us down — then its time for us to do
something. If we restrict 'No is No’ only to men
who are outside the marriage ritual, then we
participate in our own self-negation.
Marital rape is about power, and we must
understand it for what it really is. It is about the
contestation for the most privatised, the most
invisibilised expressions of control and privilege.
As I always say — if it does not give me pleasure
then it must be pain — and that is a No on my
body and in my life.Q
from those
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NAMIBIA’S INDEPENDENCE AND
SUPER POWER MANIPULATION
Namibia and Southern
Ronald

Africa: Regional Dynamics ofDecolonisation 1945-1990,

Dreyer, (Kegan Paul International, London & New York, 1994)
Reviewed by Thomas Deve

ROGRESSIVE

people the world over
positively affirm the right of oppressed
people
to
self-determination,
independence and equality ofrights. But ironically,
the governments of their respective countries and
nation states, preside over political systems whose
overall conduct negate fundamental freedoms
guaranteed in their constitutions, consequently
plunging the whole world into chaos. The struggle
for Namibia’s independence is one out of many
such situations, but becomes an interesting
reference point when scholars zero in on the
internal
dynamics of decolonisation,

P

collaboration

and

resistance,

internationalisation of the

and

the

struggle in the role of

the United Nations and super power

politics

during the Cold War era.
The above issues are given a refreshing analysis
in Ronald Dreyer's 287-page book focussing on
the dynamics of Namibia’s decolonisation in the

period 1945-1990. In the book’s introduction, he
notes that “Studies of the internal dynamics of
occupation, resistance and collaboration and of
international diplomatic efforts as a result of
Namibia’s unique position in United Nations
diplomacy do not explain satisfactorily—either
on their own. or in combination—the complexity
decolonisation

of

and

nationalism

thus complementing
which
focus on the internal and international diplomatic

bodies like Afro-Asian Peoples Solidarity
Organisation (AAPSO) headquartered in Egypt

dimensions of Namibia's colonisation and

Central and Southern Africa. Some of these

liberation.

organisations especially the former , became a
central forum for Sino-Soviet rivalry.

military strategies

—

The book is divided into seven chapters tracing

The foundations of the Frontline States

development of nationalism from 1949-66,
the liberation movements, negotiations involving
the Frontline States from 1976-81. politics of
“linkages” and the war from 1981-87, and the
final transition to independence covering the
period 1987-90. These chapters answer pertinent
questions that have often puzzled and occupied
most observers and scholars focussing on
southern Africa namely:
Is a focus on Southern African regional ac-

diplomacy stemmed from the 1974 informal
alliance between Botswana, Mozambique,
Tanzania and Zambia. The principles espoused
by these states towards southern Africa especially

the

How

complete

decolonization,

was

as

South African

sovereignty over the port and
surrounding territory of Walvis Bay as well as
12 off-shore islands in the south of Namibia?

important was Namibia's independence
for further political developments in the region,

How

—

in

Angola and South Africa in particular?

Dreyer carefully knits together the history of

important point of departure,
review certain crucial

southern Africa's nationalist movements and
their

developments namely, the open
warfare involving South Africa and Angola,
prolonged negotiations and a peace agreement

the section where the author outlines the strategy

a

very

moments and

Angola and Cuba in
him, it was this regional

between South Africa,

December 1988. For

peace settlement, contained in the New York
accords, which was neither signed by Swapo as

only Namibian nationalist movement
recognized by the United Nations nor any other
Namibian political party, which provided the
the

framework for South African withdrawal from

subsequent transition to
independence under United Nations supervision.
Namibia and the

contribution this book makes in
terms of southern African historiography is its
regional approach — covering cross-border
movements to regional diplomatic, economic
The greatest

44

guerilla armies. This is well illustrated in

of the South African government when it came to

suppression of Swapo and Swanu activities
For example,the repression
was executed with the collaboration of the police

the

inside the country.

in the then Bechuanaland and Southern Rhodesia
and later,

with the extension of cooperation

between the nationalists in
South African and

Angola and Namibia,
Portuguese police worked

together laying the basis for the dynamics of a
regional conflict in South-western Africa.
There is a good analysis of how personal
contacts

by the 15th

Summit Conference of East and Central African
States in Lusaka from 14-16

direct contact with South Africa and tho.se who

forthe understanding of Namibia's

decolonisation from 1945-1990?
—

laid out in the

Namibia's political

in addition to the South African coloniser,

necessary

were

manifesto of .southern Africa issued

Pretoria continued to claim

—

tors,

Zimbabwe and Namibia

April, 1969. In this
Nyerere then president of
Tanzania, redefined the Organisation of African
Unity's (OAU) policy towards the liberation of
southern Africa in the light of continued resistance
to change by the white minority regimes. existing
policy diversions between those who advocated

because it allows Dreyer to

This is

and the Pan African Freedom Movement of

history of Namibia for the period 1945-1946.

the

in

Namibia”.(pi)

I

and enlarging existing avenues ofresearch

and

between the various leaders of the

region's nationalist leaders ultimately influenced
working relations between various political
parties. This element is further explored in the
operations ofthe continental and trans-continental

document. Julius

favoured amied

struggle, and the OAU’s failure
effectively to the liberation of
southern Africa through its Liberation Committee.
Dreyer details the impact of super power
manipulation in the struggle for independence,
tracing the various stages in American and Soviet
diplomacy. He contends that the Soviet Union
did not get actively involved in the peace-making
before May 1988. The Soviets consistently gave
.strong military and economic support to its importimt
allies in the developing world and this behaviour
was justified becau.se of the existence on one hand
of the Reagan doctrine and its attendant ideas of
low intensity conflict on the other. In return, the
Americans accused the Soviets of blocking the
negotiations over .Angola and Namibia.
The book will be of great use to a cross-section
of people and most importantly, those concerned
with the national liberation struggles in southern
Africa and the future political, economic and
military configuration of the region. There is a
comprehensive bibliography and a set of
appended documents chronicling important
agreements made during the struggle for
Namibian independence but affecting the geopolitics of southern Africa as a whole.U
to

contribute
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ARE CHILDREN LACKING IN

RESPONSIBILITY?
Street and

Working Children — A Guide to Planning

Save The Children, 1994

by Judith Ennew

REVIEWED BY CHRIS MClVOR

I

T IS

now common

practice in development

work to insist on the participation of project

beneficiaries, their

input into the planning,
of the activities that
are suppo.sed to help them. Yet this same concept
is usually absent when projects are designed for
children as if they have little to contribute or say
in the process of their own development.
According to the authorof this book, aid agencies,
government ministries and social welfare
departments often labour under a stereotyped
and narrow inteipretation of childhood. It is
believed that children are lacking in
responsibility, that decisions concerning their
welfare must rest with others, that it is always
management and evaluation

adults who know what is in their be.st interests.
The result is a protective and authoritarian attitude

towards them, and when children

begin to live on
is to remove
them and forcibly return them to their families or
place them in institutions.
The results are not impressive. The majority
the street,

an

immediate response

of children removed from the streets

soon

return,

since the factors that

brought them there in the
first place, their own wishes and fears have not
been investigated. This lack of consultation and
the rush to “do .something at all costs” misses the
point that formany children life on the streets, no
matter how

dif ficult and threatening,

is a preferred

option. Researchers in South America, for
example, have noted that street children have
better physical health overall, and are better
nourished than their siblings at home. The author
is not advocating that children should never be
returned to their families or never placed in
protective care but without listening to their
rea.sons for being on the street, projects will fail
in the same way as those which do not take
account of community contribution and wishes:
Because people feel that they must re.Kcue
children from working or from the streets,
there is a tendency to think in terms of
providing for them and protecting them.
Sapf.m April, 1995

Thus

a common reaction is to start by
handing out food and clothes, or by buildingan orphanage. The problem with these
reactions is that they fail to provide lasting
.solutions. (p.l3)
Projects for street children liave increased
dramatically in recent years as urban centres
throughout the Third World witness even larger
numbers of young people abandoning their
homes. Yet, despite the scale of such projects,
little reflection and learning from experience has
taken place to provide pointers for those wishing
to engage in a programme of assisting this target
group. This publication provides an analysis of
the successes and failures of different approaches
to working with such children.
It does not provide a blueprint that has to be
produced at all times and places, but offers a
variety of approaches that have been tested
elsewhere. It offers guidelines for research and
planning, a range of different project options, a
guide to organising human resources and a list of
common problems and solutions.
Despite the wide variety of projects, the
author claims that there are two general rules

that characterise a successful collaboration with

children.

Firstly, the main barrier to
is our own attitudes
and in particular, our overly protective view
towards children which demands that they are
“re.scued". that adults automatically know what
street

successful programmes

is in their best interests. The second rule is
remember that the main

resource

to

in many

projects is the children themselves who .should
be seen as participants to be worked with rather
than objects to be worked for. Consequently, a
large section of this publication is devoted to
the methods by which adults can better
understand and relate to the

wishes and

capacities of such children.
Children who work

.support them.selves
who live away from
adult supervision are responsible. In many
to

and their families or

societies

they are e.xpected to do thingsfor

themselves and others at far younger ages
than would he

expected in developing
only logical that they will
have views about this and that they should
be involved in plans to help them, (p.33)
This book also raises the issue of working
countries. It is

children. This is an

area

which the author believes

has been less fashionable among

aid agencies
ministries, since it runs into
considerable opposition in many countries. In
some areas of the economy, such as the export
carpet industry,child work is important. There
are strong vested interests among employers
to keep child workers since they are cheaper to
hire and fire and cause fewer discipline
problems. Millions of children now work in
agriculture, workshops, factories and as
and government

domestic servants, in labour which

can

threaten

their

physical, psychological, emotional and
social development. A section of the
publication goes on to discuss the role of the
UN Convention On The Rights Of The Child
to which many countries are now signatories.
The Convention has been u.sed successfully by
coalitions of non-governmental organisations
as a lobbying and advocacy instrument in
lessening the more damaging effects of child
labour. The author cautions:

Overconcentration

on

street

children

hides the

problems of larger groups of
working children who are not so visible,

exciting, hut those prohChild domestic
workers may he even more alone and
suffer from greate- abuse. The nutritional status of children working in
agriculture has been shown to he worse
than that of street children. Youngsters
working in factories and workshops
suffer untold damage to their physical,
psychological and intellectual development. (p.25)d
lems

nor so

are no

less urgent.
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CATCH-22: ‘DEVELOPMENT’ AS
PACIFICATION OF THE DESTITUTE

(PART II)
Catherine Alum Odora

T

HE FIRST part

of this essay traced the
by which the

the conscious process

barbarism

of

colonialism

and

part

of it all is the fact that the development talk

of the world’s

This unburied corpse of
development from which every kind of pest has
been spreading over the years, however, has had
a close corollary: ‘underdevelopment'.
Arrogant Interventionism
Both the pernicious concept of ‘development’
in whose name the people of Africa are finally
going down in history as the ‘wretched of the

people executing development. In order for the
so-called underdeveloped to think of and
comprehend ‘development’ as stipulated,
expected or demanded by the West, they are
assisted, by means of various statistical and other

earth’, in whose name more than two thirds of the

burden of connotations that this carries.

imperialism was carefully disguised and radically
re-interpreted by race-patriotic scholars
sponsored by the imperial countries.
In this second part 1 shall argue that it was
precisely that reconditioned and doctored
definition of imperialism, especially that aspect
which posited the colonisers as saviours both of
the body and soul of the colonised that has made
the West assume such a position of moral
arrogance on the issue of “development” over

movements.

all others in Africa.

and the lethal concept

Western Control

towering lighthouse guiding sailors
towards the coast, ’development’ stood as
the idea which oriented emerging nations
in their journey through post war history.

Like a

No matter whether democracies

or

Afars and Wollo

people of Ethiopia have died:
of ‘underdevelopment",
responsible for the dwarfing and minisculing of
nearly two-thirds of the world’s people was
launched for global usage on January 20, 1949
by Harry S. Truman, president of the United
States of America.

embark [President Truman
hold new program for making
the benefits of our scientific advances and
industrial progress available for the improvement and growth of the underdeveloped areas. The old imperialism - e.xploitation forforeign profit - has no place in our
plans. What we envisage is a program of
development based on the concepts ofdemocraticfair dealing (Esteva 1992:6).

dicta-

.

colonial domination. Four decades later,

and citizens alike have their
eyes fixed on this light flashing just as far
away as ever: every effort and sacrifice is
justified in reaching the goal, hut the light
keeps receding into the dark... (Sachs
governments

1992:1).

lighthouse of development Sachs refers
to was erected right after the Second World War
when the United States launched the idea of

development with a call to every nation to follow
in their footsteps. Since then, writes Sachs, the
relations between the North and the South have
been cast in this mould; with ‘development’
providing the fundamental frame of reference
for the mixture of generosity, bribery and
oppression which has characteri.sed the policies
towards the South. Despite the accumulation of
technical reports showing that development does
not work, or political studies showing that
development is unjust, development as an empty
and haunting ruin stands there and pervades the
scenery like a landmark, an aberration in the
course of history, an amoeba-like concept:
shapeless but ineradicable, a self-sanctifying
pursuit in the name of a higher goal. The saddest
46

.

.

We

said]

torships, the countries of the South proclaimed development as their primary aspiration, after they had been freed from

The

condition. And for those who make up two thirds

still permeates not only official declarations, but
it has now also spread to the language of grassroots

must

on a

‘Underdevelopment’ then, found its world
projection, and on that day two billion
people became underdeveloped. In a real sense,
from that time on, they were, in all their diversity,
transmogrified into an inverted mirror of others’
reality: a mirror that belittles them and sends
them off to the end of the queue, a mirror that
defines their identity. From a heterogeneous and
diverse majority, the mirror jaundiced their
identity simply in terms of a homogenising
wide

population today, the pressure to
being exerted by the very

‘feel’ this condition is

forms of written material

emanating from the
perception of
underdeveloped, with the whole

West, to form and internalise the
themselves

as

Today, for the two-thirds of the population
‘underdevelopment’ is a
lethal threat that has already been carried out.
that make the world,

The life of subordination and

being led astray, of
subjugation has been
institutionalised and internationally endorsed by
all the agencies of the UN with the able
guardianship ofthe United States and the Western

discrimination and

countries.
now represents the annulment
intentions. It is the endeavour that

Development
of its

own

impedes one’s

own

objectives, undermines

confidence in oneself and ones’ culture, it
clamours for management

from the top down,
participation into a manipulative
trick to involve people in struggles for getting
what the powerful want to impose on them.
By launching this concept, Truman also
changed the meaning of development to allude
discreetly to the new era of American hegemony.
and converts

For him, it

was a matter of course

that the United

States, along with the other industrial ised nations,

conceive of the

the top of the social evolutionary scale.
though today it is everybody’s best kept
secret that this position is the one closest to
oblivion as ecological degradation reaches
unparalleled catastrophic proportions, for those
at that top, it is a perfectly hallowed and Godgiven situation that they just happen to consume
in one year what it took the earth a million years
to store up. Writes Sachs:
.much of the glorious productivity is fed
by gigantic throughput offossil energy. On
the one side, the earth is being excavated
and permanently scarred, while on the

possibility to escape from this ‘condition’, it is
necessary first to feel that one has fallen into that

fillers up into the atmosphere... Ifall conn-

minority (Sachs 1992).
By Truman presenting ‘underdevelopment’
the emblem of his own

policy, the term took on
unsuspected colonising virulence. Since then,
development has connoted at least one thing: to
escape from the undignified form called
underdevelopment.
as

an

In order for

someone

to

were at

Even

..

other,

a

continuous rain drizzles down

-

or

Sapem April 199i
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tries 'successfully' followed the industrial
example,five or six planets would be needed
to serve as mines or waste dumps.. It is

the

obvious that the 'advanced' countries

space

are

model: rather,

they are most likely to be
seen as an aberration in the course of
history. (Sachs ibid:2).
T ruman a Iso launched the idea of development
in order to provide a comforting vision of a world
where the US would naturally rank first. The
rising influence of the Soviet Union, the first
no

country to industrialise outside of capitalism,
forced him

to come up

with

a

vision that would

engage the loyalty of the decolonizing countries
in order to sustain his struggle against
communism.
.

.

.

For

been

a

over

40 years,

weapon

political systems. Now that the East-West
confrontation has come to a halt, Truman's
project of global development is bound to
lose ideological steam and to remain without political fuel.. And as the world hecomes polycentric, the scrapyard of history now awaits the category 'Third World'
to be dumped, a category invented by the
French in the early 1950s in order to desIgnate the embattled territory beween the
two superpowers (Sachs ibid:3)
Y et calls for development continue to multiply.
Beneath the thin skin however, one discerns that

gradually submerged

into a rich-poor one with development ’ s character
fundamental ly changed.

‘progress’ as
Redistribution
wealth

as a

‘ Prevention’ no w replaces
the objective of development.
of risk replaces redistribution of

dominant

concern

in ‘international’

agenda. Development specialists shrug their
shoulders at the very idea of the long promised
industrial paradise but rush to ward off the flow of
immigrants and to discuss intensively how aid can
now

be used to dissuade the converts of the very

development they have propagated, from searching
for that paradise in the promised land.
On the other hand, the campaign to turn the
traditional

man

in which people dream are occupied by
imagery, the innumerable varieties of
‘being human’ is eliminated. On the other

into the modem

man

have also

minimum levels of nutrition, health and

hand,

as

the ‘other’ has vanished with

development, the spreading monoculture

dual mandate started to be sketched out; the

continues to erode viable alternatives to the

conqueror

industrial, growth oriented society and cripple
humankinds’

capacity to meet an increasingly
different future with creative responses. It is
thanks to ‘development’ a‘ la West that

potential for cultural evolution still
remains in the Third World, it does do only in
spite of development.
whatever

Powerful Semantic Constellations
As Esteva puts

it. there is nothing in modern
mentality comparable to it as a force guiding
thought and behaviour. At the same time, few
words are as feeble, as fragile andas incapable of
giving substance and meaning to thought and
behaviour as development.
Somewhere between Wolff (1759) and Darwin
(1859), development evolved from a conception
of transformation that moves towards appropriate
forms, to a conception of transformation that
moves towards an ever more perfect form. During
this period, Esteva writes, evolution and
development began to be used as interchangeable
terms by scientists. Development became the
central category of Marx’s work: revealed as a
historical process that unfolds with the same
necessary character as natural laws. Both the
Hegelian concept of history and the Darwinist
concept of evolution were interwoven in
development, and reinforced with the aura of
Marx.
But when the

metaphor turned vernacular (in
greed and brutality that
characterised European imperialism), it acquired
a violent colonising power, soon deployed by
politicians. As illustrated in the earlier paragraphs,
it converted ‘history’ into a ‘programme’. It
made the industrial mode of production, which
was no more than one, among many forms of
the context of the

social life, into ‘the definition of the temiinal

viable:
.People are caught in the deadlock of
development: the peasant who is dependent on buying seeds, yetfind no cash to do
so; the mother who benefits neither from
the care ofherfellow women in the commanity nor from the assistance of a hospital;
the clerk who made it in the city hut is now
laid off'as part of cost cutting measures.
They are all like refugees who have been
rejected with nowhere to go.. (Sachs ibid. J j.
From the start it is clear the development’s
hidden agenda was the Westernisation of the
world. This is the fundamental reason why it is

stage of a unilinear way of social evolution ’. By
reformulating history thus in Western terms,

new

ways are not
.

.
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developed a century back
acquired a new meaning. To give the philosophy
of the protectorate a positive meaning, the British
argued for the need to ‘guarantee the natives
education’ (never mind that the natives were not
anaemic or feeble looking by any long shot). A

have been smashed, but the

failed. The old ways

colonialism that had

Western

development has

In the competition betw'een

the East-West division is

people from the Western countries so easily
privileged
titles of ‘experts’ over others. As the mental
attribute to themselves the otherwise

global hegemony was self-awarded to a purely
Western genealogy of history, robbing people of
different cultures the opportunity to define the
forms of their social life.

By the beginning of the 20th century, a new
of the term had became widespread, ‘Urban
development ’ bas, since then, stood for a specific
manner of reformulation of urban surroundings
based on the bulldozer and massive homogeneous
industrial production of urban spaces and
use

specialized in.stallations. By the third decade of
this century, the as.sociation of development and

should be capable of economically
developing a conquered region at the same time
accept responsibility of caring for the natives.
After the identification of the level of civilisation
with the level of

production, the dual mandate

collapsed into

one: development
the grandiose design

,ln
of Truman s
speech, there wa,'s no room for technical or
theoretical precision. The emblem defines
a program conscious of Mao's arrival,
looking for evolution as an antidote for
revolution... while simultaneously adopting
the revolutionary impetus with which Manx
.

.

endowed the world. The Truman

design
development in the transithe sense ofthe British colonial administrators, in order to clearly establish the hierarchy of initiatives that it promotes. But it can
also pass without difficulty to the intransitive use of the term, in the finest Hegelian

sometimes

u.ses

tradition (Esteva ibid:11),
The very

pre-occupation of discourse with the
origin and current causes of underdevelopment
illustrates,

as

is admitted

concedes Esteva, to what extent it

something real, concrete,
phenomenon whose origin and
modalities can be the subject of investigation.
The word defines a perception. This becomes, in
turn, an object, a fact. No one seems to doubt that
the concept does not allude to real phenomena.
They do not realise that it is a ‘comparative
adjective’ whose base of support is the
assumption, very Western but now ubiquitous
undemonstrable, of the oneness, homogeneity
and linear evolution of the world. It displays a
■falsification’ through ‘dismemberment’ of the
totality of interconnected processes that makes
the world’s reality, and in its place, substitutes
one of its fragments, isolated from the rest, as a
'general point of reference’.

quantifiable;

as

a

It was this already jaundiced perception of
reality that suffered a further impoverishment in
the hands of its first promoters, who reduced it to
‘economic growth’ consisting of income per
person in theeconomically underdeveloped areas;
an impoverishment whose medal of honour has
been the plagues of sophisticated poverty and
misery the African continent had never thought

it would

see.
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BLACK MEN AND WHITE WOMEN
Rejoinder to Pat McFadden

a

LTHOUGH

1

completely

was

create a

fair and

non-racial, non-sexist,

—

Olley Maruma

non-ageist and

a

just society

Men White

are working so hard to
eradicate racism’s shibboleths of the past.

Privilege”, which you
featured in your January issue, I welcome the
candour with which she expressed her views on

As she rightly points out, all relationships are
about power. In the family, the power tussle is
between mother and daughter, father and son,

flabbergasted by Patricia McFadden’s
article titled: “Black

Women: The Politics of

subject which

many treat as sacred. My aim in
this article is to be a candid as she was, and to
a

give back

good

as

as

she

gave.

Perhaps the

proper phrase for it is NO HOLDS BARRED.
The Afro-American writer du Bois is often
as having said that
20th century is the problem

quoted

the problem of the
of the colour line. I
happen to be one of those people who staunchly
believe that the problem of the 21.st century will
be the problem of the gender line.
When I was at university in England in the late
I970.S, there was a joke about this subject which
used to do rounds. The joke went something like
this: “You can always tell a man’s nationality by
the way he behaves when you introduce him to a
woman. An English man will say ‘hullo’ and
then shake her hand. A French

man

will say

'bonjour' and then kiss the woman's hand. An
American will say ‘hi’ and then ask for a date. A
Russian will look at the woman and then cable
Moscow for further instructions”. This was, of

the peak

of the Cold War and the joke
specify the woman’s colour.
One day 1 told the joke to a white female
classmate and she immediately said: “How does
course, at

did

not

father and

daughter, sister and brother and so on.
At school, it isbetween pupil and teacher, teacher
and headmaster, pupil and prefect and so on. One
can apply this paradigm to any relationship in
any situation. Usually, tradition and economics,
particularly the latter, play a large part in
determining who wields what power.
If Pat's gripe is the fact that there are still too
many people, black and white, whose behaviour
and attitudes are still heavily coloured by the
racist legacy of the master-slave relationship
between blacks and whites, her arguments would
receive widespread sympathy from mostprogressive people.
When 1 look at the big picture, however, and
reflect on the implications of her article, 1 am
painfully aware that neither her anger, nor her
emotional arguments will help things get better
in this world.

She caught me off guard because I have always

Through her diatribe, which is cluttered with
much muddled thinking, Pat has undennined
the most valid and pertinent of her arguments:
that black women are marginalised and underrepresented in many spheres of life.
She cites the absence of black
Dance

women

in the

troupe and in Stephen

Chifunyise’s play, “Culturally Correct”,

as

been irritated by how the second biggest continent

evidence of this in Zimbabwe.

in the world, with at least 50 countries is

about conflict. Indeed,
good drama thrives on it. So if Stephen
Chifunyise decides to choose as his antagonistic
protagonists, a white woman and a black man, it
is his dramatic license to do so, and probably a

always

treated by

Europeans as though it is one country.
But 1 recovered quickly and replied; “The same
way Nigerians behave at parties 1 suppo.se. He
will look into the woman’s eyes and .say: ‘My
father is a chief, my brother is a Minister and I’ve
got a BMW outside. Do you want to go?” She
cracked with laughter.
Power and

Marginalisation

Patricia’s classification of human relationships
into a hierarchy
to

the white

in which the white man is superior

woman

and the white

woman

is

superior to the black man and the black man is
superior to the black woman is one of those
iniquitous legacies of slavery and racism. It is a
belief that was fostered and in.stitutionalised by
slavery and bigotry. It is therefore ironic that Pat,
who claims to be a feminist is still giving credence
to this belief as though it is .sacred truth, especially
at this time when mo.st people who are anxious to
Sapem April. 1995

All drama is essentially

all

wise choice, too. He could have chosen to put a
white

against a white woman, but what
point? Alternatively, he could pit a
white man against a black woman, but what does
he know about white men’s feelings. His play
was about what the vestiges of colonialism and
racism have done to our minds, so pitting a black
man against a black woman would have missed
the point.
If Pat is unhappy about the marginalisation of
man

would be the

black

women

women

in their group.

I do know that when the

group was established, they had two. According
to one of the members, the two
young women left
after two years to get

married, one of them,
ironically, to a man called Choice. It is also sad
on the part of our culture that
many African
parents, probably the majority, do not encourage
their daughters to dance in tight and revealing
clothes in public unless they aredoingatraditional
dance like Muchongoyo.
Racism and

1

am a

woman

black

man

and 1 feel

no

Injustice

who is married to
need to

a

white

apologise or defend

myself for the situation.
I sometimes have had to endure the

of racism, but not

injustice
always from white people, but

from my own black brothers. There have been
occasions when sitting with my wife in acafe and
black waiter

comes along to take our orders,
asking both of us what we want, the
waiter will ask my wife what she is drinking and
then go a way to fetch her order. One day I lost my
temper and started shouting at the waiter: “What
a

instead of

so

Tuinbuka

the African behave?”

Group, but I think they are performing miracles
by surviving without any government support.
Whatever happened to the National Dance
Company?
I do not know why they do not have any black

in local theatre, she should stop

whining about what other people are doing and
write something herself. I promise to buy a ticket
to see it.

1 do not hold any

brief for Tumbuka Dance

is your

having

problem? Can’t you
together?”

a drink
The waiter

was

new

at

see

that

we are

the cafe and he

apologised. Now, whenever he sees me, he treats
with the utmost respect. But once, becau.se of
being black, 1 was invisible to him too.
What an insidious process the colonisation of
the mind is! It eats at a person’s mind and soul
until he starts believing he is inferior and
worthless; and by extension, his brothers too! 1
remember a time when as children we actually
believed that the Queen of England was so pure,
she did not even go to the toilet.
1 met my wife at work, where our positions
required us to work closely together. Our close
contact led to a budding friendship which
culminated in a long love affair and then marriage.
Our attraction was based on mutual respect and
.shared intellectual pursuits such as the love of
me

art,

music, film literature and so on. Our situation

unique. What happened to us happens to
people every day all over the world.
I have had many heated arguments with my
wife in the many years we have been together,
but we always resolve our differences amicably.
Many times I have thought that her colour and
was

not

millions of
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were blinding her to some of the
subtle anomalies of racism and white privilege

entrenched. To make the system stick, white
men had to dehumanise their slaves and instil

and 1 have chided her for it. In the

them with the fear of life.

upbringing

same

way.

there have been many

instances when she
reminded me that 1 was being gender insensitive.
When you add it all up, these things usually
balance out in a spirit of give and take. Which is
what relationships are all about.
In her article, Pat makes some assumptions
which I find quite astounding. The most
incredible of these is her assertion that it is folly
to

believe that

a

black

man

and white

woman

genuinely fall in love. In her heart of hearts
relationships
are based on some delusion or imperative to
power, especially on the part of the black man,
1 quote: “What happens to race and racism to

can

she believes that all such mixed

the fact that these
whiteness which
Black

men

all

women

are

White

—

a

was

used to murder countless

over

the world, and still is

as a valid reason in the US south.
Where does it end when Black men get between

perceived

the sheets with White women? Can

someone

explain this to me, because 1 know that ‘ love ’ is
not a sufficient explanation”.
Impact of Slavery

Slavery has existed in various fomis throughout
history. Slaves
were obtained in a number of ways. Most often
the enslavement was involuntary, being achieved
by such procedures as capture in war. kidnapping,
payment for debt, direct sale by one’s parents,
guardian or chief. The children of slaves
themselves usually, but not invariably, became
slaves. Throughout most ofthe Greek and Roman
civilisation, slavery was an accepted way of life.
Slaves often assumed managerial and secretarial
posts as well as their usual domestic and
agricultural duties. So slavery has always existed
as way of acquiring cheap labour. Many of these
almost the whole of recorded

slaves

were

the

same race as

their masters. An

analysis of the system does not preclude the
possibility of a master’s children falling in love
with those of his slaves.

The first African slaves in North America

colony of Virginia in 1619.
English were then developing highly
profitable plantations where tobacco, sugar and
later, cotton were grown. As the number of
slaves required to work the fields increased,
trading in slaves became even more profitable
than exporting crops. In 1681 there were about
2 000 slaves in Virginia. By the mid 19th century,
the slave population in America had risen to
arrived at the English

The

Why is this so hard for

Pat to understand? Even so, white women

sleep with their
Why ? Because they believe

women

numbers are

myth about the black man’s virility? Black
women as we know, were fair game for white

their choice.

the

men.

The

biggest flaw in Pat’s arguments is that
she carelessly uses words
like racism and feminism to justify her tirade and
anger. The result is that she has placed herself in
without defining them,

rid of “undesirables” from their
economically

authoritarian societies became
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The stereotypes we see in movies where black
tender in bed to white women and rough

men are

and inconsiderate to black

women might very
well be true. Since time immemorial, the black
man

has been brutalised into

a comer to

behave

be very

arguments intact.

is it love she feels for him

minefield of contradictions from which it will

hard for her to extricate herself with her
If we accept the premise of her
arguments, we would also have to accept guilt
for the past sins of our fathers and mothers. This
would mean that our present leaders and chiefs
are guilty of the sins of our forefathers who sold
our brothers and sisters into slavery. But surely,
that would be pointless and unjust.
Racism is the theory or idea that there is a
casual link between inherited physical traits of
personality, intellect, or culture and, combined
with it, the notion that some races are inherently
superior to others.
It is difficult to pinpoint precisely the origins
of racist thinking, but intellectually the idea that
some races are superior to others was buttressed
in Europe by such writers as Joseph Gobineau
(Essay on the Inequality of Human Races) in the
middle of the 19th century. In the United States
it was Lothrop Stoddard and Madison Grant.
In Africa and the rest of the Third World, racist

thinking was used to justify and rationalise
plunder, conquest and territorial expansion.
Racism cannot exist without prejudice. The
two are sides of the same coin. Prejudice is an
unsubstantiated prejudgement of an individual
or group, favourable or unfavourable in character,
tending to act in a consonant direction.
Stereotypes
I do not wish to accuse Pal of anything but it
pertinent to note that she seems to imply that
every black man is somehow driven by some
inferiority complex to regard white women as

is

the ideal of womanhood. She does not offer any

scientific data for her assertion

British

commoner

or

pity?

If what she feels for him is love,

impossible for a white
Or is pity love?

woman to

why is it
feel the same?

I have seen the dreadlocked young Black men
who Pat says “pursue ‘exotic' White women
from predominantly USA who have flooded

Zimbabwe
between

as

part of exchange programmes

universities and

countries”.

colleges in both

Sometimes I have shared

a

drink

with them and

engaged them in lively debates.
Many of them are also students, or school-leavers,
who are well aware of the psychological damage
of racism. For the most part, they are keen to
break down racial barriers.

Some of them
are

are

keen to promote

struggling artists who
their work among tourists

poor

and

foreigners who they find more receptive to
their work than their countrymen. Often, the
disquieting

power relationships that Pat talks
about reinforce themselves. Because the young
artists

they find themselves accepting
foreign white students, without
buying anything in return. American students, as
we all know, are relatively richer than African

are poor,
drinks from the

students.

These young

blacks are particularly irked by
vestiges of racial segregation which still
disadvantage their careers and their lives in a
racist post-colonial society. Many of them are
very proud of their African roots, hence their
the

even

though it is

Chief Seretse Khama decided

as a system of acquiring
labour, which was undertaken

increasing, surely it is because these
days people are free to enter into relationships of

that way. When the black man goes to his black
woman after being brutali.sed by the white man

a

wanted to get

servants and cheap

in favour of white women? If their

sometimes took great risk just to

with the full connivance of African chiefs who

than 4 million.

So what started

with
problem of defining their identity in a racist
and post-colonial society. So where are the
multitudes of black men that are forsaking black
the

black male slaves.

glaringly obvious to anyone who has lived in this
country that mixed marriages often occur in the
face of intense disapproval from families and
society. After all, the whole idea of a white
woman marrying a black man was illegal in this
region not so long ago, and. as .she points out. in
the United States it led to lynchings only fifty
years ago. Both the colonialist British and
Bamangwato people were not very amused when

more

wife have black children who have to cope

to

choose

a

white

for his wife. Now he and his

dreadlocks. It has never occurred to me that these
young people were openly behaving as superior
to other black people when 1 see them with a
their hands. On the contrary,

white

woman on

their

general colourful behaviour and their

rejection of the normal “civilised” dress code

usually attracts scornful comments from other
people.
Not surprisingly, they react with vanity and a
determination to show pride in what they are
doing. So what's wrong with that? Students tend
to hang out with other students, and boys will be
boys. That is what these students exchange
programmes are there for: to break barriers
black
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DEBATES & VIEWPOINTS
between young

people ol’ditTerent nations. Pat's
obviously prevents her from having
any sympathy for them. 1 urge her not to judge a
book by its cover.
The fact that prejudice is still so widespread is
a problem that we should all strive to tackle head
on. It is not something that we should treat as

black

class position

natural and inevitable.
Like

hostility and aggression, it should be
stigmatised. What is dangerous is hailing and
promoting these destructive negative feelings as
positive and carthatic!
If racism has poisoned and damaged the minds
of white
must

men.

white

have done the

same

Are Pat's arguments,
that damage?

Indeed Pat is

and black

women

for black

perhaps

men,

it

women.

a symptom

of

in her

prejudice she
goes as faras to say any black man who believes
a white woman can truly love him is “a
dangerous
so secure

dreamer".
Pat. I woidd rather be

dangerous dreamer
cynic like you. At
least, that way I will be a lot happier. Frustration
always leads to aggression and aggression is
always due to frustration.
Foras long as man has rationalised his thoughts
and behaviour, poets have mused and agonised
about the nature of love and what makes people
succumb to it. Are we now to believe that only
than be

a

a

bitter and frustrated

Pat MacFadden knows the answer?
The sad truth is that Pat's attitude debases ail

relationships. Statements like these
illustrative of that debasement: "White
do not enter into

relationships with

are

women

Black
men. I have never seen a White woman living in
a rural area with a poor Black peasant. White
women only want Black men that can keep
poor

them in comfort."

First, these statements
because I have
arc

the

are

come across

not

white

strictly true
women

who

exception to this rule. Secondly, they

fatuous because black

women

are

do not relish the

prospect of marrying a man who is poorer or less
educated than

they

are,

whether he is white

or

black.
Those human

she wants.

man

Whatever

man

to the

she wants, Pat is of

course,

entitled to her choice. But she does not have the

right to demand that other people should per
force make that choice as well. That surely
would be the hope of a tyrant. History is soiled
w ith too much blood and
suffering caused by the
deeds and dogmatism of tyrants.
When Japanese Emperor. Akihito’s son and
heir, who had been looking for a "suitable
candidate" to become his royal bride, was asked
what qualities he was looking for. he said: "A
person who is modest but who w ill not be afraid
to speak her mind when necessary."
Admittedly, only Japanese women (we
assumed) were eligible. But he did not mention
looks or body shape. Like his father, he chose a
commoner,

the second to be allowed

to

become

of the 2 OOO-yearold dynasty. But there was
something special about this commoner. She
speaks several European languages, a useful
asset in a w ife whose life will be spent mostly on
the international diplomatic stage.
part

Making a Choice
both black and white

I know many women,

who have turned down

when Pat declares:

"Any Black man who thinks
that because a White woman sleeps with him,
she has suddenly shed all racist socialisation that
was ingrained into her by White society, then he
is a dangerous dreamer," she is condemning all
of

us as

irredeemable.

If Pat believes that white
stK'ialisation from white

women

receive their

society only, then 1

entitled to ask: What about

am
the nannies who

bring them up from a tender age until they start
thinking for themselves? Are we to believe that
these women are incapable of making an impact
whatsoever on their socialisation? If Pat believes

that, isn't that

an

who work

nannies?

as

insult

on

all tho.se black

women

When Cleopatra, one of Africa's last great
Queens, ruled Egypt in the last century before
the birth of Christ, she preferred to be first, the

feminism. Pat's

who is over-needy, bitter, dogmatic and
demagogic, the very qualities, it seems to me,
that might prevent her from acquiring the sort of
Sapbm April. 1995

or an

Why did she not choose a spouse from closer to
home? Were African men not good enough for
her'?
African

don't

usually ask these sort of
questions because, as Pat says, it is not politically
men

correct.

Apart from not defining what she means by
position as a "black feminist"
sounds completely confusing to me.
Feminism, as we all know, has grown through
many changes as it has developed. Mary
Pankhurst might have been a rabid revolutionary

a

black feminist,

an

Afro-American. I have learnt

African

over

the

years that these differences matter. From her
article it is clear that she was not born here. She
has

only been living here since the early 1980s.

Was she born in America

speak

any

or

Africa? Does she

African language? Does she speak

ShonaorNdebele? Ifshc finds her"slave name"

repugnant why does she keep it?
African name like

not assume an

Kwesi Mfume who
Does she think it

of

another. So

character and

comes on as a woman

To me, it is not clear, for instance, whether she
isan African feminist,

did not love them for

one reason or

as

it.

African

mistress of the Roman emperor, Julius Caesar
and then the wife of his successor. Mark Anthony.

From her article. Pat

day, but she was not
Angela Davis or Kate Millett of
"The Politics of Sex". In Europe, as sex has been
pushed to the centre of political debate, a fierce
battle has been raging among feminists who are
not sure what positions to take on subjects such
as pornography,
homosexuality and so forth. For
instance, do women enjoy sado-masochism or is
it a male ploy to perpetrate violence upon them?
If Pat's position as a "black feminist" is not
understood by her readers, it is her duty to clarify

marriage offers to rich,
good looking and very eligible men because they

beings who are privileged
enough to enter into relationships or marriages
which are not dictated by economics or custom,
usually look forqualities beyond looks and body
shapes in their choice of spouse. Qualities which
people look for in spouses vary from the physical
to the sublime and from person to person. Some
are attracted by intelligence, others by looks,
some are attracted by wealth and others
by
so on.

establishment of her

radical

as

language?

If her ideal black
a

Why does she
Congressman
adopted an Ashanti name?
is important to speak an

man

turned out

to

be the

chief, what would her attitude be

customary demands

to

son

the

that she conduct herself as a
being

traditional woman? Would she consider

subservient to her husband, as tradition demands,

"being treated like a chattel?" Would her new
relatives identify with her attitudes or
would they find them as alien as those of the
white women they meet in the towns? The
answers to all these questions are dangling in the
as

women

air.

Although, lie jure, we no longer live in a
segregated society, de facto, we do. Economics
still play a great part in keeping the races apart.
Most white people live in rich exclusive suburbs,
the majority of blacks live in overcrowded high
density suburbs and rural areas. It has always
been a question of economics and it still is. hence
all the talk about Affimiative Action.
Most

people in the rural areas do not give a
sleeping with who in the exclusive
rich suburbs. They are too busy eking out a
meagre living in the drought prone rural areas.
Whateverthe reality, the idea of going back to
a segregated society has been completely
discredited. Qrganisation of human lives along
racially segregated lines has never worked and it
never will. All it does is create friction, prejudice
hoot who is

and conflict.
So Pat, when those young men

told you that
going out with white women was purely for
revenge, perhaps they were buffooning you, or
"dissing" you as the saying goes. Perhaps they
knew you would not understand.□
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THE SARIPS/SAPES FELLOWSHIP
PROGRAMME: A CONTRIBUTION TO THE
REVIVAL OF THE AFRICAN UNIVERSITY
IBBO MANDAZA

T

HE

SARIPS/SAPES Trust’s Student

Fellowship Programme is part of the
organisation’s contribution to the

development of indigenous and organic
scholarship on the continent. It reflects the
organisation’s own mandate as a pan-Africanist
centre for Research, Policy Dialogue and
Publications, and is similar to other projects
outlined below which SARIPS/SAPES has

already established as part of its programme.
The
Visiting Reseach Fellowship
Programme was established some five years
ago. to provide an alternative destination and
facility for African scholars who would otherwise
spend their sabbatical leave at universities in
the northern hemisphere.
The programme
provides for in-house seminars at SARIPS/
SAFES, public lectures at selected universities
in the sub-region, and a substantive publication
at least a monograph under the SAFES
Books Series
in the cour.se of the Visiting
Fellowship.
The Ford Foundation in particular has been
the main sponsor of this Programme which has
—

—

no

doubt contributed to the

intellectual

development of SARIPS/SAPES.
The Reflections Programme is designed to
attract senior scholars and/or pol icy makers and
other professionals who may wish to spend a

reflecting on an aspect
African society, or
completing a research manuscript of significant
import. As in the case of the Visiting Fellowship
Programme, the Reflections Programme also
seeks to put the scholar and/or policymakers in
touch with the various policymaking agencies,
year at SARIPS/SAPES,
of major concern to

universities and institutions of
in the

higher learning
sub-region, in the course of the year that

SARIPS/SAPES. Through both the
Visiting Fellowship and Reflections
Programme, SARIPS/SAPES hopes to establish
soon the SAFES Guest Lecture Series, through
which
leading African scholars and
policymakers will visit selected universities
and policymaking agencies for a given period,
interacting and assisting specific departments,
and offering public lectures and seminars to the
university itself and to the community at large.
SARIPS/SAPES is in the process of launching
'he Masters Programme in Policy Studies
is spent at
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which is

contribution to

in both the

of academia and intellectual

designed primarily for policymakers
public and private sectors of Eastern
and Southern Africa, and including persons
working in international and regional agencies
and those abroad interested in
one
on

an

exposure to

of the most relevant programmes of study
Eastern and Southern Africa. It will be a

with students
required to attend two one-month (January of
each of the two years of the programme) periods
two-year part-time programme,

capacity-building in the field
enterprise, with
particular reference tothe African university as
the main agency through w hich a community of
African scholars can be further developed.
The Role of the African

The African

University

university in Eastern and

Southern Africa has indeed been

a

crucible not

There will be

only for the establishment of a community of
African scholarship in this part of the world, but
also the agency through which w ould-be African
leaders and professionals were brought together

in the

across

of full-time lectures, seminars and tutorials.
a schedule of essay assignments
of the programme, w ith a major
dis.sertation — and possibly also an examination

—

at

course

the end of the Masters Course. The

focuses

course

Policy Analysis and Regional
Perspectives. Economic Policy. International
on

Relations. Governance, Social and Public

Policy, Environment Policy. Gender and
Development. The faculty will he drawn from
among relevant experts in the various
universities, public and private sector
organisations in Eastern and Southern .Africa.
Selected experts will also be drawn from relevant
international

institutions, to assist

in

a

which also seeks to place Eastern
Southern Africa in a continental and global

programme

and

context.

The degree will be awarded by either the
University of Dai-es-Salaam. University of
Zimbabwe or the University of Fort Hare. The
important point to emphasize here is that the
Masters Programme offers a great opportunity
for

a

collaborative venture between SARIPS/

SAFES

on

the

one

hand and the universities and

policy agencies of the sub-region on the other,
while akso contributing to the same university
departments and policy agencies towards
developing a capacity to develop internal study
programmes that will link with both the SARIPS/
SAFES Masters Programme and other similar
policy-related work in the sub-region.
The SARIPS/SAPES Student Fellowship
Programme is a logical follow -up to the three
aforementioned programmes in that it also seeks
to

enhance interaction betw een African students,

across

borders and in the context of selected

of study

in the Social Science field. Like
the other two programmes, the Student
Scholarship Fellowship is also designed as a
areas

(colonial) boundaries. It

was

around the

.African

university that the quest for an African
identity found early expression, growing into
the loud demand of African nationalism and its

associated dream of African

unity around the
Organisation of African Unity (OALI).
So. established as they were as part of the
colonial education system in Central. Eastern
and Southern Africa, such universities

as

Uganda. Fort Hare in South Africa.
Pius XII in Lesotho, and the University College
of Rhodesia and Nyasaland in Harare, all
nevertheless served as important bases for the
development of both a coniniunity of African
scholarship in the form of the first crop of
African graduates, and a vibrant panAfricanism, bringing together as they did
Makerere in

Africans from the various territories of the sub-

Likewise, such post-independent

region.

African universities

as

those of Dar-es-Salaani.

Zambia. Botswana. Lesotho and Swaziland:

they also provided university education to
hundreds of exiles and refugees that, from the
late

196()s onwards,

came

from the white

dominated territories of South Africa. Namibia.
Zimbabwe and. in

a

number of cases,

even

from

Angola and Mozambique. Indeed many exile
scholars
including some of the founders of
the SAFES Trust
began their academic
careers at these post-independent African
Universities, particularly those of Dar -es—

—

Salaam. Zambia and Botswana.
added that many

It should be

other African universities also

contributed to the education of southern
Africans; in

particular. Nigeria which, through

its various universities and institutions of higher

learning

.

hosted hundreds of Zimbabweans.
much

Namibians and South Africans throughout
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of llie

197()s and

into the 198()s; and

Southern African Universities Social

example, by 1979, there

likewise Ghana. Sierra Leone. Kenya and

Science

(SAUSSC);

Zimbabwean students abroad, most of them

Uganda. Out of these university communities

important social science font as indicated below;

University of Botswana
by a
group of exile scholars (Marcus Balintulo.
Mbulelo Mzamane and Shakong from

the Kastern African I'niversitie.s Social

South Africa; Ibbo Mandaza and Nelson

the scholarship programmes specially
designed and supported by an international
community so embarrassed by Ian Smith's
Unilateral Declaration of Independence (UDl)
and seeking to contribute to a human resource
base in preparation for black majority rule.
Likewise, with respect to both Namibia and

as

even

Science

were

Conference

Founded in the

founded such

(EAUSSC):

ence

Uganda. Nairobi and Zambia, it held annual meetings, around selected themes of
social, political and economic import. It
held its last meeting in Dar-es-Salaam in

earlier.

occasion that influ-

an

Tanzania
particu-

—

larly those that became known

as

F’rontline States of Southern Africa
towards

the
—

partisan position on Angola. But the EAUS.SC foundered eventually. because of the political problems
associated with both the Idi Amin regime
in Uganda and the decline in academic
freedom in places like Kenya. More important however, the Eastern African Soa more

cial Science Conference (EAUSSC) established

an

important foundation forsuch

of its antecedents

as

the African As.socia-

tion of Political Science (AAPS). the

Council forthe
and

Development of Economic

Social

Research

in

Africa

(CODESRl A), the Southern African Universities Social

Science Conference

(SAUSSC) and. of
African

course,

Political

the Southern

Economy Series

(SAPES) Trust.
African Association of Political Science
(AAP.S):

founded in Dar

es

Salaam in

197.3 by a group of scholars at the University of Dar-es-Salaam the main of which
were
either exiles (e.g.
Nathan
Shamuyarira from Zimbabwe. Archie
Mafeje from South Africa. Georges
Nzongola-Ntalaja from Zaire. Dani

Nabudere. Mahmood Mamdani and Yash
Tandon from

Uganda, etc); or African
of Africa (e.g.
Nigeria; Claude Ake andOkwudibaNnoli;
Ghana; Emmanuel Hansen. Akgie Sawyerr
and Eboe Huichful; Kenya; Ali Mazrui
and Abdallah Bujra). The host scholars
luminaries from other parts

from Tanzania itself included Justinian

in Lusaka in 1978.
S.AUSSC

EAUSSC; less

was

As indicated
modelled

on

institutionally based than

either CODESRIA. AAPS

or

SARIPS/

SAPES. it has

managed to stagger on to
holding the occasional Conference
in the period since 1978.
All these organisations enjoy a healthy
overlap in membership and scholarly functions,
further enhancing the quest for a community of
African scholarship. However, there has been
no serious attempt at reinforcing these linkages
at the very base of African scholarship, namely
date,

at the level of students.

There are several

for this situation which relates

to the

reasons

general

w'ere some

15 000

on

South Africa;

it is difficult to estimate the

number of students from these countries, but it
very significant
African graduates.
was a

proportion of all those

The

point to highlight, however, is the extent
overseas university has contributed
not only to the decline of the African
university
but also the attrition and (light of skills. To begin

to

which the

with, from the late 1970s onwards, fewer and
fewer African students returned home

graduation. But

even

themselves confronted with
the main of whieh

on

those that returned found

was

a

that of

host of

problems

reintegrating into

the home terrain. Worse still, many a returnee
had become virtual misfits in the country of

decline in the African University, from its
heyday in the 19b()s and 1970s. to its near
complete demise in the 198()s.
The political and economic malaise that

Conversely, however, the demise of the
university has been a gain for the
overseas university and its "African Studies”
industry, the latter becoming more important as

afHicted Africa from the mid I97()s onwards

centres

was

bound

to

affect

also

the

African

university. Significantly. Makerere University
slumped into insignificance at the hands of the
Amin regime; and even today, it is still
struggling to emerge from the ashes of almost
20 years of anarchy and civil strife in Uganda,
Fort Hare University became nothing more
than a Bantustan university in a country in
which

mainstream

academia

became

with the white Universities. In
general, the 1970s and 1980s saw the decline
synonymous

in the

nature

and content of

most

African

universities in Eastern and Southern Africa,
much with respect to
in academia itself.

as

physical infrastructure as

The role of the

overseas

From there, most of these students

returned to lecture in the African
to serve the

.African

for research

on

African issues than the

African university itself.
By the beginning of the I98()s, there was
virtually little or no social science research at
average

African universities; African social scientists
had

to

enrol at these

the research

overseas

institutions, even if

the home country

itself. A
degree at an overseas institution — and under the
was
supervision of an overseas Professor
regarded as infinitely more valuable than one
earned at home. Likewise, publishing in a journal
area was

of the northern
valuable than

hemisphere was infinitely more
doing so in a publication at home.

Out of this grew the disdain, on the part of most
African universities, for anything "home-grown";
and with that kind of altitude, has grown

university
reinforced this trend, emerging as an alternative
to the .African university.
It had become a
long-established practice whereby African
students proceeded from the African university
to an overseas university for post-graduate
studies.

birth.

university

or

afso the

disregard for our own institutions of higher
learning. Now. insteadof establishing functional
linkages between African universities
themselves, the African university has its main
goal to establish a linkage with an overseas
university. Apart from the very limited value of
such linkages, it is a trend that only reinforces the
demiseofthe African university. It isasituation

country in some significant capacity.

about which all African intellectuals should be

By the 198()s. however, the overseas university
was no longer an alternative; it had become the

concerned and around which real programmes
should be established towards the revival of the

nomic and Social Research in Africa

main destination of the African students, not

African

(CODESRIA); founded in 1978. it is in-

only for post-graduate studies but even for the
undergraduate. In Southern Africa, the 197()s
in particular, witnessed the largest outflow of
students to Europe and North America. For

and

Anthony Rwemamu. Issa Shivji.

Mushi.
—

Moyo from Zimbabwe; and Bari Wanji
inaugural Confer-

from Sudan), it held its

from the universities of Dar-es-Salaam.

enced both the government of
and other African countries

—

and Swaziland in Gaborone in 1977

early I97()s by scholars

December. 19711.

Conference

Eounded at the

those of Dar-es-Salaam. Zambia. Botswana.

Lesotho and Swaziland

—

—

etc.

Council for the

Dcvelopnient of Fico-

creasingly viewed as the expression of the
coiiiiniinity of African Scholarship at
the continental level.
Sai’KM Al’RIl., 199.5

university, the revival of
scholarship in Africa.

an

organic

The Revival of the African
This is the main

University
objective behind the SARIPS/

SAPES idea itself and its various programmes.

5.1

iv)to

SARIPS/SAPES RESEARCH
including the student fellowship programme.
beginning was made — thanks to
persons likeJonathan Moyo—at the University

A modest

of Zimbabwe, with its annual “Summer School"

brings together students from the various
sub-region. At the initiative
of Jonathan Moyo also. SARIPS/SAPES
inaugurated its Post-Graduate Student
Fellowship Programme in 1993, with the support
for two students, a Zambian and a Ugandan,
who were studying for an MSc in International
Relations at the University of Zimbabwe. Prior
to that, SARIPS/SAPES supported two South
that

The Southern African

i) to present to a wide audience for critical appraisal the SARIPS Proposal on the Masters

University of Zimbabwe in 1990 and 1991.

to

a

was an

ad hoc arrangement, a response

desperate need rather than part of an
that has now emerged

organ i.sed programme

the Post-Graduate Student

with respect to

Fellowship Programme. So. in addition to
the Zambian and Ugandan students that were
referred to above, the Programme also
supported in 1992 a student from Swaziland
towards his research expenses for his M.Phil
Studies in Namibia. The first Zimbabwean
student to benefit from this

Programme was
University of Botswana for
Masters Programme in an aspect (crossborder trade) in regional cooperation; while

enrolled at the

the second Zimbabwean is

is

who

completing

a

young woman

her

Environmental Sciences at the

studies

in

University of

Zimbabwe.

is how to further
Programme with a resource
base that will support both under-graduate and
post-graduate students, and in a manner
designed
to promote student exchange between
The

question

now

institutionalise this

African universities in the Eastern and
Southern African

sub-region

capacity-building of
university as a vehicle not
only for the production of knowledge
and skills, but also for the promotion of
pan-African linkages and an indigenous
and organic community of African

contribute to the

—

the African

scholars.
contribute to the establishment of a pro-

—

for the revival of the African
university as the centre of excellence at
both the national, sub-regional and congramme

tinental levels.

of the

major constraints that
of these lofty but important
objectives. But we believe that the SARIPS/
SAPES Student Fellowship Programme will,
if supported with substantial resources,
We

are aware

stand in the way

constitute
this

.34

more

than

important goal.^

a

token effort towards

Degree:

ii) to consult various regional experts, academics and government officials on the nature of specific
training requirements in policy studies within Southern Africa:
receive international expert advice on the nature and management of post-graduate policy study
in various continents:

programmes

develop collectively a suitable framework and design of the Masters Programme in terms of the
content, training approaches, management issues and resource requirements;

course

V) to develop guidelines on the institutionalisation of the
among relevant organisations.

African students who enrolled and studied at

But this

Regional Institute for Poiicy Studies (SARIPS), under the auspices of the SAPES

Trust, heid a Pianning Workshop on its proposed Masters Degree Programme in Regional Policy Studies
from 6-10th March at the New Ambassador Hotel in Harare. The objectives of the workshop were:

universities in the

the

MASTERS DEGREE PROGRAMME IN
REGIONAL POLICY STUDIES

These

objectives

were

training programme within SARIPS and

pursued through plenary and group discussions held according to the workshop

programme.

workshop drew thirty-six participants from a variety of local, regional and international institutions with
policy studies training. Participants included academics from SARIPS' research networks,
independent academics from various universities, officials representing the Southern African Development
Community (SADC) and the Association of African Public Administration and Management (AAPAM),
government officials with a policy and planning function from various countries and representatives of NonGovernmental Organisations (NGOs).

The

direct interest in

International resource persons came as advisors from three reputed institutes of policy studies including:
Professor Jon S T Quar from the Department of Political Science, National University of Singapore, and a

public policy at the Centre for Advanced Studies, Dr Donald Curtis the director of the School of
Policy in Birmingham, United Kingdom and Professor Nasim Islam from the Faculty of Administration,
University of Ottawa.

lecturer in
Public

spelt out the rationale behind the SARIPS Masters Degree
Programme, emphasizing that the central objective was to provide training that could reduce the current
dichotomy between theory and practice in most policy development processes within countries of the
Southern and Eastern African region. He pointed out that the SARIPS Masters Degree in Policy Studies
had already gained the support of various governments within SADC because of the recognised human
resources gap in that area. The programme had also gained the support of three regional universities,
namely the University of Zimbabwe. Fort Hare and the University of Dar-es-Salaam, which had agreed to
accredit the Masters Degree. He welcomed the participants with a call for them to be critical and to assist
SARIPS develop a suitable programme.
In his welcome address Dr. Ibbo Mandaza

Monyake of SADC officially opened the workshop and apologised for the absence of Dr Kaire
due to equally pressing assignments. He wished the workshop
participants success in their planning endeavour, and emphasized the need for education to respond to
societal needs and improve standards of living through sound and practical development policies. He noted
that the southern African region was experiencing rapid political and economic change, and said there was
need for institutions such as SARIPS to adapt themselves towards new regional cooperation needs such
as training in policy formulation, policy analysis and policy implementation. He said that in this respect,
SARIPS was correctly poised to meet the new challenges. Its Masters Degree Programme in Policy Studies
was a unique initiative both in the region and the entire continent.
Dr LB

Mbuende. the Executive Secretary of SADC,

a vote of thanks to SADC for its interest in promoting the SARIPS initiative, Professor T Maluwa of the
University of Cape Town commended SARIPS for its growing capacity in policy studies and stressed the
importance and relevance of its Masters Degree programme to regional governments, private sector.
NGOs and international development agencies and donors.

In

RESOLUTIONS

workshop agreed to place emphasis on excellence in the selection of trainees, and to target
organisations that can use the policy skills effectively. The programme expects to produce people who can
develop viable alternative policies within the contextual and resource constraints facing the region, and with
adequate skills to cater for the socio-economic and political sensitivities of the region.
The

workshop resolved that the Masters degree was a neccessary, relevant and feasible initiative in terms
objectives and the strategy adopted as well as in terms of the course content and the available
expertise in the region. Furthermore, there were suitable facilities and institutional motivation for the
programme. The key constraints were to secure adequate resources to finance the programme initially,
because of the large capital development costs this entailed. It was agreed that subsequent funding in the
form of fellowships would be relatively easy to procure. However, it was recommended that a team of
planning consultants comprising four to five experts would need to be hired over a three month period to
develop the detailed plan of action, management procedures, course content details and to promote the
programme. SARIPS would seek resources immediately to hire such a team, as well as to commission
experts to develop the courses and to gain accreditation.

The

of its

planning team would follow the agreed guidelines on the course content and teaching approaches and
develop a five year operational plan. The full length report of this meeting will be published in the May issue
The

of SAPEM-

Sapem April, 199.3
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SAFES TRUST
SAFES

SCHOLARSHIPS

SEMINAR SERIES CLUB

The Southern Africa Political

We

inviting you to Join the SAFES Seminar Series club
whose Membership tee stands at Z$250 per year. Benefits
will include free access to a series of high-level, wideranging debates in the vein of the highly successful Policy
Dialogue seminars which are held at SAFES every month.
Other benefits of membership will include a free copy of all
publications emanating from these seminars, plus a copy of
Southern Africa Political and Economic Monthly (SAPEMl
magazine.
We are developing a hospitality centre where you will be
able to socialise and brainstorm with resource persons of
various backgrotinds after every seminar.
are

Please

contact;

Dr. Ibbo Mandaza,

The Executive Director of SAPES/S ARIFS
for further details

on

Tel. 727875/790815
or

call

at

No. 4

Deary Avenue
Belgravia

CONFERENCE SERVICES
Are you having problems
conference in the sub-region?

in convening

SAFES Trust

your

regional head office organises
conferences, workshops and seminars in any country
of the sub-region on a commercial basis. We charge
a commission fee of 15 percent of total cost.
Direct all your enquiries to:

Economy Series (SAFES)
regional organisation that was set up to operate
in Southern Africa with the objectives of facilitating and
promoting social science teaching, research and publication.
As an extension of these objectives, the SAFES Trust also
promotes young scholarship by supporting undergraduates
and post-graduate students pursuing further studies in the
Trust is

a

social science field in Eastern and Southern Africa.
With effect from 1995, the SAFES Trust is

offering

scholarships to under-graduate and post-graduate students
pursuing studies in the social science field. The scholarships
are tenable at any university in the Eastern and Southern
Africa region other than their own national university and
cover some of the students' expenses. For post-graduate
students, this support gives them a chance to work on their
individual research proposals, with financial and service
support from SAFES. We believe that such a support
programme contributes to the development of social science
scholarship in the region, besides harnessing the exodus of
post-graduate students to the North.
Initially, the SAFES Trust scholarships are tenable for one
(1) year, subject to renewal for a further year or two. Fostgraduate applicants seeking these scholarships must enclose
a detailed research proposal which includes a budget while
under-graduate applicants must enclose proof of admission
to a university and the fees structure.
Fost graduate students must send their applications, with a
detailed curriculum vitae and university transcripts, letters
of support from the Dean of the Faculty, the Chairman of
the Department and also from the supervisor, while under

The Administrator

graduate students must send their applications with a
detailed C.V.. copies of their relevant certificates, admission
letters and letters of support from the Dean of the Faculty

4

to:

Deary Avenue, Belgravia
Regional Office
P.O. Box MP 111, Mt Pleasant

SAFES Trust

Harare, Zimbabwe
Tel: 263-4-727875
Fax: 263-4-732735
Telex: 26464 AAPS ZW

Sapes Newsletter April. IW.S

The Executive Director

SAFES Trust
P.O. Box MP 111
Mount Pleasant
Harare. Zimbabwe
The

closing date is 10th June. 1995
5.S

SAPES/SARIPS LIBRARY AND DOCUMENTATION
CENTRE

SAFES SEMINAR SERIES
Landmines in Southern Africa
The Southern Africa

RECENT ACQUISITIONS

Transformation in Central. Eastern, am!South-EastEurope.Les.sons learned from development policy in
the South and from the German unification process: their
relence to East West cooperation: Papers. Duisburg: Development and Peace Foundation in cooperation with the
Institute for Development and Peace Foundation, 1994
02.02.01 After the Golden Age: Thefuture of the welfare state
in the new global order. Paper. Geneva: Unrisd.Nov. 1994
03.02.01 Structural Adjustment in a Changing World. Paper.
01.02.01
ern

Geneva: Unrisd,1994

03.02.01 Women. Work and Poverty in Africa:
action and the proceedings.

Agenda for
Seminar Paper. Harare: ILO,

Oct. 1994

03.02.01 Conference on Beyond ESAP. Papers. Kariba: Confederation of Zimbabwe Industrie.s/Friedrich Naumann

Foundation. Nov. 1994
03.02.01 The World Bank and Poverty

Reduction in Uganda.
Paper. Copenhagen: Centre for Development Research,

The experience ofZimbabwe.
Paper. Harare: University of Zimbabwe Institute of Development Studies, Nov. 1994.03.05 Transnational Corporations: Impediments or catalysts of .social development?
Paper. Geneva: Unrisd,I994
04.01.02 Employment and Industrial Relations in Malawi: A
prospectus for /e/brn;.University of Cape Town:Labour

03.02.01 Structural Adjustment:

Law Unit. 1994

04.01.02C/n///,g Families: Changing laws. Livingstone:
WILSA.I994
04.02.01 Political Violence and

Democracy in Zimbabwe. Pa-

per. Harare, 1994
04.02.01 The Constitution

as a Vehicle for the Protection of
Rights: The Southern African e.xperience-Namibia.
Paper. Victoria Falls, 1994
04.02.01 The Bill ofRights and the Protection ofHuman Rights:
Tanzania's court e.vperience. Paper. Victoria Falls, 1994
04.02.0! The Protection and Enforcement of Human Rights:
Overview of the Zimbabwean e.vperience. Paper. Victoria

Human

Falls. 1994

of the Republic of South Africa Bill.
Paper. Victoria Falls, 1994
04.02.01 The Constitution as a liability: Zimbabwe's e.vperience with a bill of rights. Paper. Victoria Falls, 1994
04.02.01 How can a hill of Rights Best be Protected Against
Undesirable Erosion and Amendment? Paper. Victoria

04.02.01 Constitution

Falls, 1994

African Charter: Iinspirational document or false
Paper. Victoria Falls. 1994

04.02.01 The

04.02.01 Some Notes

on

ConstitutonaHsm and Fundamental

Rights in Africa. Paper. Victoria Falls. 1994
04.02.01 Fundamental Problems Regarding Fundamental
Rights: The Kenyan e.vperience. Paper. Victoria Falls; 1994
04.02.01 A Constitutional Bill of Rights as the Protector of
Human Rights: The United Nations E.vperience. Paper.
56

view of the international campaign on restrictions on the use
of certain conventional weapons which may be deemed to
be excessively injurious or to have indiscriminate effects as
outlined in the 10 October Final Act of
conference

on

a

United Nations

the issue.

John Stewart,

representative of the American
outlining the
main areas which interested parties in the sub-region should
focus on. Fie highlighted the lack of government concern in
ratifying the relevant conventions to restrict the use,
stockpiling and even production of landmines.
The case of Angola and Mozambique is instructive for
a

local

Friends Service Committee led the discussion

those interested in the untold human devastation these
weapons inflict on the civilian population. Given this state
of affairs and the transformed nature of warfare the region
is

experiencing, civil society should mount a campaign
production of these weapons
war Mr Stewart argued.

aimed at the total ban, sale and

Jan. 1995

start.

Regional Institute for Policy Studies

(SARIPS) organised a seminar on March 23 aimed at
reviewing the situation of landmines in Southern Africa in

of

Contributions to the discussion raised the scandalous
of participation

especially in the operations involving
powers involved in the production
and sale of these weapons also reap great profits in demining
operations. This matter is further complicated by the
concealed nature of weapons procurement as it is highly
secretive at both the governmental and individual level.
The seminar raised serious questions revolving around
the issue of protecting civilians and civilian objects, since
nature

mine clearance. The

same

almost 90% of landmine casualties

are

civilians and not

combatants.
Earlier

on

in the month, the International Committee of

the Red Cross hosted

a

.seminar

on

Landmines and the

Weapons Convention in Harare on 2-3 March.
Proceedings and recommendations from the meeting will be
1980

published in

our

May edition of SAPEM.
VISITORS TO SAFES

During late February and March, SAPES Trust regional
head office was visited by a variety of people mainly
scholars, academics and members of the diplomatic
community coming to familiarise themselves with our
work.

Notable among

these were:
Bailey, Nairobi, Kenya; Karl Anders Larrson,
Zimbabwe Embassy of Sweden; Ceciwa Khonje, UN
Information Centre, Harare; Alex Vines, Human Rights/
Africa. London; Donald Curtis. University of Birmingham;
Jon Quan, National University of Singapore; Nazire Islam,
Canada; L.S. Angula. Namibia; M. Dzinotizei, Ministry of
Finance, Zimbabwe; Lucena Mwanga, Mozambique; Irene
Tlhase NEPRU. Namibia; Pai Obanya, LINESCO, Dakar;
M. Balintulo. Durban, Westville: Dr Osita Ogbu, IDRC,
Charles R.

Nairobi.□
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TRAINING CENTRE MANAGER
Kafue Gorge

Regional Training Centre (KGRTC) is a SADC Energy Project situated at Kafue Gorge Power
the second biggest hydropower station in Southern Africa.

Station in Zambia,

today fully developed to meet the demand for hydropower specialised training in the SADC
Region. Since the project started offering courses (1989-1995) the costs have been covered through
NORAD/SIDA grants and ZESCO inputs.
KGRTC is

being phased out and it is the intention of NORAD, SIDA and ZESCO to make the
administratively and professionally. Therefore, ZESCO as the implementing
is looking for a suitably qualified self-motivated (entrepreneur) person to fill the above position.

The donor support is
centre

self sustainable financially,

agency

DUTIES
The successful candidate will be the Chief Executive of KGRTC and will be

responsible to the Board of
formulating and executing management, financial, accounting, training policies and managing
technically and commercially.

Directors for

the centre
I

Attractive conditions of service will be offered viz:
I

Housing, Car, Fringe benefits and 3 year initial Contract.

QUALIFICATIONS
(1)
Degree in Engineering or Business Administration or Economics or MBA
Minimum of 5 years working experience in a Management position
(2)
(3)
Experience in running an income generating institution will be an added advantage
Should not be less than 35 years old
(4)
(5)
Experience in working with national and international organisations would be considered

I

I

Applications to reach ZESCO not later than 30 April 1995:
Ag Director of Human Resources
Electricity Supply Corporation Limited

Zambia

P.O. Box 33304

LUSAKA 10101
ZAMBIA
I

i

an

asset

I

i

